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PREFACE

This edition of Selected Papers in School Finance contains papers which

largely focus on the evaluation of:equity to pupils'in the financing

of public schools. These studies are based on the premise that pupil

equity can measured by school district dollar outlays. While the

author's recognize the limitations,of this assumption, they.have all

assumed that, per.pupil.expendi.eures are a proxy for pupil equity. In.

.

.the first paper, "Alternative Equity and Equality Measures: Does the..

Measure Make A Difference?" the author presents a systematic analysis of

various measures of equity and of the implication of using each measure.

). An earlier version of this analysis was 'published as a working paper by

New York University, Graduate School, of Public Administration.

In the second paper; "School Finance Reform in the Seventies: Achieve-

ments and Failures," the authors have evaluated each State's performance

in moving towards equity in equalizing pupil expenditures between 1970

and 1975. The data for this analysis for 1970 were derived from the

ELSEGIS sample of 5,100 school districts which accounted for approximately

'75 percent of pupil enrollment. For 1975, the ELSEGIS sample contained

6,100 school districts and compris ed about 80 percent of pupils enrolled'.

Both samples included districts enrolling less than 300 pupils. The

samples were representative for each State and included all of the

populous school districts in the country. While the evaluation of

State performanceon equity measures such as expenditure- ranges and ,

coefficients of variation is limited by any sample, it is unlikely that\

the results,reportedsin this paper would change substantively if data

iii
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for the .universe had been used Results- -for the universe markedly at

variance with those reported in the study would require that most of the

excluded districts be substantially different from the large sample.

data base. The authors view this assumption as unwarranted. Moreover,

available independent studies conducted in individual States, such as

those for Ohio and New Jersey and'the one for Wisconsin, which is

reported here, largely corroborate the findtngs of this report. This

paper revises the Interim Report first published in Part 13 of the

Congressional Hearings on H.R: 1138, September 1977.

The final paper, "Impact of the 1973 WiScOnsin School finance Reform,"

is the first major evaluation of the reform law enacted in that State

The Study is unusual in some important respects.. to demonstrate the

effects fo this laW, the authors have relied on cross-tabulation rather

.
than regression ana.1Y0sL_In addition;:the analysis of school finance

is placed in the context of the State/local fiscal setting, rather than

treated in isolation. The study. is. rich in_detail and provides

,important insights on how a sweeping reform package can be virtually

nullified because of inconsistencies inherent in the legislation.

Esther O. Iron
Project Officer
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_'ALTERNATIVE EQUITY. AND EQUALITY MEASURES:
DOES THE MEASURE MAKE A DIFFERENCE ?*

.

This paperl deals with the issue of equity and public education, an issue

that has received a great deal, of attention during the last.decade. The Serrano

vs. Priest decision by the California Supreme Court can be viewed both as a

result of this attention before 1971 and a cause of increased examination since.2

One outcome of the thinking, discussion, and research-on equity,has been the

requirement that we articulate what, we mean by equity and:it is apparent we do

not all mean the.same thing. Concepts such as equality, disparity, variation,

and fiscal neutrality have been used in conjunction with expenditures, property

tax yields, resources, etc.

The purpose of this paper is to sort out some of the alternative,conceptions

of equity and compare alternative ways of measuring equity in the area of public

education.3 Since a primary goal of the 'school finance reform movement haS been .

to increase the equity of the public' education system, school finance reform has

had a cOnsiderable impact on the way in which the consideration of educational

equity has developed.

This paper proceeds by examining a number of separate but related questions

that need to be addressed if we are to measure equity. We will argue that the

measurement of equity forces us to pass judgment on a distribution of resources

and there can be legitimate differences in the way in which the judgments are

made and resources defined and measured. The discussion is divided into five

sections. The first section bridfly defines equity in a way that forces

consideration of what it is we desire to be equitable, in other words the

*Robert Berne, Assistant Professor of Public Administration, Graduate School of
Public Administration, New York University, New York, NY



argument of the,eqUitY criteria or function.' A set of alternative arguments r--

are considered in the second section and questions.of measurement are raised and

attended to in the third section. The fourth section presents a brief-comparison

of several of the measures discussed in section three using data from school

finance studies. The fifth, and final section disCusses some of the implications

of equity measurement for policy analysis. Educational policy-analysts will

continually have to provide inputs to those who must assess- whether one situation

. .
is more equitable than another.

One further introductory point is in-order. Equity analysis cannot be

carried out without making value judgments and this should compel, those who

consider equity to be as explicit as possible regarding the value judgments that

are built into the analysis. Thus, the exposition .of valUejudgments is a goal

of this paper.

1. Definition of Equity

Equity, obviously, cannot -be-defined once and for all;as such an undertaking'

has occupied entire lifetimes, not several pages. However, it is hoped that the

working definition below will, provide an acceptable and useful frameWork for

analysis.

The general definition of equity used in thispaper-rests on the idea that

an equitable situation is one in which equals are treated- equally. Furthennore,

anjoquitable situation is one in which unequals are treated unequally.5 At this

point it is important to point out where our value judgments ,enter. If we can

measure by "treatment" and if,tthe Population for which we are assessing equity

consists of equals, then the equal treatment of equals would be the,only relevant

definition of equity. Value judgments would be required to determine how, we

measure the degree of inequality among equals and in this case the measuremero.



of equity is the measurement of equality. Some of these value judgments

encountered in measuring equality.are considered in Section III, below. If our

population consists of unequals, then vaTue.judgments are required first to

determine how the inequality of the population is determined, that' is; the

.appropriate criteria for inequality.. A second set of value judgments is needed

to decide how unequally unequals are to be treated and a third value judgment

is needed to measure inequality in the final treatment of the unequals. Note

that the third -value judgment in this case is analogous_ to the only value
1

judgment necessary for a group of equals.

Two other points, should be raised, in conjunction with this definition of

equity. First, the definition did not specify on what group the analysis should

/,

focus. Is it the indivjdual, family, taxpayer, etc.? For the analysis of

equity and education" that follows the point of view utilized is 'that of the

student. Other points of view such as the taxpayer or citizen will be "examined

to some degree through 'the course of the analysis but the issue of student

equity will be considered paramount.- Despite_tax-effedi or the 'publicness"

of education the student-seems to be the one most affected by the educational

system.6
a

It should be noted tht, when examining interdistrict equity, the student

approach used here is not the same as a distriCt approach,since district size

as measured by the number\ of students usually varies considerably The student

approach weights each district by the number of students in the district compared

to the district approach that treats districts equally. Although this paper

utilizes the student approach almost all of the issues raised and measures

suggested are apPropriate if the district is the unit of analysis. The selection

of the student approach is a value judgment and the remainder of the paper can

,

be read from either! the student or district viewpoint.



Second, the analysis and discussion in this paper assume that it is

appropriate to examine educational equity in isolation. However, Levin has

'used a "capital-embodiment" approach tp suggest that the forme. schooling

process must be considered in conjunction with other activities that affect the

student population such as "medical services dental services, nutritional

inputs, inputs from shelter,and family interactions and experiences."7 The

'ramework that Levin sets out is viewed to be valid but a partial view is taken

here primarily as a starting point for the measurement of equity and public

outputs for the student population. To discuss.equity in Levin's context would

require consideration of each of the capital embodiment activities jointly and

this pap,r can be viewed as a first step towards that goal.

The working definition of equity--equal treatment for equals and unequal

treatment for unequals--ts itself a value jUdgment and the acceptance of. this

definition. forces'.:us to make a number of other value judgments.' If we are

concerned with the application of this definition for education from the student

perspective,the notion of "treatment" in the educational sector must be

elaborated further.

II. The.Education Process--What to Measure?

Although we now have a working definition. of equity we are still quite far

from applying it to education since the issue of the measurement of education

has.not been resolved. Education consists of expenditures, teachers, classrooms,

performances, etc. Which of these is the dppropriate argument of an equity

function? In this section the advantages and disadvantages of a number of

alternatives are considered.

The public education system can be represented by a number of components or

characteristics including a political process for budget setting, budgeted and

actual revenues, the conversion of revenues to resources, the combination of



resources to produce outputs, and. the benefits that are dtrived from.the outputO

Theoretically, any or all of these components' could be used to measure the equity

of the edutational system from the student point'of View. We,could measure the

degree .of inequity the political process, schal revenues, resource inputs,

school outputs or social benefits and an obvious question at-this point is which

component, if any, is the mostdesirable as the argument of an equity criteria,

While it may be argued that the. proper equity argument is the distribution

of individual and societal benefits that are produced by the educational system,

-'there are at least two reasons why this may not be appropriate) Firit the

social and individual benefits from education may be difficult to .measure with

an acceptable 'degree of accuracy. Second, in many cases we are interested in

determining the impact of a finance policy on the educational' system and while

it may be difficult to trace the impact of the policy on school budgets or

resources,1° it is almost impossible to trace the ,effect. of the finance policy

on benefits.

Even though within the bounds.of current research we cannot use educational

benefits as the,argument of the equity function, we do not necesarily have, to

use the dollars that flow into the school distrkt. For the remainder of this

section we will consider the use of three specific arguments of the equity

function; dollars, dollars adjusted' for price differences, and resources. These

three measures will be discusserin the context of equity measurement in general

and for situations where the impact of school finance reform on equity is sought.

The measure of the educationil system( that is most commonly used as /

argument of an equity function-is the component related to school budget . This

is normally represented by revenues or expenditures, usually on a per st dent

basis. Thus, to measure the equity of a number of distributions we would,compare

the inequity of per pupil revenues or txpenditures across districts or students.

5



If we are concerned with the tnpact of school finance reform on equity we can

measure the inequity of the distributions before and after the reform. Here,

however, we may have a control problem; other parts, of the educational system

may-have caused some-of the observed changes. 11 However, we may be able to

isolate the major causes of change other than the finance reform. More severe

difficulties arise if we attempt to predict the effect of the reform before it

occurs. The reform does not only affect state &but also affects locally

raised revenues so that the ex ante calahation of the impact of the reform is

somewhat cemplex. 12 Nevertheless, existing data and methodology suggest that

reOenueS or expenditures-on a per pupil basis are a viably argument for the

equity function.

One difficulty with the school budget measures however, is that school

budgets purchase different amounts of educational inputs (teachers, textbooks,

etc.) in different areas due to 'price variations. As a result, expenditures or

revenues from different districts may not be comparable. One way to overcome
. NN

till!. difficulty is to adjuA the school budgets according to the different input

prices that each district faces but, although this sounds straightforward, there

is not unanimity among researchers regarding an appropriate price adjustment.

p2lc/
e differences reflect demand and supply factors and, in theory, only

supply factors should enter a price adjustment index but the supply and deinand

factors are difficult to disentangle. Furthermore, price should be compared

for inputs of similar quality and a valid quality measure for inputs such as

teachers is not currentl"vailable.

The recent research on price indexes indicates, however, _that there are

two categories of adjustments that can be used in an attempt to translate dollars

to equal buying. power.13 One technique is to estimate a price index for.each

location based on a local "basket of goods". Kenny et al. discuss this practice



for Florida where it is used to adjust testate aid formula.14 There are

technical problems encountered in,the-ceinpuiation of such an index and it is

d

questionable whether it .is the-appropriate index for educational inputs. The

second approach is to adjust the salaries or costs,.' - according to factors which

influence the supply of inputs as determined through*onometric analysis. The

primary problem here is the identification of the rljevant factors and the

adequate measurement of controls, although recent research`ihas made some

progress. Note that if the assumption is made or empirical research shows

that prices across districts are comparable, the measures of expenditures and

price-adjusted expenditures are identical.

At this stage we cannot measure which category of adjustment is correct

except-that we do know that they yield different indices. Kenny et at compare
I

the Florida "basket of 'goods" index, Brazer's indices applied to Florida, and

their own, and found "noticable" differences among them.15 Grubb and Hyman

display the correlations among different indices based on a range of supply-

"demand assumptions and find that "alternative assumptions can yield substantially

dlssimilir `indices. 1116

The conclusion to be drawn here is that if we adjust dollars to reflect

differences in resource prices we may be more accurately measuring resources

but the range of alternative adjustmentslappears to be. wide, given the current

state of the art and available data. Note that the conclusions regarding the

use of a price adjustment are not influenced by whether we are measuring equity

in general or the effect of school finance reform on equity.

The third possible argument of the equity function that'will be considered

is the direct measurement of educational resource inputs such as teachers, text-
.

books supplies etc. There are at least two problems that must be overcome in

order to measure the inequity of a number of distributions using resource inputs.

as.the argument of the equity function.

7 1 0
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\ First,. it- is very difficult
4.

assess the differences in quality for a _

type of resource input such as eachers. This measurement problem makes the

task of converting the resource/inputs of a given, type to a common measure
41

!----- . -/
,-----1--

rather cotplex. In order to masureir'esourc

7

inputs-we should find a way to'

1

1,

take quality differences. into account. For exmaple, all teachers are not alike
., .

.

andasimpleteacher-countcould possibly be misleading. The second problem-is

. tie` conversion of different types' of resource tnpOts such as teachers,
o ,

.
\ ,

administrators,, supplies,'etc. to a .common measure in order to\obtain a per
.

pupil -measure of resources,for a scjlool district. Sincie human inputs form

such a large percentage of educational resource inputs, we may be content to
-

only measure these but even here we must find a common denominator for teachers,

teacher aides, administrators, etc. These are not trivial measurement ,problems.

There are a number.of additional issues that should be raised. if we intend

to use resources to measure the effects of school finance-reform.' First, the

`control probliem discussed for .the previous arguments seems to be somewhat more

severe. Thai is, the resource changes after -a. school fjnance reform may not be

entirely attribbtable to the reform. Furthermore, prior to the reform, it-.,

would be morel difficult to predict the effect of the reform on the resources

compared.,to revenues or expenditures. Finally,.resources are not labelled

according'to their funding sourdes so that state versus local resources canTot
7

be separated as they can be for revenues.

The difficulties cited for resource type measures do not eliminate them
4 ./,

from considerdtion as an argument for an equity criteria. Pugh et al. have

used resource type measures to compare.the interdisfrict'distribution of

,/'
resources across states.17 'Pugh et al. present a measure of resources in which_

they count' (for each district) the number of instructional staff members
, .

each degree level and then multiplythemnumber each category,by the average.

.

8
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Talary nationally for that degree level. This represents the instructional

resource c7ponent converted to dollars, and non instructional expenditures are

,.added to the instructional resource dollars to produce the'measure"current

expenditures_with_aalaries controlled by degree'level." The assumptions in

this measure should be noted.. First, quality difference across degree levels

are assumed to be accurately measured byndtional salary differentials and

quality differences across districts for comparable degree levels are ignored.

Second; other resources are assumed to be equal 'to dollars.18

There are several conclusions that can be drawn concerning the use of

- "resource" type measures of the educational system .as an argument for an equity

criteria. First, Pugh et al. have. demonstrated that a procedure that measures

the variation in resources can be developed from currently available data.'

. However, as a result of the measurement problems a number of assumptions must

be Wilt into, the procedures and the validity of these, assumptions. is presently

untested. -Thi§ point is particularly important since Pugh et al. indicate the

variation in "resources" As not the same as the variation in revenues:19 Finally-,

the use of resource type arguments.appears to be more questionable than the

dollars or price adjusted dollar measures When the purpose of the analysis is to

Aw
measure the effects of school finance reform.

Three arguments of equity functions have been considered in detail in this

section. Dollars (i.e., revenues and/or expenditures), dollars adjusted for

price variation, and resources were disdussed as arguments for equity functions

for the measurement of interdi/strict equity or the measurement of the effects 'of'

school finance reform. Each argument is feasible and each has advantages and

disadvantages. Furthermore, we have reasons,to believe that the conclusions

for equityeanalysis that would be drawn using different arguments could vary

considerably. Unforturiately, at this point it does not seem possible to

eliminate any of .the three.

9 1
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Finally, it should be pointed out that there is a type of argument for the

equity functiOn that was not treated in this section. Since/the equity measures

that will be discussed in the next section can be applied_to any numerical

distribution, it is worth pointing but that under certain circumstances we may

want to measure the inequity (or inequality) in education outputs. For example,

outputs such as achievement test scores, reading and writing performances on

consumer problems, functional literacy rates, or educational attainment

measured in years of education or degrees, all of which are tabulated yearly

in The Condition of Education20 could be used as the argument of an equity

criteria although it might be questionable to do so in the context of school
---

finance reforM.

Thus far we have considered the arguments of an equity function or, in

other words, "What to Measure". The next section considers "How to Measure"

equity.

III. Equity of the Education Prccess--How to Measure?21

The working definition of equity that was outlined in Section I contained

two parts. Equity, was defined as the equal treatment of equals and if all

individuals are considered equal, then measures,-of equity becomes measures of

equality. A perfectly equal distribution is one in which each membercof the

population receives an identical amount of the argument of the criteria: How-

ever, if people are not considered equal, then the appropriate unequal treatmeAt

of unequals must be included in the measure of. equity. 'These two, cases proide

a. -way of sorting out some of the issues confronting the measurement of equity.

First, the case where all ind1vidu4ls_are defined as equals Will 10e,examined and,

for this case where equality implies equity we shall discuss equality measures.'"

Second, a number of rationales can be presented for the unequal treatment of

unequals and the measurement issues raised for these cases which lead to equity

10
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measures will be treated after the measures of equality have been discussed.

.Before the questions of measurement are confronted, two preliminary points

need to be made. First,,certain assumptions will be made about the nature of

data that are available for use. It-is assumed that thy- available data are at

the district levelin per pupil units. "For the most part we also assume that

the student is the relevant unit of analysis although the measures are shown to

.be equally applicable when the district is the unit of analysis.23 These

assumptions will allow us to, compare the equity of different sets of school

districts. Note that when the groups of districts correspond to sates the

analysis can be viewed as a comparison of equity or equality among ;states or

an analysis'of equity or equality in 'one state over time. The second preliminary

point is that the measures, that are developed in this section are applicable,

to all of the possible arguments of an equity function discussed in the last

section. The only condition is the argument must be measured in a continuous

numerical scale. Note that the three arguments most appropriate for an analysis

of school finance reform; dollars, dollars adjusted for price differences, and
t-

resources, meet this criterion as do other arguments such .as achievement scores,

years o education, literacy rates, etc. The measures developed here are,

therefore, general measures and while the examples may use one argument (usually

gollars) this is done only for illustrative purnozes, not to answer the question

"What to Measure."

Measures of Equality

A measure of inequality summarizes a distribution into one single measure.

There are a number of ways to accomplish this but each measure has certain

value judgments- or. assumptions built into. the measurement proCess.

part we will first discuss a number. of value judgments or rcasiumptions that are

built into Inequality'mdasures and then' we willassess specific measures in

11 1



relation to these value judgments. As is the case for value judgments in

general, the ones discussed here may cause reasonable people to disagree over

the "correct" value.

The value judgMents examined here will be fOrmulated in terms of questions

and these are displayed in Table 1. The questions in Table 1 are posed assuming

that dollars per pupil is the argument of the equity. function. The term "unit"

in Table:1 refers to the unit of analysis which is usually the or the

district in investigations of educational equality. But note that the questions

are relevant for, all units and arguments.

The first question asks whether all units are included in the measure.

Certain measures focus only on units at particular points in:the diStr(ibution

while other measures use all- units to compute the equality measure.

A second set of value judgments is represented by questions two through

five. Some people may believe that an equality measure should show an

improvement if resources are transferred from .a unit'higher in the distribution

to one lower in.the distribution and, therefore, affirmative answers to these

questions would be desirable. Each measure we will. consider is sensitive to

certain kinds of transfers, but not others, and these four questions are posed

to distinguish among different kinds of transfers. Note that .the transfers

described here do not change the mean of the distribution.

A third set of value judgments is concerned with the over all level of the

distribution Is represented by the mean of the distribution-. The distributions

that will be compared will usually have different mean values for the argument
- -

of the equality measure and-the measures we will consider incorporate the mean

level differently. Questions six and seven illustrate two ways in 'which -the

mean level2can be taker' into account.

The nature of this value judgment can be illustrated more precisely with



TABLE 1

A LISTING OF VALUE JUDGMENTS

(

Are.all units* (students, districts, etc.). taken into account in the equality

measure?

2. Does the equality measure always show an improvement when dollars* are
transferred. from one unit to another that is lower in the distribution
and both units are located on the same side of the mean?

Does the equality measure al4s show.an improvement when dollars are
transferred from one unit to another that is lower in the distribution
and both units are located on the same side of the median ?.

Does the equality measure always show an tnprovement when dollars are
transferred froth one unit above the mean to another that is below the mean?

5. Does the equality measure always,show an tnprovement when dollars are
transferred from one unit-above the median to another that is below the.
median?

Does the equality measure always show an tnprovement'when a constant amount
of dollars is added to-each'unit?

7. Does the equality measure alioys show increased inequality when the total
dollars of eact unit are increased by a proportional amount?

Does the equality measure record dollar changes at different levels of the-
distribution in the same way?

9 Is the mean-level used .a's :basis of comparison?
_

10. Is the median level used as a basis of comparison?

11. Are all. levels compared to'one another as the basis of comparison?

*The term "unit" refers to the unit of 'observation. In most investigations of
educational equality-the unit is the school district. Districts may or'may not
be weighted on a student ,basis. a

**It is assumed herethat.dollars (per pilpil) is the argument of the equity
function. The same questions could be asked with other arguments.

13



an example. Table 2 shows three sets of distributions where each set consists

of five districts each with one pupil. Set II is derived from Set I.by a'dding

$450 to each district's-per pupil expenditures. and Set III is derived from

Set r by multiplying each district's* per pupil exoenditures by a factor of 1.5.

If.the answer to question six is yes, then the equality measure will rank Set I

less equal than Set II. If the answer to question seven is yes, then the .

equality measure will rank Set .I more equal than Set III.

Later it will be shown that certain equality measures rank Set I less

equal than Set II (answer to question six is.Yes) and Set I equal to Set'III

(answer to question;seven-is No). We will call these measures "sensitive to

equal additions" and ;"insensitive to equal percentage increases".24 A second

group of equality measures will rank Set I equal to Set II (answer to question

six is No) and Set-I more equal, than Set III -(answer to question seven' is Yes).

and we will,caM these measures "insensitive to equal additions" and "sensitive
9

to equal percen6.ge increases". Many would argue that equal additions should

decrease inequality (question six should. be answered' Yes), and equal percentage

increases should keep the level of inequality constant (question seven 'should

be^answered NO. While these people prefer a meas e of inequality that is

insensitive to equal percentage-increases, others isagree and, therefore,-this

appears to be a value judgment These'twc value q estions will be considered

for each measure below.

Question eight deals with the weighting of movements toward or away from

equality when the movements occur at different points in thedistribution.

More specifically, some of the measures incorporate the belief that changes for

units at the low end of the distribution should somehow be taken into account

to a greater degree than comparable' changes at the high end of the distribution.

Note that the answer to question eight is no then certain units are excluded

14 1 D



_ TABLE 2

SET OF DISTRICTS. WITH DIFFERENT LEVELS OF EXPENDITURES PER PUPIL

*

. Set I Set II* .Set III**

Per pupil- Per pupil Per pupil
_expenditures expenditures expenditures

o-

District A

District B

Distr'ict C

District D

District E

Mean expenditure

$ 700

800

900

1,000

1,100.

900

$1,150

: 1,250

1,350

1,450

1,550
,,,

$1,350

$1,050

1,200

1,350

1,500

1,650

$1,350
,.s

*Where each -district in Set I receives An additional $450 per pupil.

**Where.per pupil expenditures in Set I are increased by a facior of 1.5.
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from the measure (i.e., when the answer to question one is no) so that qUestion

eight is significant when,question one is answered affirmatively.

The finaVthree.questions, nine through eleven, are concerned with the

standard of comparisonAmed in the equality measure. The mean or.median is

used in most measures, although some compare among all units.

'Before the array of measures is presented we should indicate two possible

ways in which the measures can be used. '/Inequality measures can be used to rank

distributions. That is, one distributipn can be more equal (or'unequal) than

another. But, since equality measures are continuous, these measures can also

be used to Olantify the amount of inequality difference between tt.o distributions.

Sen discusses inequality measures and shows that each inequality measure corres-

ponds to certain welfare functions or class of welfare functions. However, Sen

also points out that the restrictions on the welfare functions are more severe

if the amount rather than just the direction of the inequality is to, be measured. ,5

Nine equality measures will be reviewed in this part including the range,

restricted range, Federal range measure, relative mean deviation, permissible

variance, variance, coefficient of variation, standard deviation of logarithms,

and Gini coefficient. Each c these measures will be' discussed in the context,

of the value judgments listed in Table 1. A summary of the answers to the value

judgment questions, appears in Table 3 for each of the nine equality measures.

In order to explain more fully how each of the measures incorporates the

'various assumptions and value judgments, a.number of hypothetical sets of data

will be used: The first sets of data, Distributions A, B. C, and D, are dis-

played in'Table 4. Each distribution has 100 districts at various levels of

per gupil expenditures and, for simplicity, each district is assumed to have

one student.- -As a preliminary exercise the reader may wish to decide for him
.

Or herself, how Distributions. A, B, C, and D would rank in terms of equality.

Distribution B is derived from Distribution A by taking dollars away from

16



TABLE 3

ANSWERS TO VALUE JUDGMENT QUESTIONS

FOR NINE EQUALITY MEASURES' ,

EQUALITY MEASURES

, Standard

.Tederal Relative, Coefficient Deviation

Restricted Range Mean Permissible of of Gini ,

VALUE JUDGMENTS* ,. Range- Range Ratio. Deviation. Variance. Variance Varlition Logarithms Coefficient
. ,..

1. All units taken into account? 1.6

2 Improvement for transfers

on one side ofjhe mean?

3. Improvement for transfers.

. on one.Side of the median?

Improvement for transfers

that cross mean?

5. Improvement for transfers

.%1 that cross median?

No

Yes' Yes Yes Yes

Yes

, Yes-

**

No No , Yes Yes Yes

**

Yes Yes Yes Yes

No No Yes No Yes Yes YeS Yes

t

No 'No. No No Yes Yes Yes' 'Yes Yes

,

Sensitive to equal additiOni? NO No : Yes Yes: Yes No ' Yes Yes Yes

7. Sensitive to equal

.r. percentage increase? Yes .. Yes No No Yes , No No .

B. Changes at !different

levels recorded identically? No, No No No No Yes Yesa No No

No ' 'No No Yes I. No Yes Yes les Na

No No No No 'Vas No No No '. No

No No No ' No , .. No No No , No 7es

9, Mean for comparison

10, Median for comparison?

11. All levels for comparison?.

*For a more complete:description of the value judgments

see Table l'and text.

**At.191high levels in the!Ostributio0he answer may be no...
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TABLE 4-

NUMBER OF DISTRICTS AT EACH MEAN PER PUPIL
EXPENDITURE LEVEL FOR,DISTRIBUTIONS A, B, C,

Mean .

per Pupil Distribution of Districts
Expenditures Distribution A B C

Mean
per Pupil
Expenditures Distribution D

..

$200 8 4 4 $240 4

500 12 8 16 600 8

900 14" 10 18 1,080 10

1,000 12 20 12 1,200 20

1,200 18 22 14 1,440 22

1,600 12 12 12 1,920. 12
,

2,400 9 11 . 9 2,880 .11'

3,000 7 5 - 7 ,3,600 5

4,000 3 5 3. 4,800

6,000 3 2 3 7,200 2

7,200 2 1 2 8,640 1

-.100 100. 100 100

Mean expenditure
per pupil (all districts) $1,600 $1,600 i1,600 $1 ,920

Median expenditure
per pupil (all districts) $1;200 $1,200 $1,100 $1,440

Note: There are 100 districts in each distrfbution, Each district is assumed
to have one student.
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\Ithe higher expenditure istr4pts and reallocating the dollars to the lower

expenditdre districts in the following m-uer:

i) $3200 is taken away frOm a distrct at the $7200 level;
ii) $2000 is taken away from a district at the $6000 level;

iii) $600 is taken away from two districts at the $3000 level ;.

iv) $800 is reallocated to four districts at the $200 level;
$500 is reallocated to four districts at the $500 level;

vir $300 is reallocated to four districts at the $900 level

A total of $6400 was reallocated. Intuitively it seems that Distribution

B is more equal than Distribution A since the mean of Distribution A is $1600

aLd thus these transf4s are from the "rich" to the "poor".

Distribution C is derived from Distribution A by taking away $300 from four,

districts at the $1200 level and reallocating the dollars to four districts at

the $200 level. Intuitively we may feel that Distribution C is more equal than

Distribution A or, in other words, that transfers from the less poor to the poor

should increase equality. Finally, Distribution D is derived from Distribution

B by multiplying the per pupil expenditures in every district by a factor of 1.2.

In the concluSion to this part we will review the nine equality measures.
tb

Table 5 presents the value of each of ,the nine measures for .the four hypothetical

distributions and snows how each..of the measures would rank the four distributions

. in terms of equality.

1. Range No.

The range is definerd as the difference between the highest and the lowest

observations in the distributions. As shown in Table 3, the range is insensitive

to a large number of different types of transfers since' all but the highest and

lowest observation& are ignored. Notice, for example,. from Table 5 that the'

range measures do not discriminate between Distribution A, B and C. Coupled

with the insensitivity to a large number of transfers is-the range's sensitivity'..

to changes in the highest and lowest units in the distribution and these may

19
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TABLE 5

COMPUTATION OF MEASURES OF EQUALITY
AND RANKING .0F; DISTRIBUTIONS A, B, C, and 0

Computation Computation_

Distribution Distribution

Measure A B C D ABtD
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Range $7000 $7000 $7000

Restricted
Range $5800 $3500 $5500 .

.

Federal
Range katio 29 7 11

$8400

$4200

7

.Relative Mean -,

Deviation .6075 .5275 .6075 .5275

Permissible .

Variance .6167 , .7233. .6727 .7233

Variance 20.182x105. 14.886x105 20.014xl0 21.435x107

Coefficient
of Variation .8879 .7626 .8842 , .7626

Standard
Deviation of

..7170Logarithms .8725 .7170 .8077

Gini

Coefficient .4155
.

.3557 :4098 .3557

.

1* 1 1 4

4 1 3 2

.

4 1 3 1

3 1 3 1

4 1 3 1

3 1 2 4_

4 1 3 1

4 1 3 1 1

4 1 3 1

'1

*Note: Underlinedtranking indicate ties.

**See text for explanation.
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.

'4,'
not be truly representative 'of the. equality of t e.d3 istribution. Finally, thez.

range is insensitive to equak additions and sensitive to equal percentage

increases,

2. Restricted Range
.

,

Due partly to the sensitivity of the range to extreme values,.a restricted

range measure has been developed where the restricted4ange Is the difference
. .

between two specific points in the distribution usually defined in pecentiles.

A common example, and the definition employed ilTable 5, is the difference

between the 5thiand the 95th percentile of-per pupil expe?ditures. .A second

/popular restricted range is the interqyartile range, the difference between

the25th and 75th percentiles. Although the restricted range is still

insensitive to.a large number of changes; the restricted range npkings can

differ from those of the range as shown n Table 5. Note, for'example that

using the restricted range Distribution is ranked more equal than A,. and

C more equal than A which maybe in line with our ihtuitive,judgmerits, How-
.

-ever the insensitivity can: cause a conflict with our intuition and we will see

this below. Similarly to the range, the restricted range is insensitive to

equal additions.

3. Federal Range Ratio

Recently; proposed Federal regulations have used an expenditure equality

measure.26 The Federal measure utilizes the restricted raffge defined by the

difference between per ;pupil expenditures atthe 5th and 95th percentile but

1

this difference is expressed as a ratio and not as an absolute amount since

this restricted range is divided by per pupil- expenditure's at the 5th,6ercentile.

We .call this measure the Federal range ratio. In -terms of the value judgments,

-the only significant change from the restricted range is that the Federal range '



ratio is insensitive to equal percentage increases where the restricted range

not, Note that the Federal range ratio also ranks Distribution B more-equal

than A and C more equal than A. But the restricted range, like the other range

measures, is insensitive to a large number 9f movements towards equality and

we will illustrate this below.

4. Relative Mean Deviation

A measure that includes all the units in the measure is the relative mean'

'deviation. This measure of equality looks at the differences between each

district's per pupil expenditures-and the mean per pupil expenditure and expresses

the absolute value of these differences as a percentage of total expenditures in

the distribution. If we.assume that there' are P1 pupils in each district, then

the formula for the relative mean deviation with the pupil as the unit of

analysis is the following:

E - xil / P. u,

'1=1 i=1

where u is the mean per pupil expenditure, N is the number of districts, P- is

the number of pupils in. district i, and Xi is the mean per pupil expenditure in

district i.
37 As shown in Table 3, the relative mean deviation is sensitive

to certain transfers that were not reflected in the range type measures. How-

ever, the relative mean deviation is not sensitive to all transfers; transfers

that do not cross the mean are' not reflected in this equality, measure. As a

-result Distribution C is not ranked more equal than Distrib ion A by the

relative mean deviation. The relative mean deViation, like the Federal range

ratio, is insensitive to equal percentage increases,

5. Permissible Variance

An equality measure that is related to the relative mean di3tribution is

the permissible variance measure utilized by Hickrod et al.28 This measure is
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ased on the dollars needed to raise all districts spending below the median

level of per pupil expenditure to the median level. The measure is constructed,

as a ratio: the numerator.fs the actual spending yin the districts below the

Median level and, the denominator is the spending that would occur If all, districts

below the median spent at .the median level,. The formula for the permissible

variance may be stated as follows:
PiXi

Ml
,

where J represents the districts below the median level of per pupil expenditures,

Xi is the mean per pupil expenditure 'in, the district i, Pi is the number of

students in district i, and M is the median level of per pupil expenditures for

the distribution.29 Although according:to Table 5 the permissible variance

ranks Distribution B more equal than A, and C more equal than A, 'the permissible

variance is only "sensitive to transfers that cross the median. Transfers above

the median are ignored and transfers that take place below the median are not

recorded as an improvement in the measure and we will show an example of this

below. The permissible variance is insensitive to equal percentage increases.

6. Variance

As the assessment in Table 3 shows, the variance is sensitive to all, the

transfers listed. The variance is the average of the squared `deviations from

the mean or, in formula form, using the pupil as the unit ofanalysis,

51- Pi

1=1

where u is the mean per pupil expenditure, N is the number of districts, Pi is
.

the. number of pupils in district i and Xi.isthe.mean per pupil expenditure in
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district i.30 The variance does rank Distributions B and C as-being more equal

to A but the variance'is not insensitive to equal percentage increases. Thus,

even though the variance appears to be more sensitive to a range of transfers,

if insensitivity to equal percentage increases is desirable, the variance is not
1/4,

Preferable.

Before we present the final three measures.we will show some.of.the insen-

sitiveness of the abovementioned measures, with an example. Since Distributions

A, B, C, and D did not illustrate these'particular insensitivities we will

iniroduce-three new djstrlbutions. Distributions E, F, and G are displayed in

Table 6. Each'distribution leas 25 districts at varying levels of per pupil

expenditure and it is assumed that there is only one Oupilper district.

Distribution F is derived from E by transferring` $50 from a district at `the $600

per pupil expenditure lever to one at the $200 level. Distribution G is derived

from E by making a $50 transfee"from a district at the $1800 level to one at the

$1400-level. -ft should be noted that if transfers from a higher to a lower

spending district should increase the equalitje of the,distribution, the equality

measures should rank F and G more equal than E.

---Thelemputation of the values for the nine equality measures for,Distribu-:

tations E, F, and G and the rankings of the distributions are displayed in

Table]. The insensitivity of .the first five equality measures considered above

is illustrated by the fact that these measures do not differentiate among'

Distributions E, F, and G. Therefore, if we believe that our equality measures

,should differentiate between theSe distributions we must reach for alternatives

to the range, restricted range, Federal range ratio, relative mean deviation, and.

permissible variance. The variance is sensitive to the differences in these.three

distributions but is insensitive to *equal percentage increases.' The final three

equality. measures are insensitive to equal percentage increases and differen-

tiate among Distributions E, F, and G.
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TABLE 6

II
NUMBER-OF DISTRICTS AT EACH MEAN PER

PUPIL EXPENDITURE LEVEL FOR DISTRIBUTIONS E, F, AND G

('

Mein if

Expenditures
per Pupil Distribution E

Distribution of Districts
F G

$200

,250'

550

.600

1,600

1,400

1,760

1,800

Mean expenditure,
per pupil (all districts)

Mean expenditure
per pupil.(all districts)

5 4.

1

1

4

5 5

of 5 5

1.

5

-25 25

$1,000 $1,000

$1,000 .$1 000

Note:. There are 25 districts in each distribution.... Each district is
. assumed to have one student.

1-1

5

4

1

1

4

25

$1,000

$1,000



TABLE 7

COMPUTATION OF MEASURES OF EQUALITY
AND'RANKING' OF. DISTRIBUTIONS E, F, AND G

Computation

Diitribution

Measures** E F G

1.

2.

4.

5.Permissiblez.
Variance .600

-Range

iestricted

$1600 .$1600

Range $1600 $1600

Federal
Range Ratio. 8. ) 8.

Relative Mean
Deviation ,48 .48

Variance 1.6x10
6

$1600

Ranking_

Distribution

E F

$1600

.48

.50a .500

1.3426x106 :1.3426x106,

7. .Coefficient
'of Variation .5657 .5645 .5645

Standard
Devtation of
Logarithms .81365 .80597 .81345

Gini

Coefficient .3200 .3198 .3.198

Note: Underlined rankings indicate ties.

**See text for explanation.
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Coefficient of Variation

The coefficient of variation is -computationally the square root of the

variance divided by the mean (u) of the distribution. The coefficient of

variation is sensitive to the transfers listed in Table 1 and this equality

measure ranks Distributions B and D more equally than A. For the three new

-distributions', the coefficient of variation ranks F and G more" equal than E:

which may also be-in line with our intuitive judgments.

Note, however, that the coefficient of variation ranks F and & the same

in terms of equality. The value jtidgment here (number 'eight, Table 1) is
r.

whether eqUal transfers chahge equality-similarly regardless of where within

the 'these transfers take place. It can be shown that the

coefficeht of variation Oaces the same weight on small transfers from one

-diitrict to another regardless of the level of per pupil expehditure.31 Whi3e

this is a plausible assumption, others ;are certainly possible. For example,
e

-
an alternative position is that transfers tha affect the lower end 'of the

distribution. should be weighted more-heavily,than'transfers at the higher end;

in other words, Distribution Ffcould be considered more equal than G. But, we

are clearly into an area where reasonable individuals could disagree. It

shbuld be pointed out that the coefficient of variation measures equality

relative to the mean of the distribution. '

8. Standard Deviation of Logarithms__

An equality measure that does weight changes at the low end of the distribu-.

tion more heavily than at the high end is the standard of deviation of logarithms

The formula-for the standard deviation of lOgaHthms where the student is the

-unit of analysis, is the following:

'1/2

Pi



where 'u is the arithriletic mean per expenditure: N It- the number of

districti; Pi is the number of pupils -in district i; Xi'jt the mean .per pupil

expenditure in dittridt i and the natural logarithm, is employed.32 The standard

.
deviation of logarithms and the coefficient of ,variation rank Distributions A,

B, C, and D identically. However, the ranks for Distributions E, F, and G are

not the same. Due to the logarithmic transformation, Distribution F is more

equal than G based on the standard deviation of logarithms. While the results

may be in line with -tire values held by some, the use of a logarithmic

transformation to achi hese results is somewhat arbitrary. Each of the

equality measures discussed in this section weights transfers somewhat

differently and each measure can be shown to'be consistent with certain welfare

functions but not others. Finally; the standard deviation of logarithms is
....:-.......

....,,-,;.s,

concerned with. differences from the lean which* is not the casejor,the-,,00t '...

.,
/*

k.2,is,,,!
\\

measures we contider. f e'.
ri

l.,

. i

)

9. Gini Coefficient
1,

.

.

The final measure Of'equality that we will discuss. is the Gini coefficien,t.
A 4-/

This measure of equality, which is probably the most widelyrused,' is based on \

,s

the Loreni-CUrve which is constructed as follows: If we order the population in

terms of Mean ,per pupil expenditures frail low togh, we can plot this ordering

ki .

,

ori-a ,graph using the Oercentage of the population onthe X axis and the

A--,..3 '
-----

,

percentage of,the expefiditures accruing to the population on theY axis. The

(---/--.-----____::/
, _

prot_for ,a. distributidn where expenditures ,per _pupil are-the iame.forqthe entire

'il

r -,1,--1 ,

'

, \

populatio6 will thus b 45 _line, .assumingequal units on each scale. Twenty

perdent of We. po`pulation-wfil'i.eceive ,twenty percent of the expenditures,
...,.

-..

..1_

ithirtyjpercent of ithe populatioi-will (receive thirty percent of the expenditures;

-=----- j /-----\ / /\ ,

: etc. Mper pup'i'l sa-expend not distributed equally then the distribution

450
.. ..,

will be represented-Wa;cirrve below the 45 line, X percent of theLpopuratiOn

ri _11 -.1



will receive Y percent of the expenditures and at some point X'will be less

than Y. The Gini coefficient is then defined as the percentage of the area

below the 450 line that is between the Lorenz Curve and the 450 line. The

lower the Gini coefficient; the greater the "equality"

:The Lorenz Curve for Distribution A, B. C, and ,E, F, G. are driawn in

Figures 1 and'2 respectively.34 DistributionsB and E are drawn to scale,

however, the curves for A, C, F, and G are nat draWn perfectly to scale so that

the relatiye positions of the curves can be seen more clearly. The ranking by

the Gini coefficient of Distributions A, B, C, and"D is in agreement with'the

rankings by the coefficient of variation and the standard deviation of logarithms

asindicated in Table 5. Note_that the relationships displayed$ ,the computed

rilei-Stre'rire also-revealed by the graphical represeritation. The area ,between the

curve foeDistributIon B and the 45 line 'i less than the comparable area for

either Distribution A or C.

For the second set of, distributions, E, F, and G, the ranking by the Gini

coefficient .and the coefficient of variation are in agreement butthere is a,

differencecampared to the standard of deviation of logarithms. Although the

rankings by the Gini Coefficient and the coefficient ofd variation are the same,

the weighting ,of transfers at different parts of the dfStribution is not always

the same. The Weighting of transfers implied by the Gini coefficient depends

upon. the shape ofithe distribution; the level of per pupil expenditures at
. ,

which the transfer takes place and the number of pupils around. the levelsat

which the transfer takessplace impacts the weighteng.35 Atkinson suggests, for

example, that for.usual income distributions a heavier 4ighting would be

attached to transfers in the middle of the distribution using the. Gini

coefficient.36 An additional property of thi Gini coefficient is that it

compares,expenditures at each level' with expenditures at every crater level, not
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FIGURE I

LORENZ CURVES FOR DISTRIBUTIONS AND

.'

(not drawn to-sca.le)
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PORE .2

LORENZ CURVES FOR DISTRIBUTIONS E, F, AND 0

(not drawn to scale)
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just the mean which was the case for the standard deviation of logarithms and
0

the coefficient of variation.

10. Summary

A number of value judgments,4*and examplesvwere utilized to assess nine

equality measures that could be considered, equity measures if all units in the

distribution are considere4 equal. Certain measures appear to be more sensitive.

!to transfers within the distribution and each measures 'uses a .different set of

weights to compare transfers atdifferentievels of the distribution,. The

examination of.these assumptions appears to be relevant for' educational

expenditUres since some finanCereforms' can be viewed. as transfers.

Although it is recognized. that an individ4a1 may find any one of the nine

measures consistent with his or*her value judgments,.if insensitivity to equal

percentage increases is a desirable feature and if all the transfers discussed

above should be reflected in the measure, then the coefficient of variation,

standard deviation of logarithms and the Gifni coefficient areall preferred.

But we also showed that these three measures may-conflict. Atkinson and Sen

showed that for distributions with equal total expenditures, if the Lorenz Curve
<i

of one distribution lies totally above the Lorenz Curve of another (for example

Distributions A and B) then one distribution will be considered less unequal

that: the other for a wide range of welfare functions and these three preferred

equality measures will not conflict.37 For income distributions Ranadive38

shows that these three measures do conflict.. We will consider this issue further

when we examine empirical research on per pupil expenditures in the next section.

It should also be noted that the examination of the equality measures used

rankings as the methodology for comparison. Although the equality, measures

are not intended to be used to measure the amount or degree of inequality, if

the measures are used in this fashion then there can be considerable differences
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in the measures even when the ranking is consistent. .Table 8 shows the percentage

difference in inequality for five pairs of distributions, measured by three

inequality measures. The pairs of distributions were selected because the

three inequality measures rank one member of the pair unambiguously more or

less unequal than the other'member. These data indicate that even when the

rankings are consistent the possibility exists that the degree of inequality

computed by the measures varies considerably.

B. Measures of Equity

The measures of equality outlined above can be considered measures of

equity when the "-working definition" of equity is the equal treatment of equals

and all unitsdn the distribution are considered equal. However, there area

number of reasons why certain students or districts might be treated as unequals

and thus unequal' treatment of unequals must be incorporated into the equity

measures. Recall that two value judgments in addition to the measurement

problems are encountered--What characteristics are relevant for the definition

of unequals and what is the relationship desired between these characteristics

and the argument of the equity function such as educational resources or

educational expenditures. Four types of variables are discussed below that may

qualify as a component in a valid definition of unequals for purposes of

measuring equity for the educational system. The four types-of variables include

educational needs, technological characteristics of the districts, ability to

pay, and an urban classification. For each of these variables we will consider
A

the justification for-their inclusion in an equity criteria, alternative

mechanisms. for quantifying the factor, and examples and suggestions for

measurement techniques that include the factor in an equity criterion. -Two

additional issues; the question of taxpayer equityand the use of.normative

measures.will be raised at the end Of this part. Much of the discussion of
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TABLE 8

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN ENEQUALITY MEASURES
FOR PAIRS OF DISTRIBUTIONS

Pairs of Coefficient
Distributions of Variation

B compared to A -14'.1%

C compared to A -.4%

C compared to B ' +15.9%

F.compared to E -.2%

G compared to E -.2%

Standard Deviation
of Lo9arithms

b Gini
Coefficient

-17.8%, -14.4%

=7.5% -1.4%

+12.6% +15.2%

-.9% -.06%

-.02% -.C6%



equity in this part is concerned with value judgments; claims of "science" do not

get usarocind many of these.

. EdUcational,Needs

If our long run equity goal in the education sector is output oriented,

that-is, we wish, to give .everyone the'advantage of a "fair start", then-it geeMs

that a case could be made in favor of the recognition of special needs Of segments

of the student population. Certain student .groups, in particular the handiceped,

and edueationally disadvantaged, are found to "need" larger amounts of .

-resources than others and to same-degree these groups are currently,identifieds

in ,state and federat-aid programs.39 Other groups for whom an argument could

be presented for educational needs include those requiring bilingual or

bicultural education,-drug education or adult 'education. In addition to the

above argumentg of need which are based on individual student characteristics,

there-are "needt 'that. are based on the process affecting the student. Examples

theSeneedvariables include.the educational level of the student or 'student,

population (presehool, kindergarten, elementary, juniorrehigh school, etc.) or

the nature of the particular program such as vocational or occupational. It

should be apparent by-this point that the educational needs category is

A3otentially.a large one but the eventual candidates for inclusion must be

selected via value judgment.

Once the, educationally needy groUps are identified, their needs must be

quantified. There ig-not a value free,-scientific method to "determine"

- educational needs however, at least two alternative procedures are available

to weight stUdents according to their need, First, weightscould be set based

. on an ideal-
,

population.

-how different should spending or resources be for a certain

The. decision could be made by any group such as citfzens,

legislators or educational experts based on a "fair" level of inputs or an

/
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expected level of outputs., Secondweights could-. be determined on a cost basis.

Economic cost functions could be estimated to determine the additional cost of

educating the handicapped, a larger percentage of high school students', etc.
40

The value judgment implicit here is that the existing adjustment for educational

needs is-the desired one. A varient of either procedure may be employed when an

adequate measure 'of the relevant population with special needs is unavailable.

In this case proxies for the needy group can be developed,41 but once the

proxies are selected the issue of the-weights must still be confronted.

But once the groups are identified and the weights quantified, the needs

can be incorporated into the equity criterion by calculating the equality

measures described in Part-A for weighted rather, than unweighted students.

Thus, the unequal' treatment. of unequals in terms of educational needs can be

built into the equity criterion but the identification of the educational

need's and the accompanying weights involves a series of value laden or, political

judgments. Weights can be-lederived" using actual data on costs, weight's can

be borrowed from an existing fromula or a specific set of weights can be

invented.

Other equity measures could be used for the case when only data for need

proxies such as income or socioeconomic status are available. Bivariate

measures such 'as the correlation coefficient or regression slope and wealth or

income adjusted Gini coefficients
42 could be used and these are discussed

further in sub-part 3, below.

2. Technological Characteristics of the District"

Certain districts may "need" more resourcs,on account of the character-

istiCsiof the studt-it but, in addition, there may be certain characteristics of

the district which are separate from individual sub-groups of students that

force certain districts to spend more dollars to obtain an equivalent level of

4t
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resources or outputs. District size, higher needs for transportation, higher

needs for safety and security, etc., are all factors which may influence the

technology or production function of the district. Note that ,price differences

are not included here since the question of adjusting' expenditures for supply

prices was treated in Section II,- above. Some of the issues are interrelated

in practice although conceptually price and cost adjustments are Separate. 44

Price adjustments, -in theory, deal with differences in input prices mhile the

cost of differences, in theory, relate to the conversion process of. outputs
.

from inputs. For purposes of this discussion we will assume that price

adjustments are treated separately.

Probably, the most often discussed factor in this category is district

size.. The question can be posed as follows: Does an equivalent amount of

expenditures or resources per student in districts of varying size produce

different outputs? If so, should we adjust the equity measures to reflect the

effect .of district size? The answers are not easy. It may well be that

smaller districts have smaller classes since they have fewer students per

grade to allocate to classes but we would only'infer that costs are higher for

the small district if there were no commensurate benefits derived from smaller

classes. Outside of the classroom there may be higher non-instructional costs,

for smaller districts due xo certain economies of scale and for larger districts

due-to higher coordination costs,45 however, there is still the question of

whether the services to.the students vary as well.

If cost differences among districts of varying size reflect commensurate

output quantity'or quality differences then size adjuitments are not

appropriate in equity measures; however, if cost differences among districts of

varying size do not reflect these,differences then size adjustments are

appropriate in equity measures. In reality the "truth" probably lies somewhere'
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in between these two extreme positions and existing research cannot give us the

precise adjustments. The question of an adjustment for size (or other

technological factors) becomes .a value judgment.

If an adjustment factor for size can be arrived at, then the size

adjustment can be built into the equality measures developed in Part A through

a weighting scheme. However, if size differences are judged to be important

but Impossible to quantify:, then Pugh et al. suggest that a way to take this

into account is to group districts by size and compute inequality measures

within each district size group." There are two problems with this technique.

,First, this assumes that resource or expenditure differences that vary according

to size are due entirely to size differences. If other variables also vary

simultaneously with size, these variables can no longer be examined across

all districts. Second, as discussed above, this adjustment assumes that there

are no output or quality differences associated with the cost differences by

size:

.

Whilefuture multivariate research may contribute, to our knowledge of .

the effects of size and other technological factors on output differences, the

-current adjustments' could be,6oqsideredi "guesstimates" or value judgments.

The other technological factors 'discussed above could be treated in a parallel

fashion.

3. Ability to. Pay

Up to this point we have assumed that equity is defined as the equal

treatment of equals_unless a case can be presented for the unequal treatment

of unequals. However, the recent series of court cases involving public

educational finance have taken a. somewhat different approach. The courts, for

the most part, have not been concerned with equality or equity as we have

defined it, but rather equity or equality related to certain characteristics of

38
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a district, namely wealth or ability to pay, and this definition is often called

fiscal neutrality.- The working definition of equity used in this paper starts

with the assumption that all students are equal, and considers exceptions to

this principle. Most court definitions, on the other hand, view inequality

associated with wealth as inequitable but other inequalities that are not

'associated with wealth are permissible. Note that the court definition follows

from a point of view that treats the parents and child lor family) as the unit

of analysis. Once the parents' "right" to spend.more less on a child is

considered "just", then the definition of equity centers on the definition of
:.

.

-- ' "unjust" differences and, wealth related disparities appears to be the primary

inljust difference so defined by. the courts. The historical role of the "local

control" of-schools clearly has played a part in this definition.

\ If the court definition of equity is accepted, how can equity be measured?

First, the issue of ability to pay and its definitibn must-be dealt with. A

central component of this issue is whether income, wealth, or some combination

is.the most appropriate measure of ability to pay. A related issue is whether

the ability to pay measure should be examined on'a per capita or per student

basis. 47 The,various methods of defining ability to pay and their advantages

and disadvantages are too lengthy to discuss here. However, this is another

value judgment that mustsbe made and the selection does make a difference.°

If we assume that the question of how to measure the ability to pay is

answered, we then must confront the issue of how to specify and measure the -

relationship between education and the ability to pay. Thts'issue may be

separated into twocyarts; what is the appropriate relationship and how are we to

measure it. The appropriate relationship issue is raised by a number of

researchers on school finance who. have pointed out that even whet' a'state aid

formuTa is designed to.theoretically'remove the effect of ability to pay (or-
.

"wealth"), for example, by using a district power equalizing formula, there
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still may be amobservable relationship between educational measures such as

expenditures and ability to paY.49 This Comes about because the "theoretical

-- removal" assumes that all districts will use the same tax rate, which is not

.. the case enpirically. Friedman and Wisemen.define two measures of- wealth

neutalitY depending upon whether the theoretical relationship (with a censtant

tax rate) or the empirical relationship is
50

s examined. The specification of

the relationship again must be decided'upon as .a value judgment.

The final issue51 we must confront is how to measure the-relationship-

between education and the ability to pay and there are a number of measures

that have been proposed. One set of measures is based on the simple correlation

between expenditures and ability to pay. -For example, if there is not a

systematic relationship between expenditures and ability to pay the simple

correlation will be zero; if expendifures are higher (lower) with higher

ability to pay the correlation will be positive (negative). However, .Michelson

argues that the correlation coefficient is not the "corr ct" bivariate measured

but instead, the regression coefficient or slope should be used.52 Since, for

si90Te regression, b=r5E, where r is the-correlation Coefficient, b is the

SA
slope coefficient and SE and S

A
are the standard deviations of expenditures

and ability to pay, respectively, .if there is some variance In expenditures,

'then when r equals zero, b. equals zero, and the sign on requals the .sign on.

b so that for this information the tNo measures .are equlvalent. However,

Michelson explains further that the slope more accurately measUres the

relationship while the correlation measures the goodness of"fit so that it is

0
the slope that .should be used. Friedman and Wiseman alio point out that the

relationship between expenditures 'and ability to-pay may not be constant over

the range of ability to pay, so the, slope from a polynomial functional form
a '1 -

m ay be more appropriate than a simple regression.53 The slope can then be

measured at different levels of ability to pay or. the clifference,between the
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predicted levels of- expenditures at two levels.of ability to pay can be coMputed.

'Since the slope and correlation present different measures, it may be advisable

to use both.54 -

An alternative measure of the relationship between 'expenditures and ability

to pay has been suggested by ,Hickrod et al. where a Gini coefficient is

,

calculated by ordering districts by ability to pay rather than increasing

expenditure.55 Note that for the "wealth computed 'Gini coefficient" thetze

'could be considerable inequality but only'the inequality related to wealth

will be includedin this measure: Michelson's objection to the correlatioh'

measure should not hold for this measure since it can be shown that two

distributions with different slopes and identical correlations between

expenditures and wealth will have different.wealth computed-Gini coefficients

and the distribution with the higher slope (more inequality) will have the
. .

higher wealth adjusted Gini (more inequality). Two final. points concerning.

this measure are first, that it obviously includes the weighting scheme

employed by the Gini coefficient and it was shown An Part A of this' section

*that other weighting schemes may be more in line with our value,judgments and

second, tbsrle are potential measurement problems if the Lorenz Curve crosses

the 45-0

Thus, if we view ability to pay as a. component of. an equity criteria we
.

must decide 'how to measure ability to pay, how to specify the relationship

between education and ability to pay and'how to measure the relationship.

4, An Urban Adjustment

For a number. of reasons, school districts in large cities have received

ipecial attention. In the context of the _analysis in this section, the question'

must be asked why .expenditure% should be different in the cities. That is,

what is it that suggests that city schools 'districts should be treated unequally.



- First, it may be .the case that many ofthe'adjustnent factors discussed above,

if quantified, would show that the cities haver higher "needs". If expenditures

are adjusted by prices to represent resources, then ,the collars may buy less in

the cities due to higher prices. If students are weighted to refleci need

(handicapped, educationally,disadvantaged, etc.), it is likely that cities

Would receive a higher student weighting. Furthermore, certain technological

'factors including size, security requirements, transportation costs, etc. may=

make the cities appear more deservi g on these dimensions. Finally, on the

ability to pay c'ri'teria, while cities are not,often classified as poor in a

property value or wealth sense, an argument is often made that the cities have

to provide additional services that are often costly and therefore they are

overburdened.

Given the range of factors that may enter our equity consederations, it

is apparent that the urban classification is probably suggested as a "proxy"

variable for some.combination of ttie needs variables outlined above. Therefore,
-

to the degree that our equity criteria ignore these factors, then perhaps a

_special examination of the urbamdistricts is in order. In terms of measurement,

it:may be appropriate .to display the expenditures in urban districts separately

as well as to include them in the total so that the level of expenditures in

the urban areas is highlighted.86 Or, if \.:: believe that municipal overburden

should be taken into account we can attempt to compute an index of municipal

overburden.
57 However, note that if we take a student point of view and do not

consider ability to pay, then issues such as municipal overburden, since they

affect revenues rather than expenditures db not'directly impact our equity or

equality measures.58

5. Taxpayer equity

The issue raised in this section is taxpayer equity. Revenues for education
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are raised mostly from local and state taxes and different taxes may be more or

less _equitable. In other words,'two distributions May be identical from the

expenditure side, but different'from the revenue side due to the incidence

_patterns of the :taxes used to raise the resources. However, since the student

viewpoint has been used here, the direct tnpactof taxes has not been taken into

account since students do not pay taxes. However, even with thit point of

view tax incidence (and municipal overburden)- mey have an impact since parents

(and non-parents) pay taxes and, ,to some degree, higher taxes, certeris paribus.

may subtract from the available reaources for the education process that takes

place=outside of theschools.

While we may' provide a rationale. for the separation of expenditures and

revenues in-terms of equity, this separation points out that the student

point of view leads us to a partial analysis. Information on taxpayer equity

should accompany the equity measures discussed here. for completeness. Bilt the

issues of tax incidence are complex and require.a different set of value

judgments that will.not be discussed here due to limitations of time and space.'9

6. Normative measures

The final issue we will consider in this section is the use of normative

or distribution based.measures, 'Each of the measures discussed for equality

and equity use elements 6f the measured-distribution such as the mean or median

for comparison' and the definition of complete equality or equity is relatively

straightforward. An alternative approach is to consider a distribution other

than complete equality as the desirable standard and then measure the degree

'to which the actual distribution differs from the desired one. Since the

establishment of a desired distribution other than equality it an extremely

hazardous value. judgment, these distributton based measures will not be

discussed further here.° -It should be noted that the establishment of a cut
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off or value of the equity or equality measure that represents equity or

equality is a related issue.

,

We have-now considered a, range of.equality and equity measures. that employ

a range of value judgments. The review thus far has indicated that reasonable

individuals may-disagree over the relevant value judgments; the alternative

value judgments lead to different equity and equality measures;. and conceptually,

the conclusions drawn from the various measures may conflict. In the next

section we examine selected studies of education distributions in order to .

determine whether our conceptual concerns appear, to be valid for actual data.

IV. An Empirical Comparison of Equality and Equity, Measures

The articulation of a working definition of equity has resulted in multiple

measures. However, the use of multiple measures_may not be appropriate if the
Not

conceptual differences among the measures are not apparent for data from actual

educational systos. Therefore, in this section we will briefly ,examine from

a methodological viewpoint, the performance of a range of equity and equality

measures by reviewing i number, of published-studies that have computed

alternative equity or equal ity measures for distributions of educational 1.

expenditure or resources. Studies have been reviewed in, order. to document cases

in which the equity or equality measures can yield different conclusions.

Differences will be exarOned'for the determinants of different equal ity_measures,

the results yielded by .equality compared to equity measures, the results

yielded by different equality measures, and the results for different arguments

of equity functions.

First, Grubb and Michelson61Compare the determinants of intrastate inequality

across states using several different equality measures. The relevance for this

section is not the specific effects of independent variables _but the observation
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that the same set of independent- variables explains different_amounts of the

variance in the alternative equality measures and the, effects of the

independent variables appeardifferent when A range measure compared to the

Gini coefficient is used, as the dependent variable measure of inequality. This

would provide some evidence that the range measure and the Gini coefficient are

different for district level data.

Second, . Grubb and Michelson62 develop a simulation model to examine'the

outcomes of various school finance reforms in Massachusetts. For each

simulation-of per pupil revenues they examine the Gini coefficient, the ratio

of per pupil revenues for rich compared to poor families, the correlation between

wealth, measured as property values,. and revenues, the correlationApetween \

district income and revenues, and the average revenue for large cities, Numerous

simulations are presented and, although there are-eases where a Oarticu ar

simulation appears to be more equitable than the existing situation on g_n

equity measures, there .are other cases,whe're .a number of the measures move in

opposite directions. In particular, there.are cases where the rankinAf two

distributions that result from using the Gini coeffidient, an equality measure

and thecorrelation between wealth and per pupil revenues,-an equity-ability to

pay measure, conflict. This provides us with empirical evid6nce that equality

and ability to pay equity measures can conflift within the context of school

finance reform.63 An additional example of -a conflict between equality and

equity measures is providV by .Berne.64 Using actual and'simulated data from

Missouri65 it was shown that there were a number of conflicts among eight

distributions When they'were ranked using a regression based ability to pay
,

(wealth) equity measure and anyone of the equality measures considered in Section

'MA-above- When the regression based ability to pay equity measure was vied in

conjunction with five equality measures only four overall rankings emerged for
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eight distributions due to conflict among the measures.66

The third observation is based on_the evaluation of the school finance

reform in Illinois in 1973 by Hlckrod et al.
67 A number of measures'of

equity and equality were derived and computed before and after the reform.

Of particular interest is the comparision of two measures of equality;.the

coefficient'of variation and the permissible variance. The coefficient of

variation shows that_ thereT is greater equalitygafter the reform-for elementary

districts however the permissible variance measure indicates greater inequality

after the reform. In this case, two equality measures-yield conflicting

results before and after a school finance reform. Berne's analysis of:Miisouri

also'demonstrated that conflict-couldexist among the equality measures

discussed in Section Hp.68

The final-,observation is based on the empirical analysiS performed by

Pugh et al.69 The comparisbn to note here'is not among different measures

of equity and equality but among different arguments of the equity function,

in particular expenditures versus resources. An inspection of th6 varioys

tables in this analysis shows that the size of the equality measures are

affected.by the alternatiVe arguments. When four distributions of expenditures

16

per pupil for Missouri were adjusted for price differences it was concluded
41,

that the distribution appeared more equal but the magnitude of the change .

varied,according to the equality measureS.70

These selected studies have shown that the results ofan,equity analysis

/of educational expenditures and resources does depend on the particular way in

which equity' is measured. These and. other studies indicate that potentially

the measure can make a difference and the conceptual issue dis. issed:here have

implications for policymakers who must compare distributions.
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Implications for Policy Analysis

This paper has presented a methodological analysis of a number' of

conceptual_issUehat.need to.beaddressed by policy analysts who' have as one

of their gOals the measurement of theeqUity of 'the public educational-system,-

Due to the nature of equity and the educational system, the task of bringing

these ideas together is complex., On account of this complexity, the overriding

conclusion for policy analysts is that they should be prepared to use alterna-

tive approaches to the measurement, of equity. This type of sensitivity analysis

is not meant to generate a probability'distribution around a "correct" value,.

but to cover the wide range of possible interpretations of equity, each of
41k

which may-be "correct". Each of the topics discussed above contributed to

the need for multiple measures.

First, a specific definition was used to establish what is meant by

equity. However, other definitions are possible and these could lead to the

alternative measures of equity. Combined with the definition of equity was

the initial decision to pursue equity from a student point of view. But

other points of view are.plausible including the school district or the

family. The.latter approach would /e to a more detailed consideration of

taxation than evolved from the stUden approach.

I

The second issue that leads to a/conclusion to employ alternative

measures is the consideration of what we want to be equitable. While we can

measure dollars that purchase, inputs for the educational process straight-

forwardly, these dollars may not be comparable measures of, resources across

districts; and resources may not be comparable measures of outputs. This

issue is really a dual problem: first, do-we want dollars,'resources, or ,

outputs to be equitable ancsecond, howado we measure these various. concepts.

Tip difficult conceptual and measurement issues again lead to the
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recommendation to use alternative approaches. One particular concern, the

adjustment of dollars for varying prices has received attention recently and

also, the use of resourceJneasures is at least feasible. It appears that

different arguments of an equity'criteridlead to somewhat different

conclusions so that the energy needed to pursue a multiple approach is

justifiable, at present.:

Third, 'if we decide that ,the notion of equality, as discussed-above,

'useful as a definition of. equity, then again we are faced with a number of

alternative measures and it is, very difficult to get agreement on a single

is

measure-due to the range of value judgments involved. If a single measure is

not appropriate either conceptually or empirically, then the use of a set of

measures may enable the policy analyst to highlight the distributions that

are unambiguously more equal than others, and indicate those that are indis-

tinguishable. For example, certain school finance reforms, may produce more

equality regardless of how we 'measure equality whereas other reforms may

have ;a more ambiguous effect on equity. Once the requisite data are

available, the additional cost of computing alternative equity measures is

not great.

Fourth, equality measures are not the only reasonable measures of equity

we discussed: In particular, student needs, technological characteristics of

the district, the ability to pay Or a concern for a particular type of distict

such as the cities may direct us to ,somehow alter our measures of equality.

But for each specificdssue we are faced with numerous alternatives each of

which may be in line with an individual's definition of equity. Furthermore,

we concluded above that forOne important type of equity measures--ability

to pay equity measures--the way in which we measure both ability to Pay and

the relationship between ability to pay and education has an impact on our

assessment of equity. Since many of these issues are not resolVable without
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recourse to value judgments, and the particular- value judgments make a difference,,

the policy analyst must again ,investigate a. range of measures.

Fifth, the need for both equality and equitPmeasures is highlighted Jy

the findings that there can be-considerable conflict'between. these two
,

1----....._ ,2

ciifferent groups or classes of measures.. This_seinfortes Our recommendation to

employ alternatives.

Finaliy,"one'critical issue Uat has not ,been taken/into account in this

/.

analysis is the comparability and availability of data.,- If available data

are not comParable, then not only value judgments but compapbility problems

could cause Oifferences among measures.._ For example, comparability problems

could arise among distributions if student counts are arrived .at through

weightirig schemes, districts are organized differently, or if
.

-di strict§..do not all perform the same type of services to similar student

poPulations. Data canparability problems do' have the potential to-confuse

an already complex issue.
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FOOTNOTES
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. This paper was funded by the.Ford 'Foundatjon. The,paper represents the
opinion-of the:author nnd should not be attributed to the. Ford Foundation.

Helpful comments on some of the thoughts expressed here were received from
John Augenblick, Lee' S. Friedman; Alan Odden, Leanna Stiefel, Esther O.

Tron, Phillip E, Vincent and Mary Williams, Remaining errors are obviously,
the author's:

2, The literature on-equity and public educationaPpears to be growing at an
accelerating-rate: .For ay introductiOn"to thiS area see B. -Levin, ed.,

":Future Directions irk chool Finance Reform (Lexington, MaSs.: 'Lexington .

Books, 1974), J. Pincus, ed.; School .Finance in TrantAtion'(Cambridge,-Mass
Ballinglrc'1974)and.J.0.-Callahan and 11. H. Wilkpn;, eds., School Finance
Reform: A Legislator's Handbook (Washington, Da":** National Conference of
S-liTLegislatures,-,1976)!. For an analysis and primary source's such as
court Opinicns,and state and federal commission recommendations, see J. S.
Berke; Answers to' Inequity(Berkeley: 1fcCutchen,1974)-i

3. Although. this paper focuses_entirely on edUtatio'n, Many of the issues are-
--relevant_to other policy. areas. For .treatments. of equity issues in areas

other than education, see 1,4_ineberry,and E.,Welch,-Jr.,."Who Gets.

What: Measuring the Distribution of Urban Public-Servides, Social Science
Quarterly;. 54. (1974) pp. 700-712 and A. E-Merget;:"Equalizing Municipal
Services: IsSues for Policy Analysis,'" Policy -Studies Journal, 4 (1976)

Throughout this paper the term arguments is used in,a specific manner. An
equity or equality'measure can be specified as a series of calculations::
performed on a particular type of data. The specification of the
calculations and the type of data are both necessary for d complete des--
cription of a particular, measure.' The type of'data that is used in the
calculation is the argument of the equity or equality measure or criteria:
For example, for the,equality measure specified as the range of per-pupil
expenditures the range is the calculation and the argument is the distrib-

'ution of per pupil expenditures. ,

; .

5. See Berke, p. 163, who notes that, "Treating unequals equally is a highly

_questionable definition of.equity.",

6. See S. Mithelson, "What is a 'Just' System for Financing Schools? An

Evaluation of Alternative Reforms" in-B. Levin, ed., Future Directions. rr

"7: H. M. Levin, "Equal Educational Opportunity and the Distribution of
" .Educational Expenditures," Education and Urban Society, 5 (1973) pp.

1*172.

8. For a description of this conceptualization of the schooling process see
M. Levin, "The Effect of Different Levels of Expenditure on Educational

Outputs" in R. L. Johns et al., eds., The Economic Factors Affecting the
Financing of Education (Gainsville, Florida: National Education Finance
Project, 1970); H. M. Levin "Effects of Expenditure Increases on Educational
Resource Allocation and Effectivenes," in J. Pincus, Sdhool Finance.
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9.... For a more indepth discussion of these issues see R. Berhe, "Equity, and
Public Education: Conceptual Issues of Measurement", Public' Policy
Research Institure,,Graduate School of Public Administration, .New York
University, New York, NY, Working Paper No..4 (October, 1977), pp. 5-9.

10. For a diScussion of school finance and.equity, see, in, addition tb the
references in footnote-2., M. S. Feldstein, "Wealth Neutrality and Local
Choice in Public Education," American Econoniic Review, 65 (1975) pp. 75-89,
L. S. Friedman and M. Wiseman, "Toward Understanding the Equity Consequences
of .School" Finance Reform," Graduate School of Public Policy, University of
California, Berkeley, -Working Paper #75 (July, 1977), W. NGrubb and
`S. Michelson, States' and Schools (Lexington, Mass: Lexington Books, 1974).
.G. A. Hitkrod, EL C. Hubbard and T. Wei-Chi Yang, "The 1973 Reform of
Illinois General Purpose--Grant-inrAid: ..A Description and Evaluation," in
E. 0. Iron, ed., Selected Papers in School' -Finance,19747(Washington,
Office of Education, 1974), A.. Odden and P: E. Vincent,. Analysis of the
-School Finance and Tax Structure of Missouri: Background Research of the ---
Educational Finance Committee of -the Governor's Conference on Education-
(Denver: Education Vorrmission of the States, 1976), L. Stiefel, "Per
Pupil Expenditures and Tax Incidence Under Michigan's Modified Power
Equalization School Finance Plan," !,,lichigan State University, 1975..

11. Notice that certain Assumptions about "holding 'everything constant are
necessary if a comparison of equity before and after a reform is, to be
used to assess the impact of the reform. For further discussion, see
G. A. Hickrod et al.

12. For more on the local response, see L. S. Friedman and M. Wiseman, and
W. N. Grubb and S. Michelson and. H. Ladd, "State -Wide. Taxation of
Commercial and Industrial Property for Education,' National Tax Journal,
29 (1976)pp. 143-153.

13. See H. Brazer, "Adjusting for Differences Among School Districts in 'the
Costs ..of Educational Inputs: A Feasibility Report, " in E0. Tron, ed.,
Selected Paper's in School Finance, 1974, H. Brazer and A. P. Anderson, 17bA Cost Adjustment Index for Michigan School Districts," in E, 0- Tron, ed.,
Selected Papers in School Finance, 1975(Washington, D.C.: Office of
Education; 1975), J. G. Chambers, A. Odden and. P. E. Vincent, Cost of
Education Indices Among School Districts (Denver: Education Commission of
the States, December, 1976),:14 N. Grubb and J. Hyman, "Constructing TeacherCost Indices: Methodological Explorations With California Unified School
Districts," in E. D. Tron, ed., Sel ected . Papers in School' Finance, 1975,
L. W. Kenny, D. Denslow and I. J. Goffman, "Measuring Differences Among
the Florida School Districts in the Cost of Education: An Alternative
Approach," in E. O. Tron, ed.; Selected Papers in School Finance, 1975
anti E. O. Iron, "Introduction and Summary," in Selected Papers in School
Finance, 1975.

14. Kenny et al. pp. 197 ff.

15. Ibid.
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16. 44. N. Grubb and J. Hyman,-pp. 116-118. They also compute-an-index7-based_on_____,_

average salaries; a technique that assumes that all price differences

reflect resource differences, and-find the correlations with the measures

uSing alternative assumptions vary between .45 and .8.

17,-G. E. Pugh, J. N. Killalea and-B;:Loatman, Educational-Opportunity. The

Concept, Its Measurement and Resource Disparities in 1970,. Report to National

Center EdUcational Statistics, September, 1976. The measure discussed here.
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.SCHOOL FINANCE REFORM IN THE SEVENTIES

ACHTEVEMENTSAND FAILURES*

. .Introduction

.

The early 1970's marked a period in'which increased-attention was

directed to dAsparities in resources and tax burdens amongschool.districts

in the States. The school finance literature now abounds with studies of

the States that legislated changes in their, financing rrangemehts.in this
.

period. -It is difficult to discern from the literature; hoWever the extent

of the probiem.naticinaily,or the effects of reform-where it has occurred.

Most studies'examineone or.a few States. Because.many of the studies are

intended to assist in the design of new features of a financing program,

they .naturally concentrate on the mechanisms of reform rather than its

c!)
-effects. And because different methodologies are used, the studies cannot

°readily be compared or aggregated.

The study reported here attempts to obtain a national assessment of

the impact of reform. It lOoks,at all States using thesame-measurement

methods and the same data, so'that it is posSible to contrast one reform
.

State with another and to compare reform States as .a group with the non-
,

reform States.. It examines results rather than mechanisms -- results

expressed in, terms of the distribution of education funds. It examines these

___distributions in 1970, before the'reform movement got wider way; and in 1975,

ti

by which time its initial impacts.coUld be expected to have registered.

This paper_reports on a joint project of-the- U.S._pepartmer)t of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and of Killalea Associates, Incorporated. The
authors are: Lawrence L. Brown, III; Alan L:. Ginsburg; J. Neil kilialea,
Richard A. Rosthal, and Esther 0. Tron. Views expresseds:10 not
necessarily_ reflect positions of theDepartmeht.'



II. Disparity 1975

Methodology

Resources..are defined here as the portion of current operating .

expenditures (COE) per, pupil that is supported from.non-Federal' sources.

ODE' includeS a large part of educational resources; excludes capital outlays,.

'..which could otherwise make resources appear to be very high in the year of

outlay; and is readily available in national data bases. Expenditures are

based, of course, on

-Federal government,.

revenues collected from all sources, including the

S- ince the purpose of this study is to examine the

distribution of local and State funds, ODE is adjusted to'remoVe Federal

revenue.[1] The exception is Federal, impact aid, which is treated here as

local revenue: [2]'

Although educational expenditures are often employed as though they

were equivalent with.educational iesourdes, they are not the same. The

difference,'arises principally from the fact that a dollar buys different

levels of real educational resources inAifierent parts -of a State.

Techniques are.how'under study for identifying and adjusting for the varying

.costs of-education throughodt a State,, but it has not been possible to

apply them in-the preseht study.[3] This shortcoming affects the analyses

discussed below differentially, as will be pointed out in a review of the

0
-results.

.7

All district expenditures are stated on a per-pupil b4sis. States.

count pupils, in different ways. SoMe,use average daily attendance (ADA) ,

some use average daily membership (ADM), and some use a cdmbination.[4] Rather

than impose one or the other of these measures on all States,'this study

employswhAever measure the State.has used.[5]
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.

a

The study uses data bases for 1970 and 1975 that provide comparable

and generally adequate data.[6]

Changes in Overall Disparity

It is generally thought that the perceived extent of disparity depends,

perhaps greatly, on the measure employed. Three statistical measures

sometimes used by school finance analysts were considered for use in this

study: the coefficient of deviation, the coefficient of variation,

and the Gini index..[7] In addition, a, fourth measure was included because

it is embedded in a Federal regulation: the ratio of expenditures at the

95th percentile of students to expenditures at the 5th percentile.[8] The

three statistical measures are, for all intents and purposes, identical in their

results, and even the 95:5 ratio is very highly correlated wish each of the

. statistical measures, as the tabulation from our 1975 data shows:[9]

95:5. .Coeff. Coeff. Gini.
Ratio Elev. Var. Index

95 :5 Ratio 1 .83 .85
Coefficient of Deviation

. .98
Coefficient of Variation 1
Gin' Index '1

This study uses, the 95:5 ratio. and the coefficient of variation. A.

valUe'for the 95:5 ratio of, say, 2.5 means that'students at the 95th,,/

percentile receive two and one-half times the expenditures of thoie at the

5th percentile. A value for the coefficient of variation of 12.4 means

that approximately one-sixth of the students in the State receive at least

12.4 percent more expenditures than the. State average-and one-sixth receive

at least 12.4 percent less than the average'.

See Appendix A, Tables A-1 andrAr-2, "Within-State Disparities for Four
Equalization Measures" 1970 and 1975.



Table I presents, for each State, the disparity in 1975 and the

percent. change between 1970 and 1975,,for the two measures. The States

with the greatest-disparity in 1975 show no regional patterns, .includihg

States from every part of the country. They do include, hOwever, several

of the nation's largest States. The 12 States with-thegreatest disparity

ip 1975 enroll approximately 38 percent of the nation's publiC school

students. At the opposite4end of the rankihg, States with the least

disparity tend to"be those with the smallest populations, the only exception

being Florida. It is noteworthy that the six States with the least

disparity also operate relatively fewschOoil*stems.[101
I

Among the 12 States with the greatest disparities in 1975; only

Vermont exhibits a large:decrease in didParity but itIst be pointed out

that Vermont's starting point in 1970/was extremely unequalized.

...;

Some States. clearly progres ,while others worsened,. There are

'several ways of gauging progress/nnationwide. Ond'is to compare the
.,/

/
.

number of States that decreased or increased by a given percentage. Using

a very modest criterion -7/increase or decrease by two o more percentage

points on both measures -- there were decreases in 15 States and increases in

11. Under a stricter criterion -- a change of at least five percentage

points on both measures .77- 13-States decreased in disparity' and 10 States

increased; ,These,couhts would appear to indicate-a.slight lessening

of disparity nationally. This trend would seem to be iconfirmed by changes

in the average of the two measures from 1970 to 1975. The 95:5 ratio

averaged over all States changed for'1.72 to 1.67, and the coefficient

of variation changed from 16-.8-to 16.72. These are simple averages-over all-
-
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Table 1: Within-State Disparities, 1975
(Ranked by 95,:5 Measure)

. State
95:5' Percentile-

1975

TIT
Chan e*

Crnfficient
. 19'75

of Variation
Chance*

Georgia
Connecticut

2.41
\ 2.29

30

3

0.28
0.21

40

-9
Massachusetts \ 2.17 12 0':23 .21
California \2.02 9 0.21 0.
Vermont . 4.99 . -41 0.21 -45

.Montana .1.0 3' 0.21 11
New Jersey- 1.95 1 '0.20 0
Illinois .1.90 - 7 0.22 -4
Tennessee 1.90 0.21 -9
Kentucky 1.86 8 0.20 18

New York 1.85 , 13 0.23 44
Washington .' 1.83 10 0.18 6
Wyoming 1.82 16 0.21 24
Mississippi 1.80 - 5 0.17 O'
Texas '1.79 6 0.20 -13

.

Arkansas 1:78 - 9 0.18
.

0
New Hampshire 1.78 - 5 0.16

.. - 6
Ohio 1.78 0 /0.20 :5
Virginia. 1-,-78 7 /0.27 23
Colorado 1.77 1 0.18 .13

Maryland 1.77 11 0:20 43
Missouri 1.73 - 6- 0.24 .- 4
Nebraska 1.73 6 0.19 27
Arizona 1.71 - 9 0.17 -19
Michigan:. 1.71 - 5 0.17 -11

Delaware 1;70 -17 0.18 13
Maine 1.67 6 0.16 0
Kansas 1.65 -11 0.14 '-36
South Carolina '1.65 1 0.14 8
Minnesota 1.62 11 0.15 15

,

Wisconsin .1.59 - 1 0.16
-

0
Rhode Island 1,58 -10 0.13 -32
Pennsylvania 1,57 0' 0.17 6
North Dakota 1.53 -22 0.14 r.

-18
Idaho 1.51 1 0.16 .33

North Carolina 1.51 1 0:12 , 0
Oklahoma '1.51 -10 0.20

, -
0.

Indiana 1.50 - 6 0.13 - 7
Oregon 1.50 0 0.14 12
South Dakota 1.50 -12 0.13 -28

West Virginia 1.49 0 :' 0.13 7
Alabama -''' 1.43 0 0.12 0
New Mexico 1.41 = 7 0.13 7
Iowa

,
1.34' -26 0.09 -50

Louisiana 1.32 -1 0.10 11

Florida 1.30 -15 0.90 -31
Alaska 1.29 1 0.16'

. 100
Utah 1:27 0 0.09 0
Nevada 1.18 - 1 0.07 -13
Hawaii 1.00 0 0.00 0

* (1975 1970),÷ 1970



States, and different results are obtained when each State's disparity is

weighted by its.enrollment. For example, the weighted average coefficient.

of .variation was-17:92 in 1970; this is Substantially higher than the

unweighted figure of 16.8, indicating that disparities were somewhat greater

in the larger. States. And.the weighted average in 1975 was 18.36., indicating

that, nationally, disparity has not decreased.
4

Thus far, the study has described disparities without addressing:

the question, How much disparity is too much? One source of guidance is a

criterion set by the Office-of Education in determining, how a State can

qualify to be able to'count Federal impact aid as State aid.[11] The

State must be operating an effective school finance system, when effectiveness

is determined by whether or not its 95:5 measure shows a disparity ndgreater

than 25 percent. According to the results in Table I, only'two States,

Hawaii and Nevada could meet this requirement in 1975. The ,Office of

Education test excludes from the disparity test therspending made for

special needs, while the present study has not separately identified such

funds. Mbreover, these results.are based on approximate measures and on a

sample of districts: Nonetheless, it' is difficult to believe that More

precise measurements would result 'in more than a handful of additional. States

qualifying in 1975.

1.
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III. The Incidence of DisparitieS: Gainer's and Losers

The analysis_in the preceding:seftionvortrys the extent to which

overall disparities arebeing reduced. This is of course not the only
,

criterion on'which to judge the equity of a joarticular school finance

arrangement. A principal fault found by'State courts is that the level'

of per-pupil resources depends on the ability of localities to raise

revenues to support education; we therefore want to examine the incidence;

of disparities in places that vary in local wealth per pupil. Other

issues arise in connection with the, cities. Many have argued that

redistribution of educational resources to eliminate the effects of

property _wealth would, harm the cities, because these areas generallly have

high property wealth.

Disparities and the Ability to Fax

For this analysis each State's student population is divided into

the 25 percent in districts with the,lowest'property valuation per pupil,

the 25 percent in districts with the highest property valuation,, and the

middle 50 percent.[12] For each group the level of expenditures is

calculated'relative to the Stateaverage. " In 1970, averaged over all9

States, children in,low-wealth districts received 88 percent of their State

average,, the 50 percent receive 98 perdent, and children in'high-.

wealth districts received 114 percent of the average. By1975 thepe

figures had changed slightlyt to 90, 99, and 111 percent, respectively.

A simple index of a-State's wealth-related.disparity can be

calculated by dividing expenditures in the high-wealth quartile of students

U
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by expenditures in the lowwealth.quartile. Table II shows the wealth-

related expenditure disparity in 1975 and the percentage change over.

the Period, The results can be interpreted by reference to the first

entry: New _York's high-wealth quartile received 1.59 times the expenditures

of Its low-wealth quartile; this was an increase of 27-percent in wealth-

related disparity relative to 1970. Data for this analysis not-

.

availablefor Alaska Hawaii, and Louisiana. Results for.

Montana and Vermont are unduly influenced by the sample of districts and

are regarded, as not reliable. --

The States are listed in order of decreasing wealth-related

disparity in 1975. The disparities can be regarded as very severe.[13]

In only four States is the wealth advantage less than 10 percent. The

average wealth-related'dispariti (weighted by pupils)' in 1970 was 1.33;

by:975 it was 1.30, confirming that there had been some weakening, even

if very slight,inthe link'between expenditures and wealth.,,It is

(and(and not as obvious as might first appear) that the States

with the greatest wealth-related disparity in 1970.-generallyreduced

the:disparityin the five -year period; the correlation between disparity

in 1970'and red6ction in disparity is .58.
_

Disparities and Urban Status
71,

Adtanistratots'in center city school-diStricts have expressed a

Concern that'school finance 'reform if aimed at remoVing'te link between

expenditures and wealth, may harm the cities, which generally have more

than, average property wealth per pupil. They argue that not as much' of

the wealth can actually be applied to education as in other places because
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...\-.Table II: Wealth-Related Disparities, 1975

Stave

New York
Georgia
Virginia
Maryland
Kentucky

Colorado
Tennessee
Ohio
Texas ,

Missouri

California
Pennsylvania
Arkansas

- Nebraska
Kansas

Oklahoma
Mississippi
Michigan
Minnesota
West Virginia.

Oa

. Wealth-Related Disparity b/ Percept Change
.

1.59 27
1.53

. 3
1.51 3
1.50 19
1.49 6

1.47 3
1:41. 22

8
1.35 ' - 8

'1:31. -10

.1.31Q 6
1.31 2 I.

1% 30 - 7
1.2.8 7
1.27 -11

.11

1.26
1.26
1.26

, 1.26
1.25

Wyoming
.1 1.23

Washington 1.25
-Illinois

. 1.22-
Indiana 1.22
Arizona 1.21

Rhode Island 1t:21
New Jersey 1.21
North Carolina 1.20
Mhssachusetts 1.19
Oregon 1.19

Delaware 1.18
South Dakota 1.18
South Carolina 1.17
Florida 1:16
Maine 1.15

Idaho 1.14
New Hampshire 1.14
Connecticut 1.13
Wisconsin 1; 1.12
Utah 1.11

North Dakota 1.09
Iowa. 1.09
Nevada 1.05
New Mexico 1.03

- 13
3

15

7 9
8

17
- 6
13

0

6
-22
- 6
.- 2

16
8
6

a/' Data unavailable, incomplete,.or unreliable for Alabama,. Alaska, Hawaii,
Louisiana, Montana, and Vermont.

b/ Disparity-is calculated as the expenditure level in the high-wealth
, quartile divided by the expenditure level in the.low-wealth quartile.
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cities bear disproportionately higher burdens for othet municipal

functions. They also argue that a comparison based on expenditure is
.

open to question, because it does not take into account the. higher costs
1

of educational resources in the cities. Two questions of interest are

examined: How do expenditures in center city districts-compare with

expenditures in other districts, and what is the apparent wealth in these_

places?-

Table III show-expenditUres in 1975, relative to the:State average,-

in center-city districts_in Stab:laid Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs),
.

_

other districts in SMSAs, and districts not in SMSAs. In 1975, center-

city districts spent 8 percent more than their State average, other

districts-in SMSAs spent at about the State average, and districts not

in SMSAs spent about 4 percent less than the State average. The average

expenditures in center -city districts might be thought, to be affected by

States such as Montana that do not contain the large cities. normally

associated with the problem of urban schooling. If we direct attention

to the 27 States that contain at least one of the 100 largest cities, the

center cities still spend about 8 percent more than the State average.

It must be recalled here that .the resource measure employed

is not sensitive to differences between "Urban and other places in the

4

cost of providing equivalent education services or to the sometimes much

greater concentrations of pupils requiring more than average service

levels. Thus, a finding that spending in center-city districts is high

relative to other places may be of little solace if their costs and, needs

are even greater. The estimates of change, on the other hand, are much

.
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Table III: Expenditures, 1975, in Districts of Varying Urban Type
(Expenditures Relative.to the State Average)"

Center Cities irv$MEAs Other Districts in SMSAs Districts Not in SMSAs
State

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida /'

Georgia /

Hawaii/
Idaho/
Illinois
Indiana

.

Iowa

New Mexico
New York
North Carolia
North Dakota
ado

}Cansas

/Kentucky
Louisiana

/ Maine
/ Maryland

,_-/ --Massachusetts-
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri

Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
-Vermont

Virginia
.Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

1975 -'Percent Change
.(1) . (2)

1.02

1-.01

,1.17

1.16
1.03
1.27'
0.97.
1.24

1.00
1.21
1.15
1.07
1.01

0.98 f 8
*1.14 9
.1.01 5

0.99 3
0.83 -13

-1;14
1.04
1.17

*1.29
1.04

1.10
.1.00

0.98
OAS
0.94

0.98
1.17
1.15

*1.22
1.14

1.09,
1.08
1.09
1.12

*1.28

1.03
1.21
0.99
1.07

1.10
1.19

*1..10

1.09

- 2

-14
- 5

5

2

2

4
1

0

9

4.

2

-13

4 -

10
4
10

-1
-7

3

0

13
0

-8
-1

'3
10

.- 6
- 4
-15

'S
'Z

1

2

4

1
-8

8

1975 Percent Change
(3) . (4)

1.03
*

0.94
0.98

0.96
1.01
1.01
1.04
1.06

*0.83 2

0.98 - 1

0.95 - 1

0.97 3

0.94
1.20
1.01-
1.11 3
1.08 3

0:97 4
1.02 1

0.97 4

*0.93 1

1.05 5

0.82
0.90
0.98
0.90
1.01

0.95
1.00

*0.99
1.00,

0.94
0.98
1.00
0.93
0.98

*0.94
0.99
0.98
0.95
*

1.11
0.98
1.13
1.02

4

1

2

0

1
-1

2

1

2

4
7

3

22.
0

3

9
-1

-8
9

'4
'l

-7
'3

1

3.
'4

-16
-14

-3
-1

4

-- 3

- 1.
'4

1975 Percent Change

0.98
1.00
0.98
0.98

*0.98

0.91
0.94
0.90
0.96
0.86

0.98
0.85
0.97
1.00

1.03
0.91
0.99
0.99
0.90

0.90
0.93
0.97
0.98
0.91

0.97
1.02
1.07
1.02
1.01

1.01
0.79
0.95
0.98
0.86

0.97
0.97
0.90
1.02
0.99

1.00
0.89
1.04
1.08

: 0.85
0.91
0.95
0.93
1.00

O

O

10
1

0

7

2

S

1

4

-1
O

1

4

0
2

1

6

-4
0

-%
1

2

0

-11
, - 2

2
'4

'%

1

3
1

I 1
, 7

-4
3

0

-10
5

. 2

8

0

0

2

1

0

* Less than 10 percent of the State's pupils are in districts of this urban iYpe.
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less affected
.

center cities

in the others

by the lack of sensitivity to these factors. Overall,

gainedin.about half the States and stayed even 4:) 'lost

, other districts in'S17SAs lost in more States than they

gained.in, and districts not. in SMSAs generally gained. Of' course, it

is-hecesSary to view gains sand losses from the perspecEive of status in

1975.. The center cities in Ohio, for instance; did not, improve their

status; but their 1975 expenditures were 14 percent higher than the State,

average.

The second issue of interest in center-city districts is the extent

to which property-valuation per pupil may present a misleading estimatie

of a district's ability to support.edudation. To test this thesis,/

-----property_yaluation was-calculated with total population as a base, as

an indirect and approximate surrogate of the burden of municipal

functions other than education. The use of total population as aibase

considerably diminishes the, apparent wealth:advantage of.cities./ In

Ohio, for example, center citl, districts have 11 percent more property

valuation per pupil than the State-average, but 13 percent less

property valuation per capita. The use in this comparison of///total

population as .a base does not imply that it is preferred to the better

known measure of valuation per pupil; it simply demonstrates'the sensitivity

of results to the' measure selected.



IV:- The Costs of Further Equalization

The' third question addressed here is, What are the -costs of

further reduction in disparity in the States? The costs depend, of

course; on_the extent of disparity, that is to be tolerated; but the extent,

of permissible disparity may depend in turn: on perceptions of what can

be afforded. For these reasons the costs of reducing disparities have

been calculated for several levels of disparity. The method is to

increase spending in low-spending districts (holding Others constant)

until a specified value of the :,95:5 ratio has been.reached.[14 ].; Table IV,

shows the.national costs of reducinTdisparities. in 1970 and 1975 .to 1.40,

1.25, and 1.10 'for ttie95:5ratio; costs are expressed both as dollars

and as percentages of the national budget in each year.

Table IV. National Equalization Costs, 1970 and 1975,
at Selected-Disparity Ratios

1970

, 9525 Disparity Ratio-
1.40 1.25 1.10

Eq. Cost ($M) 1;259 2,894 6,005
% of 1-970 Budget A.4 10.0 .20.8

1975

Eq. Cost ($M) 2,552 :5,401 10,401
% of 1975 Budget 5.3 11.1 21..4

Nationally, the costs of leveling up to.a disparity ratio. of. 1.40

in each State would have been $2.55 billion in 1975, and the costs to

achieve the Office of Education's disparity test of1.25 would have been
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$5.4 billion. It is noteworthy that, of thd $2.55 billion required

to decrease disparity in each State to 1.40, approximately 32 percent

is accounted for by the nation's two most populous States, California
. ,

and New York, which together enroll some 46 percent of the nation's

elementary and secondary school Students.

The costs of equalization have of course increased from 1970 to

1975, the largest part of the increase being attributable to inflation.

The more meaningful figures in' the_table are the equalization costs in

each year expressed as a percentage of-budget in'the year, which in effect

cancels the impact of inflation. In all three cases this percentage in

.1975 is higher than in,1970, confirming the evidence presented earlier.

For the nation as a whole, relatively little change has taken, place in

overall disparity during this period.



5

--YI1Wenty States have been designated "reform" States as a result of

legislative changes in their school finance programs in the early.

1970s.[15]. Several forces led to reform, though "not allexisted in

every State or carried equal weight. In'sveral of the States, challenges

to existing programs iri State courts highlighted disparities" among

school districts in expenditures.for pupils and in tax burdens for

residents. These disparities often stemmed from wide variations in

local wealth, a major source of revenues for financing publci schools."

In some States, legislators\became-convihced that existing school aid

formulas could nto survive Judicial scrutiny. Elsewhere, the growing

resistance to property taxes\led to demands for property tax relief.

Finally, reform in some StateS stemmed from-anAincreased awareness of

deficiencies in school aid_programs, particularly in a growing concern over

the level of financial support for education.

Various mechanisms were used, ranging from modest adjustments in

State aid to sweeping reform packages. Some States simply added new

_dollars to existing-programs.. Many adopted innovative programs of

school aid designed to neutralize wealth differences among districts. The

concept of wealth neutrality appeared in, the form of guaranteed yields

or tax bases school aid programs that.allowed a State's basic aid to

school districts to vary accdtding-to each district's wealth and tax choice..

This new aid approach was termed fiscally neutral, for in pkinciple the

link between a district's wealth and its school expenditures was removed:,
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Apoor district could achieve any level of expenditure up to the

maximum State guarantee with no greater tax effort than many Wealthier.

districts. This type of.reform was prevalent in the Midwest -- Illinois,

Kansas, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, and Colorado. In Maine and Montana,

supplementary aid was provided by means of a guaranteed-yield program.

The refdrth in Connecticut consisted of a modest guaranteed yield program,

supplementing the basic flat grants available there.

States such'as California and Iowa retained their existing aid

structures but raised their guaranteed level of'State support. Four

States -- Florida, Indiana, New Mexicorand Utah -- introduced pupil

weights in their financial aid formulas, to reflect differences in

the cost of providing aid to special student populations, such as the

handicapped, and differences in the costs of" certain programs, such as

vocational education. Many States enacted restrictive:revenue or

expenditure curbs*desi4ned both to limit growth in education expenditures

and to reduce displiities among school districts. Florida, Indiana, Iowa,

Kansas, Maine, and New Mexico had such proVisions In 1975.

The effects of these programmic and resource changes are

summarized in Table V. (New Jersey, although nominally a reform'Stater.

is'omitted from the table because its reform program was not funded

until 1976-77.) Column 1 lists the principal new features adopted by the
)

refoim States, as discussed above.- Column.2 identifies the reform

StateS- in which expenditure disparities among districts decreased by

more than two percent on. both measures of disparity (based on Table I).

Column 3 lists the States that reduced wealth - related disparity by more
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than five percent (based on Table II). An entry in Column 4 indicates
\\

States in which there-is evidence' of property relief. Such relief is

presumed to have Occurred wheria State increased its share of State/local

revenues and its per -pupil expenditures declined (relatiiie to the national

'average), from 1970 to 1975'!\, In California, for example, per-pupil

expenditures declined from 102.4 percent of the national average in
\\

1970-71 to 95.1 percent in 1975-764 while in the same period the State's

share ox school revenues rose from 35-.2 percent to 40.4 percent. An

increase in State support accompanied by \a relative decline in school

expenditures suggests that some local tax relief occurred. Where the

State share and per-pupil expenditures both rose, no presgumption of this

sort is possible. In these cases, information on tax relief was

obtained directly from State officials. An entry in toiumn 5 indicates

. that a. State's per-pupil expenditures, relative to the national average,

increased from 1970 to 1975. An entry in Column 6 indicates that a.

State increased its share of the State-lodal bUrden of education costs.

Of the 19 reform States in the table, 10 reduced interdistrict

expenditure disparities between 1970 and 1975. In some States the

reduction'was impressive. In 1970' only one reform State, Minnesota,

had shown an expenditure disparity ratio of 1.50 or less. By 1975,

five reform States could be so clas'sified: Florida, Indiana,. Iowa, New

Mexico, and Utah. But four other reform States were among the ten in

the nation with the greatest disparity in-1975: !California, Connecticut,

Illinois, and Montana.
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Table V: Principal Effects and Means of Achieving Reforms, 1p7o - 197S

I

Principal,New Reduced Exp, Reducd Wealth Property

Program Feature Disparities a/ Related' Disparity .1)./ Tax Relief c/

(1) (2)
l(3), (4)

State'

Increased

Education Exp, d/

(5)

Arizona "Foundation Aid

California

Coldrado Guaranteed Yield

Connecticut Add-on Guaranteed Yield

Florida Pupil, Weight f/ x

Illinois Guaranteed Yield (optional) x

Indiana Pupil Weight ft

Iowa --f/ x

Kansas Guaranteed ield f/ x

Maine' Add-on Guaranteed Yield f/

Michigan Guaranteed Yield g

Minnesota

' ontana Add-on,Guaranteed Yield

New Mexico Pupil Weight fl:

North Dakciii --

Ohio ,' Guaranteed Yield

Texas

Utah Pupil Weight

,

Wisconsin Guaranteed Yield

x

x

X

Increased

State Share e/

(6)

x (31)

x (51)

x (101)

x (1 %)

a/ Both measures of disparity in Table I decreased by two or more percent,
.

E/ Wealth-related diiparity decreased by five or more percent II(Table-II).

-6/ A State is classified as having provided property tax'relief if total per-pupil expenditures (from non-Federal sources) relative to

the national average did not increase and if the State's (share of-expenditures increased between 1970ind 1975, For some States

information on property tax relief was obtained directly iiom State education officials.

dl State education expenditures relative to the national. ave ge increased between 1970 and 1975,

-i,/ Figures in parentheses refer to increases in percentage share Of education revenues from the.State, between 1970 and 1975,

7/ Rigid rate or levy ceilings on district expenditures.

-8/ County revenues for education are now counted as, part of the State contribution in Montana and South Dakota.

I
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In 1970, reform States as.a group had larger wealth-related

disparities than non-reform States; by 1975, reform States had reversed.

the situation.[16] Of the 18 States for-which data are deemed reliable

(excluding. Montana), 13 reduced wealth-related disparity by more than

five percent and Iowa's wealth-related disparity, although increasing,

was still less than 10 percent. Among the reform States, New Mexico,

came closest to eliminating the gap between weaithy and poor districts;

it reduced the wealthy districts' advantage to three percent. The

next most successful reform States in this respect were Iowa and North

Dakota, where the expenditure advantage in wealthy districts was less

than 10 percent in 1975.

Eight reform States made at least some progress on both equalization'

goals: Arizona, Florida, Illinois, Kansas; Michigan, New Mexico, North

Dakota and Texas. Three reform States made no significant progress

on either equalization measure: Colorado, Minnesota, and Utah. Three.

. States -- California, Colorado, and Ohio -- were involved in litigation:

following the enactment of their refr,rm laps. The California Supreme

Court, under a continuation of the landmark Serrano case, rejected

that State's reform law in 1976, and new'legislation was enacted in 1977.

Cases in the other. two States are still pending,

Reform:provided tax relief for 11 States. The reform laws provided

new State money, which was in large part channeled to property tax

relief programs. In eight of thee States per-pupil expenditures

: declined relative, to the national average, suggesting that property tax

relief occurred at the expense of the education program. On the Other hand,

.7
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all States providing tax relief except Colorado and Minnesota managed

to improve on one or both of the equalization measures.

Ten reform States increased their per.-pupil expenditures,

relative to national average spending, over the five year period. Of

A

these,, Arizona, Colorado, Florida, and Kansas showed the largest increases.
0.

In 1970, these four States spent well below the national average. Five

years late:, under revised 'State programs, they were spending at about

the national-average or above it.°/ Except for. Colorado, these States also

managed to register some improvement on the equalization measures.

Kansas also provided some property tax relief and was the only reform

State to have done-so while both increasing its spending level and

making, same progress in equalization.

Most of the reform States increased the State share of total

education,revenues.[17] The'exceptions are Florida, New Mexico; and Texas.

In local Florida and Texas the reform laws were designed to increase

reliance on local revenues by increasing the locally required contribution

to the basic support program. In New Mexico, districts were permitted

to count some Federal revenues toward meeting the locally required

contribution; in addition,"a uniform local.property tax was imposed

that further increased available local schooPrevenues. Because these

three States made progress toward equalization objectives -- Florida and
. a

New Mexico being among the States making.the greatest progress -- these

remarks might be thought to suggest that unwarranted attention has

been given to the role of State-share in equalizations In fact, there is a

role, but it is not the change in State share as much as the proportion

7o 8r) 44%
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,
the State share: 'States.that assume a high` shareof -total State spending

. are 'generally; also those- with legs 'disparity. [18]
.

In summary, States traded off ambriTIeform goals. Often,
.

'significant improvements i -equAlization.were accompanied Lay decreases in.

spending (relative to natiohal'patterns) and were not accompanied by
. .

. _ .

,Joroperty fax relief. Tax relief, was often-obtained at the expense
-,.., .

of expendiipeS for'education or improvement in equalization. Id other
i \

,
1

States,: increased expenditilrekfor-education,did not lead to increased
L4 ,

1

equalization. In terms of expenditure disparity,--tte patterh.is mixed,
\IP

with some improvements and some retrogression in contrast, wealth-related

disparities-were generally reduce&inthe reform States.

The.-States used a' variety ofmechanisms) and no one formula can
\

be identified as a preferred or:iOrd,effective-vehicie-for reform.
,

J.

AlthoUgh the preSence:of rigid rate or levy-iceilings appeared to be
.

.
, I i

somewhat' associated with reduced educationai disparities, it is
..-

,equally-clear that in most States a more important factor -'ontrib.uting
4

toMeaningful,reforth was thecommitmehtjof /additional resciUrces'for

educatioh Without additional funds, any refOri:Other--than resource

redistribution seems to,have been virtually imposiible.
°

We:turn now to adiscutsionof thesdhool. id4nCelprogram in each
,- 'P'

A
,,,,

,r0f0P11-State.'' 44
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Prihcipal Features of Reform in Each Reform State

Arizona altered its school aid program in 1974 by consolidating its

substantial flat graht subsidy with its equalized aid program thereby

increasing the portion of State funds distributed through'an

foundation aid formula. 'The, annual budget increase for

each district is limited to 7 percent of the Statewide average.

This provision gives low:-spending-districts the option of raising their

budget for the subsequent, year by more dollars than-the high-spending

districts, which are constrained by the 7 percent Statewide average.

However,districts may vote

the equalization aim of the

to increase this leeway, which can reduce

budget ceiling.

Arizona waS-sUcCessful'in. reducing disparities by

. channeling a greater share of the basic.support program .through an

equalization formula. Contributing.factors were the new expenditure lid

as well as the increased funding for. the programs. Betause substantial

amounts of new monies were provided, pupil-education expenditures rose

m I

from $808 or 94.1 percent of the mean national expenditure in 1970 -71'to

$1,4i5'or 101.9 percent of the mean national e;cpnediiure in 1975-76.

The State'share of education revenues increased modetly during the

period from 44..6 percent to 47.8 percent. The reform legislation had-a

:

pronounced effect on low wealth districts, which experienced a relatively

greater growth in expenditures than didthe median or high wealth districts.
I
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California. The reform legislation, S.B. 90, failed to improve

the States equalization position_ and. was rejected by the State Supreme

Court as inadequate in the second Serrano decision. Equalization aid more

than doubled 3-between 1970-71 and 1975 -76 in current dollars while, the flat

grant payment of $125. per pupil remained unchanged. A revenue limit is in

effect which curbs the growth in districtrevenues to a percentage figure

set by the'State. Despite these features, the program failed to improve

=equalization for the folloWing reasons:,,, (1) Continued-heavy-reliance on

unequalized local revenues reduces the equalization impact of the-State
,

equalization program. (2) The flat grants siphon substantial sums of State

money (an estimated $633 million in 1975 -76)without changing expenditure

.disparities'in the State. (3) The revenue limit allows. the same percentage

change in district revenue for all distr icts, which converts to more

dollars in high-spending districts than iii-low-spending ones. (4) The-
.

possibility for unlimited.yoter overrides reduces-the 'equalization-thrust

of any revenue limit.

The growth in per pupil expenditures in California did not iceep

pace with national changes. In 1970-71, California spent $879 per pupil

or 102.4.percent of the nationa1-average; by 1975-76 per pupil expenditures

amounted to $1,320 or 95.1 percent of the national mean. However, the

State share of school revenues rose from 35.2 percent to 40.4 percent

by 1975-76, which suggests that sane property tax relief occurred. When

districts are grouped by wealth, the pattern of expenditure changes was

remarkably stable for the five-year period, except that high wealth diStricts

lost some. ground. Tnis.group.was probably constrained by the State revenue



limits where overrides were 'rejected by voters. The reform law did not

;hange perceptively expenditure patterns when districts are grouped by

urban type.

Colorado provided substantial new money for education which more than

doubled between 1970 -7.1 and 1975-76. However, Colorado's reform program

was hampered in-part because existing revenue differentials among school

districts were frozen into the aid distribution system. The State

guarantees a tax base per pupil with the maximum equalized mills guaranteed

to yield the authorized revenue base (ARB) for each distribt. ARB is the

,

revendes raised by a-district for the equalization program in the previous

year plus any State allowed percentage. increase. -A substantial flat

grant is included in the equalization entitlement program since no district

receives less thari$10:35 per-mill per.pupil,,regardless of district

wealth. A revenue limit allows low- spending districts a greater percentage

increase in,aUthorized revenue growth over the previous year than it does'

for the high-spending districts (112% down to 107%). DesPite.this.cap,

the revenue bases of the big spending districts Were able to. produce

,
.

enough new dollars enabling them 'to maintain or even increase the dollar

spread in,revenues among districts. District voters also have an unlimited
,..

override option which can.enhance interdistrict disparities. .Districts,are
. -

also unrestricted in the amounts that can be raised outside the equalization

progrrri. In Colorado, high and low wealth districts made modest gains

in relative expenditures during this period, while' medfum wealth distriats
..

..-

lagged.slightly behind: Wheh districts Are compared on the basis of urban-
v.

type the center city of-the'State's SMSA (Denver) was the biggest gainer. '-=

while theruraLdistricts appear to have lost some ground.
I !



The new program failed to reduce expenditure disparities. Nevertheless,

average per pupil expenditures' increased sharply, rising from $780-or.

90.9 percent of the national wean in 1970-71 to $1,422 or 102.4 percent of

. .

thenational average by 1975-76. At the same time, the State share of, revenue

grew from 30;3.percent to 39.8 percent. A, State official has indicated that

substantial property tax .relief occurred in low-wealth districts.

."

.Connecticut enacted in 1975 a:Oupplementary program ofState-

equalization aid whi.ch guarantees the tax base of the.town at the' 65th

percentile. A town's wealth.base is- modified by an income faCtor, namely
r.

the town's. median family income. In addition; the-Wealth base-is calculated

on a per capita rather. than ona per 'pupil basis. -'`In its first year/of

operation, 1975-76,-the pr ram's-funding restricted each town to a maximum

Of-5 percent-Of its flat grant entitlement of $250 per pupil. As a result,

-143 out of the,169. towns receiVed.supplemental.aid equal. to $12,50. per

t -

/ ,

pupil. The funding for the program_is provided by an "Instant Lottery"

which _is scheduled twice.a year in the'State.

Education expenditures per pupilhave grown in the State, regardless

of the supplemehtary equalization program rising from $997 or 116.2 perCent-
a

of the' mean national average:in 1970-71 to $1,659 or 119.5 percent of the

-national mean- in 1975-76. State revenues' which accounted for 26.3 percent
,

,

.

.

in the earlier year rbse'slightly to27.7 percent of-the total. -Connecticut
e . ,

continues to rely heavily on localresources for its education program.
. ....

Florida enacted major changes in'its school aid program, in 1973

-the-purpose of which was to guarantee to each pupil educational_Programs_
. .,-'

'appropriate to his peeds and sUb'stantially equal to those available to



similar students regardless of geographic location and district wealth.

In cLculating State aid, pupil weights were introduced for pupils in, the

regular, spesial and vocational programs. Locational features were

recognized through ,a cost of living adjustment, a feature which still

unique in State aid programs. District wealth differences wen?:

by Placing a rigid lid on the amount of leeway dollars that could be-raised

locally, which were limited to)1.707 mills, following a series of changes

in the

As a result of the additional tundsmade available for education,-

Florida's mean expenditures rose from $776 or 90.4 percent'of'the-national

average in,1970-71 to'$1,381 or 99.4 percent of the national average in

1975-76. Interestingly enough, the State's share of the available revenues .

including Federal,revenues for education fell slightly from 56.0 peeceht

in 1970-71 to an estimated 54.6 percent in 1975-76.- Indeed, the'data

indicate that the (relatively) higher level of funding was due to increased

local contributions to the foundation program. 'In-1971-772 the locally

required millegelevy was 4.5 mills. 'Under the new program in 1975-764 this

requirement had risen to 6.2931mills. This increased chargeback required the

districts to-finance a larger share of, the foundation,program. Cespite.this

increased'local financial contribution, the Stat.6 provideS relatively more

Eunds than the national mean. State contribution. The State's improved
4

equalization position probably stems krom the local leewaylmillage rate
.

k

lid Currently in effect.
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The growth in expenditures among districts varied inversely with

district wealth, which is fUrther-evidence of Florida's-progress towards

equalization. When comparisons are-made by Urban type, it becomes clear

that there were no losers in the.State; expenditures grew only slightly

faster in.theat&A's.cities,than elsewhere.

Illinois was one of the first.States,to enact a guaranteed yield

program, known as the-Resource Equalizer. However, school districts

retained as an option applying for.State aid under the existing,

foundation program.- Under the foundation aid option; the guarantee

level of $520 was retained. In addition, minimum aid of $60 per
O

4

elementary pupil and $75 per high school pupils were guaranteed under

either aid option. The new forMulas providef'a variable pupil weighting

for Title I. eligible pUtlils. Under the guaranteed yield programs, the
. ,

State guarantees a tax base of $42,000 for K-12 districts for levies

up to30.mills, a tax base of $64,615 with a rate limit of 19.5 mills

for K-8 districts and,up to 10.5 mills on a tax base of-$120,000

for 9-12 districts. A phase-in feature restricts\the growth in State

aid -to any- school districf to 25 percent of its prior year aid

irrespective of its calculated entitlement. In effect, the State'

guaranteed.a maximum of .$1,260 per impil_while average expenditures

amounted to $1;452.in-1975-76. This new Resource Equalizer program

is more advantageOus for. most districts, and nearly 900 of over 1;200

districts utidize this approach.,
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The new Resource Equalizer program managed toreduce expenditure

disparities existing in the State between 1970 and 1975. .At the.same

time, a sharp increase in State revenues for education occurred rising

from 38.2 perCent to 46.2, percent. Substantial property tax relief

reportedly occurred in the.low,-wealth districts under the resource :

equalizer/program.- The Title. I weighting added substantially to State

...resources going to Chicago, where between the Fall. of 1971 and 1975 .

'current expenditures rose from $1,240 to-$1,941 per ADA. The minimum

aid guarantee along with Title I weights;.and lotarleeway tax options

withwith no recapture provisions:are features rch tend to perpetuate

expenditure disparities under the Illinois school finance plan. .'

Between 1970-71 and 1975-76 per pupil expenditures as a percent

'of'mean neational expenditures declined from 109.2 percent to 104.6

percent. In current dollars, the, change was from $937 to $1,452.

School resources in low wealth districts grew at a faster pace than

they did.for medium wealth districts. Highest wealth districts registered

, -
the,lbwest growth. This suggests that the lowest wealth districts

benefitted the most-from the new State aid program.' When districts^are

Compared by urban type, changes in expenditpres werefairljrconsistent

throughout.

Indiana adopted a school f' ace'plan in 1975 which in-troduced a series

.of;pupil weights for program cost differentials for and.Vocationit

education and a modest weight of .2 for compensatory education. For

1975-76, the foundation aid formula, guarantee was set at $690. Average

current expenditures.Werk$1;160 in that year and required, substantial locally'

raised revenues. The State sought tolessen'reliance.on local property taxes
1 1.



by freezing the.local levies to the. lesser of a districts normal levy or

30 mills on the 1974-75.adjusted,assessed valuation in each district.

With its new law, Indiana succeeded both in reducing somewhat

expenditure disparitieS-and providing some property tax'relief as evidenced

by the growth in the State share.of school revenues, estimated. at 32.5.

percent in 1970-71 and at 40.6 percent in 1975-76. At the same time, average

per.pUpil expenditures lagged further behind mean national expenditures. In

1970-71, these were $770 or 89.7 of the mean national,average of $858

by 1975-76, the State mean expenditure of $1,160.amounted to 83.5 percent of

the national average of $1,388. It appears likely then that the equalization

goals and local property tax relief were achieved in part by restricting

the aggregate growth in education expenditures.

The relative change in resources lagged only for medium wealth "'districts,

when the change in resources are compared among school districts. High

wealth. districts maintained a slight edge. The rigid levy controls may

have, worked to the_disadvantage Of medium weaIth.sohool districts, whose,

levieS were probably frolen at lower levels than high wealth districts. When

districts_are classified by urban type, the relative changes in revenues,

'were not pronounced.
ti

Iowa is engaged in a long7term restructuring of the'financing'of its

public schools aimed at achieving State patticipation equal to 80 percent

of,the Statewide average mist by 1982. In 1975-76, the State foundation

aid guarantee was set at $857-which equalled 573 percent of the State cost

per pupil of.$1,174. .11he'StateHfoundation Torantee:rises each yeat by
.

. -
one percent of the State average cost as'determined by the State comptroller.

Each districts allowable annual budget growth is restricted to a percentage.



increase specified by the.State. (For districts spending below the State

average cost, the allow ble growth is subject to further limitations.)

minimum State aid level guarantees to each-district. $200 per

IoWa improved its equalization position by annually raising its

foundation dollar guarantee, thereby enabling those loWspending districts

which are poor. to both increase their. expenditures and to rely more .heavillv

on State resources. A budget lid, equal to 5 percent of the State's .average

-oast per. pupil in 1975-76, placed an upper limit on high - spending. districts.

This.lid.was restrictive\enough to curb-,the growthin expenditures, for

Iowa's per pupil expenditures have declined from 110.0 percent of the

mean national, average in 1970-71 to 104.8 percent in 1975-76.. The

resulting growth in State participation is apparent by figures revealing

percentage growth-in State revenues for education from 29.2 pei.cent to

38.0 percent between 1970-71 and 1975 -76. This relative growth in State

revenues, combined with the decline in educational expenditures relative

to the national mean, suggests that substantial propert. y relief has occurred.

The relative growth in resources of low wealth districts lagged-

behind other districts an? may be. related to'a provision in the program that

restricts-historically low spending districts to a smaller percentage

growth in expenditures. Although data are not available to support the

t4t..

conjecture, it is not unreasonable tc-suggest that many low- wealth districts.

are also low spenders; to the extent that this is so,,ihe restriction is

clearly disequalizing. e .

Kansas enacted a new school finance program in 1973 in response to-

the State court ruling in Caldwell v. Kansas declaring the existing-program



unconstitutional. The new program guarantees a budget for-bath district

which is based on the district's enrollment size, its current-budget and itslent

local tax effort. A budget limit is-in effect which limits a district's

ibudget growth to 10 perc&nt,of the .median budget for its enrollment category.

1

-Districts spending below the median may increase their budget asmuch as

I

15 percent over the prior year up to the median budget expenditure. As a
, i

result, each district has a distinct guaranteed budget-level and the State

, I

share of this budget varies by district wealth and the local tax effort.
\

, -I-

-- ,Kansas is one of the few States that includes income in calculating local

wealth.

Kansas managed to reduce expenditure disparities under this program

and assume a greater burden Of the c
i

st of education.. The' State share of

r
school revenues rose from 31.2 percent in 1970-71 to 43.8 percent in 1975-75.

This sharp rise in State revenues provided tax relief for low wealth' dittricts.

Equally dramatic was the growth in average'per pupil expenditures, which
/

rose from $771 to $1,475 during thdsame period, or from 89:8 percent of the

mean national average to 106.2-percient in the later year.

During this period, the changes in resources in the high wealth

districts. laggedrbehind all others and may be attributed primarily to the

.pravision limiting district budget growth which-is more restrictive for

high-spending districts. Expenditures grew most rapidly in SMSA cities

when districts were compared by urban type'. it

Maine-enacted legiSlation which' was designed primarily to lessen,

'reliance on local property taxes by increasing the State's share for

financing public schools. The law ,explicitly alters the mix of taxes for

.93
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public school support, local property taxes and State sales and

income taxes. In 1971-72, the State was committed to paying one-third-

of the school coats; under the new law State revenues were to cover

50 percent of the costs in 1975-76. A Statewide property tax was

enacted which provided the balance of taxes due. School prperty taxes

which were previously retained by the districts were transferred to the

State. In turn, the State forwarded to each district its entitlement of

$694 for elementary pupils and $1,078 for high school pupils under

1975-76 guarantee level. Additional allocations were paid to district

in amounts which Varied with the sums spent by districts in the 1973-7

base year. The Statewide LA.operty tax was abolished by a special referendum

in'December1977.

The 2-1/2 mill lid on optional local leeway dollars guaranteed $125.

per pupil. In addition, districts spending below 'the State average are

allowed.to raise additional local dollars up to the State average.

Maine did not reduce expenditure disparities.with its new program.

The intricate hold-harmless guarantees undoubtedly helped perpetuate

1:13a-i-ties. Also, Maine operates on a reimbursement basis, with State

aid based on expe-Iditilres two years prior to the date of aid disbursements.

Initially, therefore,. districts. must, raise -through local taxes any-amount

eligible for,State reimbursements two years later. Initial reliance on

_local taxes may effectively inhibit districts that are spending below the

iState guarantees from increasing'their educationah,outlays.' Maine s not

unique in distributing its aid through reimburseents, and the same'..

difficulty may be encountered by districts in other States that provide

aid under similar reimbursement' schedules.

94
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By increasing the State share of the cost, leSs reliance was

placed on property taxes,, resulting in some property'tax relief. At the

same time, Maine'S average per-pupil expenditures slipped from 88.9 percent

of national average, $763 in 1970-71, to 86.2 percent in 1975-76 when they

stood at: $1,197 and the national mean was $1,388. Meanwhile, the State

share of 'education revenues rose from 31.9 percent to 44.6 percent.
eN,

.411 the five-year period, school resources grew the most in low

wealth districts and the least :in hightwealth districts.' Additional

equalized State revenues as,well as the ceiling on lobal leeways were

probably chiefly responsible for the differential growth Patterns.

Michigan turned to a guaranteed yield program in 1973 in response to'

a State court decision (subsequently reversed) in Milliken v. Green which

declared the previous, financing system unconstitutional: The new State

school aid program provided-a-two-tiered aid system in 1975-76 which

guaranteed $42.40 per mill for 20 mills and $38.25,per mill for' an additional

7 mills. This total guarantee is equal to $1,116 in State and leJcal funds

for any district levying the full 27 mills. (State average expenditures

per pupil were $1,366 in that year)._ A municipal overburdemfeature primarily

benefits Detroit by providing additional funds for school distridts with

ncT.-school opeiating levies 25 percent above the Statewide average,

Michigan's new program reduced expenditure disparities and increased

the State share of revenues
/

for education from 45.5 percent in 197o-71
,

/

to 51.7 .percent in 1975-76. 'However local tax leewaysand the absence of

a recapture of any dollarS raised in excess of the guaranteed amount does

perpetuate ome of the expenditure gap among districts: The guaranteed

ti
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yield proglam indisputedly provided property tax relief to low wealth/high

effort districts. Yet the guaranteed dollar amounts were insufficient to

,

entice many local districts to raise local milldges in order-to qualify'

for additional State dollars. Ih 1975-76, out of 529 districts, 394 districts

levied less than 27 mills. Between 1970-71 and 1975-76, average State per-pupil

expenditures ($937) have slipped from 109.2 percent of the mean national

per-ppil expenditure to $1,366, or only 98..4 percent of the national

?.erage in 1975-76. The data suggest that Michigan has bought property

tax relief at the expense of its education program outlays.

The guaranteed yield program had a somewhat larger impact on the

lowest wealth districts, whdra' resources grew the fastest. When districts

are compared by urban type, the SMSA center

while rural districts showed distinct gains

cities-fared the least well

ih_s6hOol expenditures. tehe

poor-performance of the guaranteed yield prog/am -in Michigan's cities

probably resulis"from a variety of causes including those related to. municipil
,

overburden, perhaps to aioll demand for education- services -, -and even to the

urtqn wealth bases themselves.
\

Minnesota was the firSt State to enact school finance reform

legislation in the seventies by raising substantially the foundatioh-suppOrt*,

level'to an amount approximating the Statewide average per pupil expenditure., /-

The principal purpose of the laW was to lessemeliance-on property taxis

by increasing the State share of educationcosts. Property tax'relief

was also provided through a program of homesteadlcredits and other'ninOr

State aids to schoOl districts.

11



A inimum of .5 for each'AFDC pupil was added to the district's

pupil count,. Higher weightings are allowed for districts with high con-
_

centrations of AFDC pupils. A hold-harmless guarantee is also in effect.

In 1975-76, the foundation program guaranteed $900 (a somewhat'lesser amount

for historically low spendingdistricts) for pupils in grades 1--6 and $1,260

for Pupils in grades 7-12.

The new funding program has led to a decrease inschool expenditures

with average pee-pupil expenditures ($1,021 in 1970-71) falling from 118.9

percent-of mean national average in 1970 -71 to 109.2 percent in 1975-76

when they amounted to $1,516. At the same time, the State accounted for a

larger share "of education revenues which rose from 44A percent to 54.7_percent

of-the total; Expenditure disparities were not reduced during.the period,

which may be due as much to the additional weightings provided for AFDC

children as to unlimited leeway options-for raising revenue and the hold-_

harmless provision which is in effect.

.The high wealth districts were the principal gainers in school resources

while the poorest districts gained the least. When districts are compared by

urban type, School-expenditures-grew fastest in SMSA center cities. These

data suggest that the center cities are among the high wealth districts;

which benefit from State aid provided as a result of the AFDC'pupil weights.

Montana altered its school finance program in 1973 at a time when

there was a growing concern that the then existing aid formula could not

survive cloSe judicial scrutiny... The new law provided that county levies

for schools be collected as Statewide taxes, thereby dramatically increasing
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the State share of educational revenues from 24.0 percent in 1970-71 to 57.6

percent in 1975-76. Each district is alsogu'aratiteed 25 percent of its

.foundation pri3graeamount when distriCts levy an additional 9 mills in

elementary school districts or 6 mills in high- school districts.

The new funding formula has led to relatively larger increases

in education expenditures. In 1970-71:Montana's per-pupil expenditures

($866), were 100.9 percent of national average; by 1975-76,.they amounted

to 112.0 percent of mean national expenditures, rising to $1,554.

Expenditure disparities persist, however, and may be due to

continued heavy-reliance on local taxes. Differences in local wealth

bases as well as the possibility of unlimited voter leeway options/may

also account for the growth in such disparities. School resources grew fastest

for low and medium wealth districts whire:-the growth in resources
. ,

for districts in the.wealthiest quartile were substantially below average.

New Jersey. In a landmark decision, Robinson v. Cahill, the New

Jersey Supreme Court ruled/in 1973 that the State's system of supporting public

schools violated the State constitution because "the State has never spelled out

_ the content of the educattanal opportunity the constitution requires"iin,

meeting the mandate that there be maintained a "thorough and efficient

systempf.free public schools." The Court ordered the State to develop

-a plan for financing public schools which meets the mandate. Accordingly-,/
\\

a "Public School EducationAct"of 1975" was enacted which among other

Provisions spelled out a method of distributing Stateaid:\

'92
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Under the new law's provisions, each district is guaranteed a State

support ratio which is the lesser of its prior year budget ot-the State

support limit. FOr each district, the State's support ratio is derived by
. - -

.dividing a dittrict's equalized valUation per pupil by the State's

guaranteed valuation and subtracting the quotient from 1.000. .The'State's

..guaranteed valUation was set at 1,3 times the State average valuation per pupil for

1976=77. Abold7hatmless provision guaeantees each district a minimumOf

10 percent of the.State suppor limit. Cost .factors were introduced which

proVided,additional aid guarantees to special needs pupil pooulationS.

In addition, a spending limit was incorpotatedto prevent dist;icts that.

received the dargest.increases in State aid from spending all the new funds

.on their education program without providing some property tax relief. The

.

expenditure, limit varies inversely with district expenditures. An appeals

procedure was established which allows districts to seek relief from their

expenditure calis.

Implementation of thenew law required an increase in State funds of

well over $150 million which were not forthcoming until a gross income.

'tak;law was passed in July 1976. Ai a result, the new equalization law

was not implemented until the 1976-77 school year: Continued funding of the

new program rests upon the renewal of ttr-7 income tax law,- .which is due

to expire two years after its enactment.

New Mexico in 1973 replaced a school aid program based on.

instructional units with an aid program based on pupil weights and required a

uniform mllage.evy Optional- loCal lee0aylevies are'not,allowed and 95 percent



of the required millage as well as Federal monies including Impact Aid are

counted as the local contribUtion to the State Equalization Guarantee

Distribution.

With this program,' New Mexico succeeded in reducing expenditure

disparities which was accomplished both as a result 6f the rigid-ceiling

on local and by counting Federal dollars as part of the required

local Contribution. 'Despite the major redistribution of dollars which

occurred between 1970-71 and 1975-76, New Mexico did not alter its share

of school revenues which,stood at 63.4 percent_of total revenues_in both

years. In addition State average per-pupil expenditures as a percent of the

national average were also remarkably stable going fromf -904 pprcent in the

0

earlier year to 90.8 percent ($1,261) in,1975-76.

NeW Mexico's reform program undoubtedly helped most the lowest wealth

districts, which experienced-the_fastest_growth in school resources. For

high wealth districts the resource growth was slowest.

North Dakota added substantial nesi money to its foundation support

prograin which guaranteed $640-per pupil in 1975-76. A schedule of pupil

weightingS for district grade span, sparsity and class size accompany the

basic guarantee. _County school taxes were hehceforth earmarked for the

foundation program and a district millage requirement was introduced.

In effect, county revenues are now considered part of the State contribution

and district taxes are no longer optional but are required in order for

a diStrict to qualify for State foundation aid. The district tax

requireMent led wealthier districts to support a larger share of the

-,--foundation program.



The program appears to-have been designed primarily to increase financial
.

support for public schools. On that score, the new program was successful

in raising average per-pupil expenditures from $689 (80.3 percent of the

national mean average in-1971-7) to $1,207 (87.0 percent of,the national

mean in 1975-76). Some additional equalization has also occurred

with the new program. The increased share !of State education revenues 7--

from 25.8 percent in 1970-71 to 48.8 percent in 1975-76 -- reflects the

designation of county

Dakota' had by far the

taxes as State taxes. The new program-in North

greatest impact on low wealth-districts which benefittea

the most from the higher foundation support levels.

Ohio added a:guaranteed yield program to its foundation program and

raised the'guaranteed foundation level. The. State guaranteed a program

of $1,380 per ADM in 1975-76 for any district levying 30 equalized mills

($48 Per mill for the first 20 mills and $42 for each additional till up to o-a
. . .

maximum of 10 mills). Under its current law; districts must levy a minimum

of 20 mills, equalized, whereas no minimum district requirement had

previously existed.

Despite the high'er guarantee levels, average per-pupil expenditures have

remained relatively unchanged as a percent of the national average. In 1970-714-

mean per -pupil expenditures in Ohio amounted to $778 or 90.6. percent of the

national average;, by 1/75-76 the State's mean expenditures were $1,264 or 91.1

percent of the national average. The new program has had no discernible impact

on equalization in the State. Under the new law, Ohio has raised the

State'share of education revenues from 28.8 percent in 1970-71 to 36.6 percent

in 1975-76. It is likely that the'new'program provided some property tax

O
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relief with this growth in State, revenues. There was no perceptible

differences in the growth in school-resources for low and pedium wealth

districts during this period while some lag in resource growth:toccurred

among high wealth districts. Rural districts appear to have experienced a

slight edge in the growth in school expenditures while changeS among the

SMSA districts_were indistinguishable.

Texas retained its foundation aid program with.significan
." .

modifications. Ac,law enacted in 1975 substantially raised the level of

foundation support. The wealth measure in calculating the local contribution

Shifted to assessed property valuations'from an indexpf ability to pay.

A uniform requirement of 30 mills was enacted as the local contribution

to the foundation program. However, a hold-harmless guarantee provision

assures each district a minimum 1.04 percent of State aid received diking

1974-75. A new program ($25.4'million) earmarked funds for compensatory

education and a supplementary equalization program ($50.0 million) was also

enacted.'

As a result of these new features, the new Texas program was more

equalizing. The share of education revenues derived from 'the State remained

virtually unchanged between 1970-71 and 1975-76, going from 49.3 percent of

total revenues to 50.1 percent in the latter year.' However, some improve-

ment did occur in average per pupil expenditures, which rose from $636/or 74.1

.percent of the national average to $1,094. or 78.8 percent of the national

mean during this same period. Resource growth lagged for high wealth'

districts while expenditures in the SMSA, districts ou4pacer/ slightly those

for rural districts. Within the SMSAs, changes in: expenditure growth

pattern -wereloarely discernible.
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Utah. Starting.with one of the. Slowest expenditure disparities

in the nation, Utah maintained this position without registering any
.

appreciable improvements on the disparii y measures. The State replaced
0

,

an aid program based on instructional,units with a pupil weighting

program._. Some modest gains occurred in pupil_ expenditures which'rose

from $643, equal to 74.9 percent' of national average, to $1,084 or

78.1 perceni.of the national level in the 1975-1976 school year By

providing additional funds, .the share of .revenues from State Sources'

'were '3 percent.higher in the latter. ear.

Wisconsin's program guarantees a wealth base per pupil, the size
O

of which depends upon each district's grade level, with the guarantee

level set at'S1 405 per pupil in 1975-76. The guarantee varies for

each district, reflecting actual district expenditures. A secondary

equalization aid equal to a smaller amount is guaranteed for districts

spending above the $1,405 level with the actual amount again depending

oriistrict grade span, wealth, and actual spending. In effect, then,

Wisconsin operates under-a non-linear guaranteed yield program.' Recapture

provisions which were due to become effective were nullified by the State

courts.

Ttansitional aid is provided to districts too wealthy to share'in

equalization aid, the actual-amount diminishing from year to year. A

ceiling on the annual growth in district expenditUres equal to 110

percent of the Statewide average is also in effect;

Between 1970-71 and

in Wisconsin. than fOr. the

1975-76, per pupil expenditures rose faSter

nation as a whole, rising from $977 or 113:9

percent ofthe national average in 1970-71 to $1,618 or 116.6 percent



of the.national average. At the same time, the State share of school

revenues rosemodestly from 29.3 percent to 32.1 percent of the total.

The patterh of\expenditure disparities persists, however, and may be

due as much to 'the modified hold harmless provision as well as to

provision allowing generous district expenditure growth. The heavy

reliance on local revenues may also be contributing to interdistrict

expenditure disparities. Substantial property tax relief has

been.reportedto\haveoccdrred.

MediUM wealth districts showed the greatest gain in resources

while_ high wealthAistricts were slowed. The expenditure limit.,was

probably responsible for'this differential growth. Expenditures grew

fastest in SMSA center cities, while the lag appeared greatest in other

i''SMSA districts.' It is likely then that many of theSe latter districts

are among the high wealth districts being affected by the expenditure

limits.



VI. Summary and Conclusions

This study has attempted to place changes brought about by the

school finance reform mmiement in the context of changes in the nation

as a whole between 1970 and 1975. Nationally, overall expenditure

disparities, which were severe in 1970, have not decreased and, if

anything, have increased. in.neither.1970'nor 1975 were there more than

a handful Of States that could have qualified for, a disparity test

proimulgated by theOffice of Education. Much of the disparity is due

to the influence of local wealth, which varies greatly within the States.

Wealth-related disparities have apparently decreased slightly between

1970 and 1975.

In the States considered here as reform,States by virtue of changes

in their school finance programs made between 1970 and 975, overall

expenditure disparitie appear to have been reduced slightly, while

more substantial progress was made in reducing disparities due to local

';-

wealth. Although reduction in overall disparity and in wealth-related

disparity are commonly thought of as primary goals of school finance

reform, other forces were operating': Failures to make significant

progress ,toward equalization goals may be linked not only to inertia

but also to a desire to provide relief of property tax burdens.

Disappointing as 'these results are, to those who have looked to

the reform movement as a means for achieving equalization, they must

be placed in.the perspective of the non-reform States. In 1970, the

States that were to reform in the coming years were .he_most-in-need-of--.---

reform: both in terms of expenditure disparities and wealth-related



disparities, they were.much- less equalized than the otherStates. By

1975, the i.eform States had improved at'least slightly on both 6unts,

and the non-reform-States worsened. The reformoStates have theretore

been swimming. against a tide of increasing disparity.

The fear that center city school districts may be harmed by

school finance reform seems not to be justified by changes between.1970

and 1975. Such districts generally held their own in the reform States.
0

Whether or not this would continue to be true if a.State implemented

significant reform is moot.

The costs of further equalization depend on tte'extent of disparity

that is to be tolerated. Too loose a criterion might violate principles

of equal educational opportunity; a very strict criterion could call for

funds that might not, in practice, become available. The costs of reducing

expenditure disparities to meet the Office of Education test wculd have

been $5.4 'billion in 1975* This is a substantial athOunt; but the

amounts in the future may become greater -- not only-because of inflation

but also, because, unless. checked by effective reform-, disparities may

continue to increase in America's schools.

* This, estimate is obtained by holding high-spending districts at

existing levels and increasing spending ;in other districts until the

specifified equalization level is achieved. Another method couldbe
used that might have been regarded as politically infeasible until

the-recent increase in resistance to local. property taxes highlighted

by recent tax reductions in California. Local pending-may-beliffite0

.at less than existing-levels7-and-7S ate aid could be targeted strongly

bt-i-ling districts. The effect would be to achieve a given'

level of equalization at much lower costs than are estimated here.



NOTES

[1] The ODE reported for each school district is multiplied by the ratio
of (1) local and State revenues plus impact aid to-(2) total revenues.

[2] The treatment of Federal impact aid, or SAFA, as'local revenue is
tesed'on the rationale that these funds are intended to offset the '
loss in local revenues occasioned bythe tax-exempt status of
Federal property, an approach that is consistent with the' fact that
the fundp are for general supportrather than for Federally defined
programs.

[3] 'This problem'has been the subject of:several recel&nvestigations.
Forstudiesdf cost of education indexes in individual-States, see'
Selected Papers in School Finance, 1974 and. 1975/editions (Office of.
Educat?.on). Alternative Cost -of- Education, ndiCet'lKillalea
Associates, October 1977, prepared for the-TEFffigl'Institute of
EduC4ion). assestesa number of index:forOdlations, including two

.described A Cost7of-Eddcation Index:. Methodological'Consideratiohs
(Killaled Associates; prepared for the National Center. fOr EddcatiOn
Statistic's, October 1977).

[4] The choice of pupil counting method can make a difference, as has
been pointed out by a, number of analysts. .In,particular, places.
with high absentee.ratet would generally tuffer in the allocation
of, State funds. if- the State used average daily attendance.

[5] Some-State school finance systems employ pupil weightings that- -are

,intended tONeflect-the variation inneeds of different .pdpil
The-effect,:bf-such-weightin4tis-to-alter-the relative.

number of "pdpiluriits" among a State's districts. 'he data.

needed to convert /the reported number of pdpils into adjusted
pupil units are not available for this study.

[6] .

The data bases-for the two yearsare.composite collections from
several sourdet. School data are from the F.SEGIS (Elementary and
Secondary Education,General InformationSystem) data bases collected
by the National,Center. for-Education Statistics fbr school years

1969-70 and 1974-75. Data from-the 1970 Census was add#d to the
-files for both. years...Property'Valuation as of 1970 was 'added to
the 1969-70 files; property valuation as of 1973-74 was added to

the 1974-75 files. The samples are allyoxigy___4,550-for-1969-70---'
and 5,800 for 1974775.

i[7] 'The -coefficient of deviation is the average deviation expressed as.

a percent of the mean. The coefficient Of variation is the
standard deviation as a percent of the mean. The dini index is:most
easily. understood in termsof.a graph of the percentage of funds
received' by x percent ofthe'stddehts,Nersus x. For a perfectly.



even distribution-, the plot is a straight line. For other

distributions, it is a curve underneath the straight line. The
Gini Index is the fraction of the total area under the line that
lies between the line and the curve; the higher the value, the
more uneven_thedistribution.

[8], The-95:5 measure is subject to several criticisms. In analyzing
within-State disoarities, it seems appropriate 'to disregard
highly unusual circumstances that may justify high expenditures,
such as the ranch School districts in certain States. When applied
to all States, however, it assumes that unusual cirCUmstances,
arise uniformly in'all States', which is not the case.' Moreover,
there is considerably.less justification for excepting the lowest-
spending.districts than for excepting the highest-spending districts.

[9] See Measures of-Disparit : A Note, Richard A. Rosthal, Killalea.
Associates, Incorporat Fe ruary 1978.

[10] This kind of result; might be thought to support the view_ that
States operating many'districts could improve their equity status
through diStricticonsolidation. Whether or not their status.
would improve depends on the measure of eqUity, as has often been
pointed. out (see, for example, Ine alit in California School
Finance, Rand Corporation, March 9 5). Moreover-f-it7cOuld raise.
new questionsabout_the-unit-oflobseriiailon; for very large
-districtgTequity considerations might involve intradistrict
disparities, whcih are not analyzed heie. f

[11] The requirement is specified in 45 CRF 115.63. States have also
set their own requirements. *The California-Supreme Court has
required that, after a period of "years of phased-in reform, that
State's system should exhibit a dispaiity no greater than $100
per pupil from place to'place. California's expenditures_(_as__
defined in this study) average.$1,095 in 1975, and accordingly
the court criterion is even more limiting than that set by the.
Office,of Education.

[12] Students are grouped into quartiles according to-their district's

PT_SILelliJA1uat
i-ion-perTpupiithe fourth of a State's students

that are in districts with the lowest valuation per pupil, the,
fourth that are in. the districts with .the highest, and the two
middle quartiles (combined into one group for ease-of.presentation).
As can be expected, some districts (particularly very large one57,)-
have students in two quartiles; in such cases, a ,district's
students are all "tagged" with the same per pupil property
valuation and then distributed across the quartiles; they are also
tagged, with the district -wide average eipenditures per pupil.
It is then possible to,campute the (pupil-weighted) average
expenditures in the quartiles. The experoditures in the quartiles
are then _expressed as a percentage of State average expenditures.
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[131 Values of the wealth-related: dis rity ratio can,be expected
to be lower than those of the 9 :5 disparity ratio, because the
latter assesses disparity acros 90 percent of the students.
If a 95:5 ratio were calculated for students ordered by local
wealth, its values would be much higher. than those presented in
'Table II (but would still be lower than the values of the 95:5'
ratio of 'overall disparity)..

[14] "The method' used here to calculate equalization costs differs Ij

from-that employed by:the President's Commission on School- '

Finance. "(See Review of Existing State School Finance Programs,
VoluMe II.) In'selecting the districtssto be leVeled up, they
.excluded the five percent of each State's children Who were in
the/loWest-spending.dittricts, thus leaving these -children exactly
.where they were -before equalization. ,WhateVer jUstifictionAhere
may.be for excepting the bottom five percent from a disparity
teat and we have argued -in note 8' above that theAustification.
may be weak), there. appears to be no raeionale'thatiwould exclude
them from the'benefits of equalization..,

J15j -See. National Conference of State Legislatures, School Finance
Reform: Legislator's Handbook; and Education Commission of the
States, School Finance Reform in the States, 1976-77.

.
., .

[16] ,Wealth-related disparity, pupil weighted, for the reform States
was 1.3.6, in 970and.1.26 in 1975. For the non-reform States,
that disparity was'1.29 in 1970 and .1.36 in 1975.

,[17] -State aidas a proioortion of total State-local fluctuates in many,
States from ear to year. A comparison based on only two points,
five years apart, could therefore be reversed the following year.

[18] The correlation betWeen change in State aid and change in.
disparity'lth'Only .1,18.. The cofrelation between State share in
1975 and level of disparity in 1975 is -.45.

%
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APPENDIX A

Table A-1: Within - State' Disparities for Four Equalization
Measures, 1970. . I'

95:5 Coefficient Coeificient Gini

State Percentile of. Deviation ..iof Variation Index

(1) (2)

Alabama 1.43 0.09
Alaska _1.30 0.05

Arizona 1.88' 0.17

Arkansas 1.96 0.14

California I
1.86 _0.15

Colorado f

1.76 .0.13

Connecticut 2.22 0.18

Delaware 2.06 0.12

Florida. 1.53 0.11

Georgia i1.86 0.15-

Hawaii 1.00 0.00

Idaho. 1.49 0.09

Illinois 2.05 0;18

Indiana 1.59 0.11

Iowa 1.82 0.13

Kansas . 1.86 D.13

Kentucky 1.72 0.15

Louisiana 1.33 0.08

Maine 1.57 0.12

Maryland 1.60 0.10

Massachusetts 1.94 0.15

Michigan 1.81 0.14

Minnesota, 1.46 0.10

Mississippi; 1.71- 0.14

..._ __Missouri 1.84 0.16

Nbntana 1.91 0.16 '

Nebraska 143- 0.09

Nevada' .

1.19 0.06

New Hampshire 1.88 0.12

New Jersey 1.93 0.15

NeW Mexico .1.51 0.09

New York
4. 1.64 0.13

North Carolina 1.49 0.90

North Dakota 1.95 0:13

I' Ohio 1.78 0.16

Oklahoma 1.67 0.15

Oregon
Pennsylvania

1.50
1.57

0.09
0.13

Rhode Island 1.75 0.15

South Carolina 1.66 0.11

South Dakota 1.71
/ 0.11

Tennessee 1.41 0.21

Texas L. 91 0.15

Utah 1:27 0.06

Vermont 3.36 0.26

Virginia 1.66 0.17

Washington 1.66 0.14

West Virginia. 1.49 0.11

1.60 0.11

Wyoming ,
1.57 0.13

104

(3) (4)

.
0

-
12 0.07

0.08 ,0,04
0.21 0.12
0.18 0.10
0.21 0.11.

0.16 0.09
0.23 0.12
0a6 0.09
0.13 0.07
0.2.0 D.10

0.00 0.00
0.12 0.07
0.23 0.12
0.14. ).0.8.

0.18 0.09

0.22 0.10
0.17 0.10
0.09 0.05
0.16 0.09
0.14 0.07

0.1.9 0.10
0.19 0.10
0.13 0.07
.0.17 W09
0.25 0,11

0.19 0.11
0.15 0.07
0.08 0.03
0.17 0.09
0.20 0.11

0.14 0.07
0.16 0.09
0.12 0.07
0.17 0.09
0.19 0.11

.0.20 0.11
.0.12 0.06
0.16 0.09
0.19 0.10
0.13 0.08

0.18 0.08
0.23 0.13
0.23. 0.11
0.09 0.04
0.38 0.19

0.22 0.11
0.0 0.10
0.14 0.08
0.16 0.08
0.17 0.09
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Table AA: Within-State DisparitieS' for Four Equalization
Measures, 1975

State
-95:5 Coefficient Coefficient Gird'

Percentile .of Deviation of Variation Index

(3) (4)(1) (2)

Alabama 1.43 0.10
Alaska 1.29 .0.11

Arizona 1.71 0.13
Arkansas 1.78 0.14
California 2.02 0.15

Colorado 1.77 0'.13

Connecticut c 2.29 0.16

Delaware 1.70 0.14

Florida 1.30 0.07

'Georgia 2.41 - 0.21

Hawaii '1.00 0.00

Idaho 1.51 0.13

Illinois 1.90 . 0.18

Indiana 1.50 0.11

Iowa 1.34 0.07

Kansas. 1.65 0.09

Kentucky -1.86 0.17

'Louisiana 1.32 0.08

Maine 1.67 0.13

Maryland 1:77 0.15

Massachusetts- 2.17 0.17

Michigan .1 .1.71 p.12

Minnesota 1.62, 0.11

Mississippi 1.80 0.14

Missouri 1.73. 0.16

Montana 1.97 0.15

Nebraska 1.73 0.12

Nevada. 1.18 0.04

New Hampshire 1.78 0.12

New Jersey 1.95 0.16

New Mexico 1.41 0.08

New .York 1.85 0.20

North Carolina 1.51 0.09

North Dakota
Ohio

1.53
1.78.

0.11
0.16

Oklahoma 1.51 0.13

Oregon 1.50 1.11

Pennsylvania 1.57 0.14

Rhode Island 1.58 0.11

South Carolina 1.65 0.10

South Dakota 1.50 0.09

Tennessee 1.90 0.18

Texas 1.79 0.14

Utah 1.27 0.07

Vermont 1.99 0.18

Virginia I.78 ' 0.21

Washinton 1.83 0.14'

West Virginia 1.49 0.10

Wisconsin 1.59 0.12

Wyoming 1.82 0.15
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ti

0.12
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.21

0.18
0.21
0.18
0.09

0.00
0.16
0.22
0.13
0.09

0.14
0.20
0.10
0.16
0.20

0.07
0.07
0.09
0.10
0.11

0.10
0.12
0.09
0.05
0.15

0.00
0.D9'
0.12
0.07
0.05

0.07
- 0.11

0.05
0.09
0.10

0.23
7

0.12
0.17 0.09
0.15 0.08
0.17 0.09
0.24 0.11

0.21
\ 0.19

0.07'
0.16
0,20

0.13
0.23
0.12
0.14
0.20

0.20
0.14
0.17
0.13
0.14

0.13
0.21
0.20
0.09
0.21

0.27
0.18
0.13
0.16
0.21

0.11
0.09
0.03
0.09
0.11

0.06
0.13
0.07
0.08
0.11

0.09
0.08
0.09
0:08
0.08

0.07
0.12
0.10
0.04
0.12

0.14
0.10

.

0.09
0:10

1



APPENDIX B*

Resource Levels inNon- Unified Districts

In States that operate non- unified school districts,-per-pupil-expenditures
are generally-low6r in elementary-districtS-thafrin secondary district-S.
The differences is generally considered justified by the need. for
advanced courses or smaller classes in high schools. An analysis that
takes no account +hese justifiable spending differences can over- or
underestimate the 'extent of disparity or the incidence of- disparity in
-districts of varying wealth. If an elementary district spends.$400.per
pupil -(and is low in local wealth) and a secondary district spends
$1,600. per pppil (and is high irObcal wealth) the calculated disparity
of 4.00 isgreater by 'some amount/than the "true" disparity. On the other
hand, a highwealth elementary district may spend. : -$1,200 per pupil, --

while a low-wealth .sedondary,district.may spend. only $1,000; the.
calculated disparity 'of'l.2Vutiderstates the real disparity. Arid, of

course; in'neither.instance are "the expenditures in non-unified districts
really comparable with those in unified districts.

The obviously correct_ resolution is to associate. each elementary- _

dikrict with the'secondary district to which it sends its students after
the last year of,elementary schooling. Then, under the reasonable
assumption that parents would not discriminate against their: younger
children in favor of their Older children, the total expenditure in the,
two-districts divided by the total number Of children in both districts
produce's a',-"figure thatcah validly be compared with the resource level
in unified districts. (This,,approachshould also be extended, to estimate
the local wealth backing the'children in- the-.two kinds of districts.
This extension is complicated by the'fact that most secondary districts
draw from several elementary districts, and the elementary districts
may Vary'widelyintheir property wealth.) Unfortunately, the data
requited for the Wssociation of districts are not available.

Analternative approach that coUlcfbe.satisfactory for a study of
this kind is to adjust the exPenditures as reported for non - unified'
districts upWard for elementary and downward for. secondary. There
is no agreed standard for such an adjustment factor, but we Can inspect
the decisions made by a number of .tates ,that have explicitly addressed
this matter in .their school financeprograms. Table 131 lists the
weightings in 11 States that either operate.non-Unified districts or
that use pupil weightings in the district allocations. Most of the States
give extra weightings for secondary pupils, ranging from s. percent to

* This appendix was prepared by J. Neil Killalea and Richard A. Rosthal.



36 percent more than.for elementary grades. The best-known exception
is Florida; legislators in this State recently determined that the
tender years were more important for education that many have believed
in the past, and accordingly have given greater weight to elementary

grades. Even this-is not a clear direction, since Florihting
of 0.97 for secondary versus 1.0 for elementary is calculated without
taking into account the vocational education program that Florida 'operates.

6.1

Based on the weightings in Table B-1, 20 percent appears to be a
reasonably acceptable figure for use in an adjustment. Two sets of
computations were made for comparison purposes. One set made no

adjustment at all. In another set, an adjustmerit was made as follows.
It was assumed that secondary districts were justifiably alloted
20 percent more than elementary districts, per pupil served. In order

Table-B-1. Elementary-Secondary Expenditure Weightings,
Selected States a/

Delaware
/

.. 1.184

Florida 0.974 b/

Illinois 1.250

Kentucky 1.125
Louisiana 1.080

Minnesota 1.286
,

New Mexico . 1.240

New York 1.184

North Dakota 1.247

Oregon 1.300

Pennsylvania 1.360-

a/ Calculated from data on school`' finance program in each
State,. as described in Public School Finance Programs,
Office of Education,. 1976.

b/ Calculated as in ap but the calculation does not include
expenditures for vocational education prograMs.

. .

to have both types of non-unified districts comparable with unified
districts, it is necessary to adjust both elementary and secondary

districts. According to the Digest of Education Statistics, 1975,
approximately 71 percent of thretotal student populationilirraementary
grades. Taking these factors-into account, the adjustment was implemented

'by multiplying expenditures of elementary.districts by'1.058 and
expenditures of secondary districts by 0.882.



Table B-2 shows the computed.95:5,disparity measure for 1970, with and

withodt the adjustment. Theie-is surprisingly'little difference
between the two sets of calculations. In 39 States, the two results

are identical; some butnot all of these-operate only unified districts.
Only in three'States -- Illinois, Massachusetts, and Montana -- do the

two results differ substantially: In Montana, the difference is
particiularly striking: 1.59 with the adjustmerit and 1.91 without.

We conclude that for the purposes.of the present study it is not

necessary to adjust for different spending. levels of non-unified

districts. The matter is, however, an important one at the State level,'

It is obviously. necessary to make such adjustients both to derive

an appropriate allocation of State aid and to'permit more precise

measurements of disparity.



Table B-2: Disparities (by 95 :5 Measure. in 1970,- With and Without
Adjustment for Elementary and Secondary Spending Differences

State Adjusted Not Adjusted

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado .

Connecticut;
Delaware :,,':

Florida- .4.

Georgia.

1.43
1.30
1.89
1.96
1.84

1.76
2.20'
2.06
1.53
1.86

1.43
1.30
1.88
1.96
1.86

1.76
2.21
2.06,
1.53
1.86

-Hawaii 1.00 1.00
Idaho 1.49 1.49

Illinois 1.91 2.05
Indiana 1;59 1.59
Iowa 1.82 1.82

Kansas 1.86 1.86
Kentucky 1.72 1.72
Louisiana 1.33 1.33.

Maine 1.57 1.57
Maryland 1.60' 1.,60

1.74 1.94
Michigan 1.81- 1;81-
Minnesota 1.46 1.46
Mississippi .1.71 1.71
Missouri 1.84 1.84-

Montana- 1:59 1.91
Nebraska 1;63 1.63
_Nevada,
New Hampshire

1.19
1.89

1.19
1.88

New Jersey 1.89 1.93

New Mexico 1.51 1.51-

New York 1.63 1.64
North Carolina 1.49 1.49
North Dakota 1.95 1.95
Ohio '

1.78 1.78

Oklahoma 1.67 1.67
Oregon 1448 1.50
Pennsylvania 1.57 1.57
Rhode Islami' 1.75 1.75
South Carolina 1.66 1.66

South Dakota 1.71 1.71
Tennessee 1491,: 1.91
Texas 1.91 1.91
Utah 1.27 1.27
Vermont 3.30 3.36

Virginia 1.-66 1.66
Washington 1.66 1.66
WeStlarginia' 1.49 1.49,
Wisconsin 1.60 1.60
Wyoming .1.57 1.57
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IMPACT OF_THE 1973 WISCONSIN SCHOOL FINANCE REFORM*

I. INTRODUCTION

. The purpose of this study i to evaluate the effects of the

Wisconsin 1973 school finance reform and 'associated leg slation three

years after its passage by, theState Legislature. We want to assess
*

the extent to which the legislation was successful and, in particular,

whether the legislation led to any narrowing of disparities in ex-

penditures among local school districts.

The major changes brought about by the 1973 legislation can

be summarized as follows;

1: It instituted substantial property tax_relief by increasing
i

the State's overall share of 'funding. from 30 to.40 percent. The im-ri

,, - . . . ;7

. . \ . , .. .,_
--potition.of...'Cost controlt" whiCh IiMited the annual expenditure in-i

_____
. ,

E
.

creases of local districts helped to assure theiprOvision of property

tax relief.

*W. Lee Hansen and F. Howard Nelson. The authors are, respectively,
.Professor of Economics and of Educational Policy Studies, and Fellow of
the Institute for-Research on Poverty, University of Wisconsin-Madison;
and Assistant Professor of Policy Studies, College of Education,
Chicago. Circle Campus,_University of Illinois.

.We wish to acknowledge the support proVided by the U.S. Office of
Education,*the Institute for Research on Poverty, and the Alfred P.
Sloan Foundation. We appreciate the comments of Alan Kingston,
Robert J. Lampman, And Esther O. Tron. Responsibility for the
analysis and conclusions rests with the authors alone.



2. It virtually eliminated rather than merely minimized the

influence.of a district's property tax base on .educational spending.

This was_done by replacing the guaranteed minimum tax base with a"

standard tax base-6r each pupil that substantially exceeded the
41-

state average equalized valuation.

3. It required districts with property valuations higher than

the standard tax base to make payments back to the state ("negative

aids"), thereby reducing the incentive for high property wealth dis-

tricts to spend' large sums on their schools. This provision was

subsequently struck down by the State Supreme Court.

4/. It mandated certain-minimum educationalstandardsrather

than providing incentives for districts to achieve these standards.

5. Except for cost controls and the minimum educational

,standards.,. : -local control over tax and expenditure decisions was

largely maintained once tax bases were equalized.
O

Tie Wisconsin legislation-is interesting for various reasons.

Most important, the 1973 reforms reflect the continuing evolution of

a(comprehensive program of state aid begun almost twenty-five years

earlier. That original legislation in 1949 broke new ground by
, -

clearly spelling out the state's goals: (a) it indicated that edu-
Dr

catin and its financing was a state responsibility;' (b) it required

thatthe state guarantee the basic educational opportunities of young

people through local school districts which would provide pi-ograms

meeting certain quality standards and that the 'state encourage

a

districta to meet higher quality standards; and (c) it required the
,

,
'

'state tc provide relief from'property taxes where such taxes were



excessive by shifting a greater proportion of total school costs to

other state revenue sources.

Also intei.dsting.is the legislation's shaiply focused effort

to" respond to the Serrano decision'in California and. the- lower court

decision on Rodriguez by moving to full power equalization. These

decisions said in essence that the property wealth of a school district

should not influence the quality of.educationalofferings. And even

though the Serrano prindiple was not upheld by the Supreme Court in

its decision on Rodriguez, these two eases generated growing public

awareness, and concern about inequities in Wisconsin's school finance

program.

During this'same period another quite different force emerged

in the form of the so-called property tax "revolt." Sharp increases 'in

property taxes, fueled by accelerating increases in local government

expenditures (including schoOl e xpenditures) and by inflation -- induced

increases

,

. . .

. .

. .
.

increase's in.property assessment; generatedlIwidespread taxpayer cPT--,

piaintS TheSe brought calls or stronget efforts to curb local

spending and to increase state-provided prbperty tax relief.

Finally, school finance in Wisconsin remains part of a compli-

cated mosaic of state-loCal fiscal relatiOnships4,-in which approximately

twothirds,cif state revenue is returned t&) local communities, through.

categorical gtants, general and personal property tax relief, and

general revenue-sharing, and', they decide how to spend these'funds.

Majw changes in the size and manner of 4stributing aids and tax
IF

relitf.have occurred throughout the .1970s.. Thus, in a period when
""r

state7local fiscal relatiOnships were being,redast,..school finance

113
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reform was viewed as part of a larger program of statewide fiscal

reform.
1

The question of how to evaluate the school finance legis-

lation raises a number of issues. The controversial "negative aids"

program was to be phased, in over a ten-year period through a compli-'

cated set of transitional rules. At the onset of this study we

viewed our evaluation as no more' than an interim evaluation. A

complete evaluation could not occur until after 1983 when the transi-

tion would be complete. By that time, other modifications might have

precluded a clear-cut evaluation of the 1973 reforms. Ih the meantime,

the controversial nature of "negative aids" led to a court test of its

constitutionality, and a Wisconiin Sapreme Court decision in becember

1976 held that negative aids were unconstitutional. This decision'

eliminated a key-feature of the reform legislation and altered the

impact of the 1973 legislation. Becausethe Court decision modified

the effect of the transition rules, the implementation of the reform

can be viewed as virtually complete, since the other minor transiteonal

apSects of the legislation had almost worked themselves out by 1975-76.

As we shall see, however, other elements of the reform legis-

lation have worked against its goals, We referto the set of spending

limitations which restrict annual increases in the school budgets.

These cost controls imposed each year' limitsthe attainment of two

major objectives--greater equalization and improVed quality of

1This last consideration increases the complexity of any

attempt to evaluate the school finance,refOrm legislation. We have

made a limited effort in this report to touch on this issue, recog-

nizing that much additional work remains to be done.
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education through implementation of minimum standards. The point to

recognize'is that the reform and associated legislation, in attempting.

to achieve multiple goals, inevitably led to conflicting provisions

that lef, the outcome of the legislation in considerable doubt. But

this is. getting ahead of the story.

- Our study is divided into several parts; Part II begins with

a description of the law, and Part III compares its provisions with

those found in the earlier legislation. Tart IV discusses the reform

in the context of Wisconsin's state-local fiscal environment. Part V

reviews the politics of its legislative enactment. Part VI describes

how the impact of the various parts of the legislation will be measured.

Parts VII, VIII, and IX present our findings. Part X provides a short-

suMmary and our conclusions.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE REFORM LEGISLATION

This section describes Wisconsin's 1973 school finance reform

law and its associated legislation.
2

After a brief description of the

objectives of the law, we present a detailed examinat.ton of the current

law's provisions. We then compare the old and the new laws, with

emphais on the origin of the reform provisions, similarities*in the

laws, and the unique aspects df Wisconsin school finance. Several

subsequent-changes-in the 1973 law are woven into the discussion.

Objectives of the.1973 School Finance Reform
.

The-school finance'reform law had several. major objectives,
- ,

not which are made explicit in the law'sstatement of purposes.

192W. " We refer to Chapter 121, School Finance, Wisconsin Statutes,
1 Chapter 90, Section 550, ,aws of Wisconsin, 1973; and also

C1pter 121, Wisconsin Statutes, 1975, and.Chapter,39, SectionS 608-610,
Laws of Wisconsin, 1975..
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The first objective was to provide relief from the local

general-property tax as a source cE school revenue where such tax is

excessive and to tap other sour; :s of state revenue to pay a greater

proportion of the costs of education. Implicit is the objective of

reducing differences in school expenditures among school districts

by giving greater relief to high tax districts.

A second objective was to bring about greater equality in

school spending. This was accomplished in two ways. One was through

power equalization which guarantees a standard tax base for all dis-

*tricts. This would neutralize property wealth differences.on the

capacity of districts to raise funds in support of their schools.

The other was to discourage higher spending districts from their high

spending levels by requiring these districts to pay negative aids to

the state. In effect, the state's costs of equalizing school expendi-

tures go down by forcing a portion of these costs onto high spending-

high wealth districts.

The third objective was to guarantee basic educational oppor-

tunity. to all students. School districts must offer programs meeting

certain minimum: standards as a condition of state funding. IncentiVes

to bring about consolidation into K-12 districts continued. Greater

equalization of funding is not sufficient for increasing educational

opportunities, though .presumably it facilitates greater uniformity in

the quality of education.

A fourth objective was to limit the rate of annual increases

in state-provided school aid paymentS by cost controls.

It seems obvious that objectives one and two 0 together in

two important ways. First, they attempt to promote greater equality
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of educational expenditures by guaranteeing a higher level of spending

and also reducing the incentives leading toward high spending. Second,

they attempt to economize on the state's resources by diverting resources

from high spending local districts to aid in 'equalizing school,expendi-

tures. But these redistribution, goals conflict with the goal of pro-

viding general property tax relief since property, tax relief can hardly

be uniform (or "general") if there, is, an attempted redistribution. The

first two goals may conflict with the third goal, depending on how more

spending translates itself into educational quality across school dis-

tricts; more money does not necessarily increase-quality. Moreover,

the fourth objective circumscribes the equalization goals by limiting

the possibility of larger expenditure increases for low spending dis-

tricts. Equally important, objectives two, three, and four conflict

with a fifth goal that, emerged in the legislative process--namely,

maintenanceof local autonomy and control.

The extent to which these objectives are in conflict will

become more apparent as we-describe the provisions of the legisla-

tion and subsequently examine its effects.

Major Provisions of the 1973 Reform
C.

The provisions of the reform package, shown in Figure 1, can

be grouped as follows! (1) state minimum standards of educational

_ quality; (2) definition of costs the state agrees to share with ocal

governments; (3) controls on cost increases; (4) determination of the

amount of aid provided by the state; and (5) transition provisions

for phasing in the operation of the new law.
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FIGURE 1

THE MAJOR PROVISIONS OF SCHOOL FINANCE LAW

,

Total school costs are affected. by the need to comply with the
"(

13 Minimum Standards of Education Quality

Those co/sts,which the state agrees to share are defined as

Total Shared Costs 4

,

However; the level of and increases in total shared costs are

restricted by,.

1.

I )Cost Controls

The way in which state aid is caldulated is determined. using the

,

Primly and Secondary Shared Aid Formulas 1

The actual, aid payments during-tthe first ten ,years of the law are

determined,by the

..,Transitioildl Aid Program 1

ci



The linkages among these provisions can be briefly described

as follows: the) first, /minimum standards, outlines the kinds of edu-

cational activities which the state views as appropriate and-which

help to set the level of per pupil costs. But since not all costs

are deemed suitable for sharing by the state, this requires indicating

which costs do and do not qualify for'shared aid. Whatever the level

of costs, cost controls restrict the rate of increase in costs to be

shared. ()rice the allowable shared costs and changes in theta have been

established, the formulas for calculating state aid must be used. The

actual amount of state aid provided is affected by the transition

provisions written into the law.

School District Standards. The 13 minimum standards imposed

on school districts embarce a number of considerations. Three deal

with the.qualifications, pay, and .inservice training of teachers (a;

b, c) _Anothet.seven mandate the total...amount-of instruction as well

as certain types of instruction and academic services (d, e, f, g, h,

jr,*1). To concern safety of the facilities and provision of health

services(i, k). .And the last (m) requires certain minimum tax levies

for unconsolidated districts. After July 1, 1973, school districts

were 6 be in compliance with one-third of these standards; all districts

were to be in compliance with two-thirds of these standards by July 1,

1974; and districts were to be'in compliance with all-of these standards

after July 1, 1975.

Definition of Costs. Central to any program of state aid is

the definition of school costs and the method for' calculating these

costs. Shared'costs are defined as'those school district costs the

1
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state is willing,to share.
3 These costs include school district net

is

operating costs, tedcher benefits; and up to $100 per pupil of nonL

operating costs, namely, debt service and capital outlay levies.. Non-

shared costs are thosel,paid by local school districts and are composed.

primarily of construction expenditures; since the costs of financing

these expenditures, are reflected by debt service and capital outlay

levies, this beans that a major portion of construction costs is

financed by shared costs.

Shared costs are divided into two parts. Primary shared costs

lconstitpte that portion of .shared costs per pupil which are less than

110 percent of the previous year's statewide average per pupil shared

cost. The portion of costs above the 110 percent level is designated

as secondary shared costs. The purpose of the distinction is to

cause the state to pay a smaller proportion of secondary shared costs;

this serves to weaken the incentive for districts with high per pupilc.

expenditures to continue high spending levels.,

Cost-Controls. Cost controls set an upper limit on annual

increases in per pupil shared costs. Debt service and capital. outlay

costs are excluded frbm the shared cost budget as defined above in

applying cost controls. The allowable increase is set each year by

the legislature, with the intent of restraining large increases in

spending by local school districts. The cost control limit may be

exceeded by passage of a local referendum authorizing increases in

r

excess of the limit. In addition the state superintendent of public

3"Aidable costs or "aidable expenditures" are perhaps more

descriptive terms. We will continue to use shared cost as it is

written in the law.
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instruction is allowed discretionary power to grant certain exemptions-

to the limitation.

In 1973, the first year, the limit was $55 per pupil, and 197

out of 436 districts were allowed to exceed this limit. The exceptions

totaled $7 million. In 1974-75 there were no limits and therefore no

exceptions. In 1975-76 the controls limited coSt increases to 9.5

percent of the prior year's shared cost budget. For the same year

the legislature also authorized specific exemptions to apply under

the following conditions: (1) if controls prevented implementation

of new programs for handicapped children, 4 (2) if controls prevented

utilization of new construction and capital improvement, and (3),,if

controlS prevented implementation of a comprehensive plan for the

elimination of racial imbalance by a specific date.
5

It is worth

noting.that,the restriction of primary. shared costs to 110 percent of

the prior, year's statewide average also acts as a cost control device.

Determination of. State Aid Payments. The state provides aid

to local school districts through a formula that differs for primary

and secondary shared costs.

The Primary State Aid Formula indicates how the state deter-

mines its funding of primary shared costs: There are sevtral elements

to the formula, among them: Primary State Guaranteed Valuation (PSGV)

which is the equalized.property value established by the legislature

4
The 1973 legislature instituted a new comprehensive special

education law for children with exceptional. educational needs.(Chapter
89),. It required all children between the; ages of 7 and 16 to attend
school programs and required all school districts to make:.programs
available for people between the ages of 3and.21. Between one-half
to two-thirds of the increased expenditure is financed by the state.

.5In.1976, the Milwaukee schoOl district was ordered by the
Federal District Court.to desegregate.



1 to guarantee an equal amount of property value per pupil in order to

support the education of every student; School District Equalized

Valuation (SDEV) per pupil which is the full property value divided

by the membership of the school district; Net Primary Guaranteed

Valuation (NPGV) which is the difference between PSGV and SDEV;

PSC
Primary Shared Cost (PSC), and -PSGV

which-is the Primary Required,

Levy Rate (PRLR). The formula is:

PSC
'Primary State Aid = x (PSGV SDEV), or (PRLR) (NPGV).

PSGV

If NPGV is positive, the state provides aid which ensures that similar

local tax rates provide equal educational revenues. The distriCt

choose \an .expenditure level,PSC, and the state then provides aid at

an amount equal to the PRLR times the district's deficiency (relative

to the guarantee) in its NPGV. If NPGV is negative, there must,be

payment as calculated by,the formula of,a Primary Negative State Aid

from the district.back to the state: In other. words, the effect. of

.

the formula is to force high- spending high-wealth:districts to-reduce

their spending 'and thereby narrow disparities in spending among

L

school districts.

The Secondary State,Ald Formula is used to fund secondary

shared costs. The formula has the following elements: 'Secondary

State Guaranteed.Valuation (SSGV)-which is the average equalized

valuation per student for the entire state; School District Equalized

Valuation (SDEV) which was described above; Net Secondary Guaranteed

Valuation (NSCV) which is the difference'between SSGV and SDEV;

)
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Secondary Shared Cost (SSC), and SSC/SSGV which is the Secondary

Required Levi. Rate (SALR). .The, formula is:

Secondary State .Aid =-
SSGV

x (SSGV SDEV), or (SRLR) x (NSGV).

If NSGV,is positive, the state provides the requisite aid. If NSGV is

negative, there must be payment, as calculated, by the formula, of

Secondary Negative'State Aid fram the district to the state. -Ir-shoiald

be apparent that the.secandary state aid formula also ensures that the

same tax rate yields Identical total school revenues regardless of the

districts equalized valuation. 6

(Late in 1976-the State Supreme Court ruled that both primary

and secondary negative aids were unconstitutional. However, .even in

1975-76 the primary guaranteed valuation ftr K-12 districts was set so

high, relative to .the average equalized valuation that few districts

would have been subject to the-negative aid Provision.)

Two' .other, technical:features of the-formulasrequirelmention.
,

First, districts are required to apply-at least a minimum tax rate

their guaranteed valuation to ensure that they provide some minimum

level of .support. (Actually,this is one of the 13 minimum standards.)

This, minimum tax rate Is set at 5 mills for districts with grades K-12

and at 3 mills. for 'districts offering only elementary grades or only

.

6
Because the 110 percent limitation'is established on the basis

of the prior yearls cost; the current' year limitation is somewhat less
.

than 110.percent.. 'As'an,example, assume -that the:prior:year's state
average cost was $1,000 and the primary shared cost ceiling for the
current year'WeS 110-rpercent of this, or $1,100.. Now suppose the'
current yeariatate average cost turned 'out to be percent larger
orS1,095:In this \dase, alLcostsexceeding the state average.lby:.$5
are_secoudary costsThese.assuniptions.areOladaible and should':
illustrate thatthe 110 percentl.imitation is- considerably more'
IiindiUgTthan it might first appear,-

I



high schoOl grades. Seconds the primary and secondary guaranteed

.valuations are
,
only 92 percent as large for-union high 6chOols and 74

percent as large for elementary districts as compared to K-12 guarantees.

This has the effect of providing such districts with an incentive to

consolidate. The effect of this .incentive has been negligible since

only two districts merged in the past six years. Paradoxically, this

incentive interfere6 with the desires of local districts to maintain

control over their own schoolS. It also forces them'o tax at a higher

rate to provide 'equivalent spending per,pupil-for their children.'

. Transition. Provisions. These provisions'were desigrted to ease'

local implementation of the.reform and they reflect legislative corn

promise. Essentially,L-negative primary aids were cancelled for four

years, until 1977-78:.- In addition, any loss of aid, compared to-
-.

1972-73, would-be prorated over a 10- year period atcording.to a
- ,

specialformiula.
7 If equalization. aid and transition aids were nega-,,.

- .

tive, the state would make up through zero minimum aids theloss (:).

aid but only through 1975-76. (As noted earlier,, the 1976 Supreme

-

Court decision nullified the payment of negative PrimarY'and secondary

aids.) .

A Diagrammatic. Representation of the School Finance Law

Figure 2 summarizes the key provisions of the 1974 legislation

A

including the effect of the:Wisconsin Supreme Court's ruling that

negative. aids are unconstitutional. The top sections encompasS those

7
. If less aid.was-received in the,currentyear'compared to

'1972-.73, the district would,receive 90 percent of the difference in.

1973-74, 80 percent of the difference in 1974-75, and so forth until

1982-83.



1. Application of Minimum Standards

FIGURE 2

WISCONSIN'S SCHOOL FINANCE SYSTEM
(all costs and valuations in,per pupil amounts)
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.
provisions related to.(1) minimum standards, (2) the definition of

;hared cost, and (3) cost controls. The middle section indicates the

provisions pertinent to (4) determining the amount of state aid for

each district. The bottom section lays out.the transition' provisions,

(5), and the Negative Aids court decision (6). Appropriate symbols

indicate who is responsible for decisions relevant to each of the

provisions: circles indicate a local government decision, squares

describe a statutory provision, double squares indicate a decision

made in. the appropriations Process, and hexagrams show an index such

r

as a,statewide average. The slashed areas reflect the impact the

Court decision;

III. COMPARISONOF:THE 1973 LEGISLATION TO PRIOR LEGISLATION

Our discussion of the 1949 law and its relatj.onship to. the

-1973 reform follows the same general outline as in the previous section

The discussion emphasizes the origins of the reform provisions; simi-
,

larities in the laws, and unique aspects of Wisconsin school finance.

School District Standards

.
The 13.minimum standards did away With the old distinction.

between "basic" and "integrated" districts by requiring all schools

'to Meet the same standards. Previously, some districtscalled
.

, . .
.,/

. .

,..

'basic dittriCte--had'to.meet only four.of the present standards,

those .pertaining.to teacher qualifications, salary and sick leave

8
,

The old distinction was -- important because of differences'in
1 the Calculation of;stateaidc--

,

.

,. ,

,..)
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k

provisions, a180-day school year, and the minimum mill. rate.
4

Integrated districts had to meet higher standards, similar to the

present 13.standards. However,'the 1973 standards possess a more

contemporary flavor-including the requirement of a kindergarten

program for 5 year olds, remedial reading programs, and schoOl in-
.,

structional materials reflecting society's cultural and pluralistic.

diversity. These new standards, even with their gradual phase-in,

were expected to cause increases in expenditures for most if not all

districts and somewhat larger increases for districts pieviously

classified as basic districts.

Changes in Aidable Costs

The total cost shared with the state was considerably smaller

between 1949 and 1972 than under the new law. 'Figure 3 illustrates
400

the prereform and postreform categories of costs ,and ate government

level that: finanCed theM.

In 1972-73, the year before the reform,all debt service and

capital outlays were financed locally: They represented' about 10 per-.

cent of educational costs. State payments of employer contributions

for all teacher social security and retirement benefits amounted t

6 percent of total costs. The state also contributed categorical aids

totaling 4 percent of educational coats. Flat aids averaging' $77 per

pupil were guaranteed to each district ,

9
and these grants provided

approximately 6 percent of the total costs. This,left 74 percent of

-The aid formula was'written in a way that flat. grants went-,
Only to districts where'lqualization aid'was less than the flat -grant
amount. In our calculations we assume that the.flat grant Is.given to
each district first. Aid exceeding this amount is considered equali-

,.
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total costs. in the shared cost category;'the state paid 14 percentage
.A

points and the school districts paid 60'percentage pOints.'.

After the 1973,reform all costs were shared except state/

categorical aid and total debt service and capital butlaYnosts eix=

beeding $100 which are financed entirely IT the school diatriCt.I

Ninety-two percent of all educational coats--as contrasted' to Viper-.

/ .

'cent previously --weresubject'to state equalization aid, with the state-

'
paying 36 percentage points and the school districts 57 percentage points

of this total.

/

From 1972-73-to 1973-74, the state's propOrtion of total school''

/costs roselpy one-third, from. 30 percent\to 41:percent. In addition,

the portion of costs:funded by state,equalizatiOn aid mbre,than doubled,

rising from 14 to 36-percent. This sharp' increase occurred because

/

flat grants and state payments Of teacher- benefits (also a Ilat.grant)

were merged into the shared, cost category. 'Together they represent

'- -
40 perdent.of state aid prior to the reform::

10
Tfii8 marked 'a continued

trend away from flat aids which in 1949 comprised-70 Percent.of the

school aid budget but had dropped to 20 Percent by 1972-73.

The $100 limitation on debt service and-capital outlay levies

came from legislative compromise.
11

Prior to the reform, the 100

10
State funding of teacher benefits is antiequalizing since

wealthy districts Usually,haye more teachers per pupil and are alio.
more highly paid;

11
Both the.gOvernor and theTask Force on Educational FinanCe

and Property TaX Reform felt no limitation wasnecessary. The gover-
nor's budget bill included prOvisions for State required approval for
all construction. That provision-was-eliminated with the institution
of the $100 limit.-
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percent local funding of construction was legitimized as .a means of-

both preventing state control of building programs and discouraging

elaborate and. expensive facilities.' The Same'rationale prevails

currently in defense of the '$100 limitation.

Increase in. Guaranteed Valuation

The method of aiding shared costs, once these costs are

defined, is essentially the same in both the old and new laws; each'

district is guaranteed a legislatively determined tax base. State`tax

aid is the difference, between locally raised revenue-and the, amount

that would have been raised:had the district actually possessed the

guaranteed tax base.
12

The 1973 law did .change the construction of

the guaranteed valuation forMula. Costs whichexceeded 110 percent

of the. state average are-aided on the hasisof the actual state'

.average property No such distinction was made from 1949

to 1973. This new two-tiered guaranteed Valuation helps redistribute

state aid from high expenditure districts to low expenditure dis-

tricts by increasing the primary guaranteed valuation.

Without the flat aid compOnents, the original 1,949 law

- would have been fundamentally the sameaS ,the 1973 refOrm had the

state provided 40 percent of .all educational costs-
13..In/1-49'school

' ,

12Colorado and Illinois have a similar forthulh., It should ,be

noted that a guaranteed tax yield fOriula is Only a. different way of

formulating a guaranteed tax baserformula.- A "dollar- guarantee per

eqUivalent to a -"tax.base for each mill levied, Kansas,
Maine Michigan, Montana, and Ohio distribute some aid IP this manner.

13the study commission, whose recommendations formed the

basis of the "1949 law, did in fact recommend-a 40 percent funding



aids provided only 15 percent of total school funds, an amount

sufficient to give a guaranteed tax base of $16,000 per pupil'

whereas the actual state average was $20,009. By 1958, the guaran-
,.

,teed.vdluation finally exceeded the state average. .As shown in

Table 1, the ratio of the guaranteed valuation to the state.
, ,

average remained constant in the late.1950s and early 1960s, hit

another plateau around 1970, dipped a bit in 1972-737 and since

that time has risen sharply.

TABLE 1

STATE AVERAGE VALUATION AND PRIMARY7GUARANTEED VALUATION
1949-50 to 1975776

School Year

State Average
Equalized, .tUaranteed katiO of
Valuation -.Valuation Valuations

1949-50 :$ 20,000 .$ 16,000 .80

1954-55 23,500 21,000 .89
...

1959-60 24,957 33,000 , 1.30

1964-65 .26,420 34,000 1.32

1969-70 , 29,478 42,000 1.42

1970-71 30,478 43,500 1.42

1971-72 32,736 47,900 1.46

1972-73 38,458 .52,000 1-35

.1973 -74 42,700 71;200 1.66

,1974 -75 47,600 75,500 1.58

.1975-76 55,900 96,500 1.72

It

.Though Wisconsin's aid formula has not changed signifi-
,

cantly,_the state's share of edudation costs has increased and more

aid. has been funneled& through the equalization formula rather than

flat aids. This has resulted in a:shitt from providing miliimum aid



,.

'.to.:;aid that has an equalizing_ effect. This, shift has been accom

plished by raising the guaranteed Valdation from 80 percent of the

,average valuation in 1949 to almost 80 percent more'than the average

valuation in 1975. =

High Spending Districts 'T

I

For a number of years Wisconsin struggled with the problem

of stimulating local expenditures-an education while discouraging

"excessiVe",per pupil expenditures by wealthy. districts. From 1955

to 1969 the state paid 100 percent of costs in excess of 15 mills;

this was raised to 17 mills in 1963. Once the mill rate'limit was

. met; local school officials could increase expenditures with. no change

in local property taxes beCause.the state paid the added costs. Over

the period 1965 to 1969 the median school tax rate rose from 16.96

. to 19.91 mills, and many districts received 100 percent state .

aid for expenditures in excess of the\evenues raised by a 17 mill

-rate.

The depletion of the general fund caused by this provision

stimulated.an aboutface by the legislature in 1969. It then shifted

its emphasis from aiding districts with a high, property tax effort

to controlling costs.
14 Accordingly, state aid was tied to 'district

property valuation and to expenditures relative to the statewide?,

. Aaverage cost. The effect was to shift, state aid to high effort,

. low wealth districts.'

-14This provision was actually called "cost,controls"'ut.its
purpose!was.to limit'state,aid payments rather than to hold down the

.

Costs of providing elementary secondary education. We-avoid the use
of'the term Pcost control!! 'in describing the 1969 law, so as not to
don-fuse die-reader with the 1973 law's definition of "cost controls. ",

%
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TwO different problems were addressed-by these provisions:

(1) 'high tax effortnecessitated'by low wealth, and (2).tax base

"exploitation" by wealthy districts resulting. in "excessive" ex-.

penditures. The 1973 reform-tackled the problems with two policy

changes. First, all aid would depend directly on wealth and notion

high tax rates. Until the 1976 State Supreme Court_decision, nega-

tive aids removed the relation between high wealth and so-called

excessive expenditures. Second, expenditures exceeding 110 percent_

of the state average for the_prior year (secondary shared costs)

would be partially financed by. the state on the basis of wealthbut

at alower rate.

The Suprethe Court'S negative aid decision allows about -7 per-

cent of the districts having 4 percent of the state's students to'

continue taking advantage of their high wealth for all educational

expenditures, since they can continue spending at their current

high levels. 'With regard to secondary costs,those districts with :

'property valuations exceeding the average, aboUt.half of the districts,

,can now tax a larger pioperty tax base than those districts below the

state avIrage.
15

CostControls.:

The cost control feature initiated in 1973 does not deal with

the problem associated with aiding high'expenditure districts.

Currently,,it limits alloschool diitricts to a. 9:5 percent increase

inper pupil expenditures. ,However, previous experience with cost

151n 1975-76, 80 districts received'positive.secondary aid
aric1/16 would have. paid secondary negative aid.

1 3



increases is pertinent to understanding the introduction Of cost'

controls Cost controls had not. existed in any form before 1969

- .

when the state paid all cots exceeding the revenue raised by the .

17 mill rate; 'But because the drain on 'state resources increased: so.

rapidly, the 1969 law relieved the state from-this'obligation,ana

required.local school districts to pay all costs exceeding the 17

mill rate. Moreover, when calculating state aid the portion of -net
s

operating Which exceeded 10'percent of the average net

ating costs of similar schools was, to be excluded. These provisions

shifted a greater share of the expenditures back onto the property

,tax.. The idea of cost controls continued in the 1973 reform dis-

cussions because the state, through its redefinition of shared, costs

and its assumptiOn of .a large proportion of shared costs, did not

want to see educational costs further escalated. Cost controls,

therefore, provided a reasonable method_of.restraining cost in-

-creases. However, cost controls were initiated in legislation

separate \from the. reform itself. In addition, the secondary aid

feature of the formula attempted to hold down expenditures by higher

cost districts, thereby representing an indirect type of cost control.

Financial Incentives for School Consolidation

Two features of the 1949 financing' system encouraged school

district consolidation.. First, flat grants were about half as large

for "basic" schools (small schools with few course offerings) as for

"integrated" schools.16 This distinction was abolished in, the reform

16At the time of the reform, "basic" schools had only 1.5 .

percent of the pupils.
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and instead 13 minimum standards were required of all districts.

' Second, the guaranteed valuation was smaller for elementary districts

and,union high school districts. This disparity in valuation guaran-
.

tees .was maintained in the new law even though school consolidation

policy has been unsuccessful in recent years. The number of school

district6 has decreased by only one in the last -seven years. The

unchanged policy wasachieved in legislativecdmprozise since the

governor's budget bill called for consolidation into K-12 districts.

The role'of consolidation is important for two reasons.

First, the incentive structure that did exist appears to have done

its job by reducing the nuiaber of elementary districts from 4,500 to

53 and union high schools from about 50 to 11,over the period-194,9

to 1973. ilOwever, the number of K,-12.aistricts did not change much

over the period. Interestingly, in 1973 -74, one -third of the union

high school districts and two-fifths of the K-8, as compared to only,

4 percent of the K-12 districts, were negative aid areas. It is clear

these districts did not consolidate because they wanted to provide

presumably higher-quality (higher cost) schooling than would other-

wise have been possible. Second, in the past the concept of equality

of opportunity has been couched in terms of consolidation with its

attendant effectS, rather than in terms of expenditure. School

finance policy simply addressed the issue differently then.

Conclusion

The WisconSin school finance reform assumed that gieaer
-

equality of opportunity, would result if differences in wealth were

completely xeMoved as a determinant of school tax revenues and if
,
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.pek .pupil spending disparities among school distriCts were reduced.

.Did the Wisconsin law actualIiIierMitthis?

The Wisconsin SUpremeCourt's decision on negative aids pre-.

vented the complete elimination of property wealth as a determinant

of revenues. Essentially the same mechanisM for distributing equali-
,

zation aid remained frOM-the-pteriform days, and that is a guaranteed .

tax base. Although Wisconsin has never had .a foundation plan,'a-

,combination of eliminating flat aids, altering the definition of-
f

shared costs, and additional funding has resulted in a guaranteed

valuation exceeding the actual valuation in almost all districts.

Thus,-now about 400 df the 436 school districts are:guaranteed the

same,property tax-base for school financing purposes.

The goal of equalizing expenditures is not reconcilable with

power equalization. How the district poiver equalization'concept,of
0

tax.eqUity, designed to allow and perhaps encourage variations in

local expenditures, came. to be incorporated into the same reform as

that calling for equal expenditures is s-a mystery of the legislative

process we shall not attempt to dissect. As it worked out, the _

Wisconsin Supreme Court'decision.permanently.undercut that intent.

Several features of the reform do.provide financial in-
.

centivesfor low wealth districts to spend more and high

expenditure districts to
o
spend- less.. Abolishing flat.grants and .the,.

-,100 percent financing of teacher benefits means that wealthy districts

must reduce expenditures and /or obtain more'local revenue. These

1

changes helped free enough revenue to more than double the proportion

of state-did devoted to equalization. By adding the first $100 of



nonoperating costs to the 'shared cost category, a,substantial

portion of,lodal facilities could'be partially financed by the state

according to the equalization formula. The increase in'the state

funding level from 30"to 40 percent not only helped finance the new
..... .

elements in the shared cost, category, but'also allowed the priiary.

guaranteed valuation to jump from .136 percent of the -state average

to 172 percent. The concept of secondary shared cost provides an

incentive for high expenditUte districts, regardless of Wealth, to

reduce expenditures somewhat without discriminating against school

disIricts according to.wealth,- This means there is-no maximum

amount of.State aid, and. no lid is placed on per pupil expenditures.

Cost controls, on the other hand, entirely frustrate the

equalization provisions of the reform, even without the negative aids.

While_property tax,relief is ensured,,low spending distridts are un-

able to "catch up" and thereby make expenditure decisions. on A-
./

"wealth neutral" basis. In fact high expenditure distticts can

raise per pupilfdollar expenditures higher than low -'expenditure

districts even though the percentage limitation is the same. Local

decisidfis on-how much to spend, an important justification for power

equalization finance systems, is effectiVely thwarted. Thus', property

valuations, to the extent they influenced.prereform eXpenditure-de-
i

tisions7', are still related-to-current expenditures.17
. . ,

Our review of the legislation highlights some of -itsrconflict.
. /

ing means foi.achieving.itsseveral and appatently opposing goals,

17
: .Cost controls popld_he_made.congistent-with other features of_____

the reform by allowing lowSpending diStricts.a larger percentage
increase in expenditures.

, ,



IV. SCHOOL FINANCE. IN THE STATE'S ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT-

Our reading of the school finance literature indicates that

'evaluation'and analysis usually stop within the confines of the

education finance law. There are:three important reason's for-taking.
,

a broader approach. First, even full, power equalization still leaves

important income -based influences on school expenditured-eCiiOda..

Second,-the si e of state aid to local governments helps determine-.

the extent to which noneducation finance influences school:expendi-'

ture decisions. Third, equalization prdvisions in noneducation.state

id-may.influence school finance decisions-differently in-rich and

poor districts.

This sectio'n-examines Wisconsin's state-local fiscal environ-
.

went and seeks to establish several important facts. One is -that

Wisconsin's state government allocates more aid to local governments'

than'almost any other state and at the,same time allocates less to

( 4

-state-schools. It is also important to show the sources of state
. .

revenue and how they are distributed-to local governments. Finally,

major trends in state-local finance angl their implications for school

nmance are summarized.

State Aid to Local Governments

-Although the 40 percent leVel--:of state funding for precollege

education is not higkrelative to most states, Wisconsin ranked fourth

among all states in per capitaaid.to local governments in,.1974; be-;-

hind New York, Alaska, and 'Minnesota.
18 WisConsin.spent $345 per

1
8The data in this paragraph are fromState Tax "Collections,

1974, Bureau of Census.



capita on local government aid while other states, prominent in sChool,

finance, ,spent less: $316.in California, $158 in Madsachusetts, $192

in Florida, .$118 in Texas; and $133 in Kansas. When local aids and':

school'aids are combined, Wiscdnsin had the lowest percentage of

total'state aid contributed to education, 36 percent compared-to the

--59 percent:cnational average. At the. same time, it allocated. the.
6

:highest percentage for general aid (aid with few spending restrictions).

After these state revenue transfers to 17 l governmentg, the ratio of

Wisconsin's state to loCal expenditures ranked 48th in the nation at

30.2, percent while the local portion ranked:4th7highest at 69,8 per-

cent.

Despite Wiscoritin'ysrelatively low level of state funding'

for education, the large amount of aid to local. governments for'non-

educational.services could minimize or reduce the indirect influence
`

of income and wealth on schdol expenditures. Therefore, we want to

assess-the way rich and poor school districts respond to the compo-

sition and distribution of the noneducation component of the state-

local finance system.

1'

Sources of State and Local Revenue

The'sources of state and local, revenue, local expenditures,

and state aids to local government for 1974 are shown in Table 2.

State-personal and corporate, income taxes account for well Tier half'

of state tax revenue, and.sales and excise taxes comprise another

third. Nearly two-thirds of all state and local.revenues areraised

at the state level. However; abdut 45 percent of state revenues,
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STATE

/ TABLE 2

AND LOCALNEVENUES IN WISCONSIN, 1974.775

Revtnue Sourcea Millions

Total state raised revenue' $ 3 368

Individual income /' 873
Corporate income 153

' Sales 510
Excise taxes 118
Public, utilities 118
All other '1,573

Percent

(63.4)

16.5
2.9
9.6
2.2
2.2

Total loCarraised general
purpose revenue

. . .

Net - property tax
;Schools $ 895
'Counties 225
Cities
'Villages
Towns

281
26

. 23
VTAED 56

Special assessments
Other taxes
Revenue for 'services to.
- private parties
All ether-.

$ 1,939 (36.6)

1,125
b

21.2

14
22

1s9-

598c

.3

.4

3.6

10.1

Type of Expenditure Millions- Percent

Total State financed $ 1,898 (35.6)

.(27.8)

7.4
1.1

3.0
2.2

. .3

7
6.0

3.7

.8

.6

(36.6)Z

expenditures

State aid to schools. .1,481
d

ancrlocalities

General school aid 393
Otherachool aids 60
Shared taxes:
per capita 161
excess levies 115
utilitypayments 16
adjustments 3

State grants -in -aid to
316-

localities
.Property tax relief:

General 195
Personal property 147

HOMestead Tax Credit 42
Vocational, TeChnical and
Adult Education Districts 33

Total local expenditures
from local revenue $ 1,939

State and locally raised
revenue $ 5,308 (100)

State and locally financed
expenditures

`Federal revenue sharing:
Allocated to school aids.
.Received by localities

Federal grants-in-aid to
local governMents

,Federal aid channeled to
schools

Federal aid to schools
and localities

$ 5,308 (100)

$ 55
103

78

49

$ , 285

Source: Constructed by the authors from several documents - -in particular, A Summary of
Wisconsin State and Local Government Revenues and ExpenditUresfor the Fiz..
nancial Periods 1974-75, Commission on State -Local Relations and Financing
Policy, July 1970.

NevenUes are net of federal aid, local figuret are_net of state aid.
bThe net property tax is calculated by subtracting general

tax relief from the gross 'property tax. The breakdownby locality
property tax and will not add, up to $1,125.

cIncludes $65 million in school lunch and interscholastic athletic revenues,,-

and $18 Million in VTAE tuition, fees, and otherireVenues.

and personal property
is for .the gross

by the

dThis particular classification of aid to schools.and localities was derived
authors.

-These are
safety, health and
housing.

categorical grants classified as judiciaIi general government, public
social services, transportation, sanitation, conservation, and
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.o(28 percent of'all statetate and.local expenditures) is redistributed to

schools and localities. Thus, while localities cannot tax sales or

incomes, they do receive large amounts of aid from the more productive

and elastic state tax base.

/.'
Despite high tax levels in Wisconsin,the distribution or

incidence of state taxes according to income differed little from

the national average in 1974.
19

The substantial amount of state aid to localities may only

demonstrate that this method of expanding the loCal revenue base has

been chosen in preference to giving the revenue raising power directly

to localities by means of a local income or sales tax.
20

We cannot'

successfully show why Wisconsin moved in this direction, but it should

be noted that in Wisconsin a per capita distribution of state collected

taxes is redistributive-and equalizing.
21

19A family.ih $7,500 adjusted gross income had an effective
income tax rate of 2..5 percent in-Wisconsin compared to 1.1 percent'

nationwide and 5.5 percent for:the federal income tax. A family with

a $17,500 adjusted gross income paid 4.6 percent for Wisconsin per-
sonal income taxes compared to the 2.1 percent national average and

the 10.9 percent federal tax rate. Overall, Wisconsin state and
local taxes.(excluding business taxes) Caere the,nation's highest in

family, income brackets exCeeding-$10,000. These data came from:
StephenE. Lile, "Family Tax,Burdens Compared Among,States and Among

Cities Located Within Kentucky and Neighboring States" (Kentucky De-

partment of Revenue, '.December 15, 1975). Many of the data underlying.
that study were'piovided by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernr

mental Relations.
20The Wallace. Commission on State and Local Finance in Wisr

consin (1976) came to the conClUsion that local income taxes would

not be any more equitable than the property,tax and that local sales

taxes were more inequitable than the existing property tax.

Z-In a per capita aid formula, high income localkties receive

less aid from the state than they contribute in taxes if one presumes

the state tax is something besides a hdad tax. The system.could even
be regreSsive with respect to income and still: equalize.
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0 'the local revenue,and.expenditure side, schools take about

60 percent of all property tax reNienue even afterthe 1973 reforms.22

This proportion is one of the highest-in the country and may explain

why schools in particul4r are blamed for high taxes in Wisconsin.

Cities and counties each receive about 20 percent.of property taxes,

and other local_tax.sources produce relativelysmall-Amounts of-
.

revenue. Moreover, the sixteen Vocational, Technical, and Adult Edu-

cation Districts (VTAED) also levy a property tax. In addition to

local spending of $1,939 million from their own sources, VTAE spent

$1,481 million-provided by the state and $285 million from the

federal government.

State aid to . localities comes in several forms,as shown on

the right side of Table 2. The shared tax prOgram has two major

components: per capita aid which is distributed in proportion to

population and excess levy aids which go to localities with high tax

rates. (Beginning in 1976, this form of aid increased substantially

A1P
and is now based on property valuation, as is-the school aids formula.)

State grants-in-aid (categorical aid) comprise the largest component-

after school aids. General property tax relief appears as a credit

onothe property owner's tak-statement but, as with the excess levy

aid in the shared tax program, this relief goes more frequently to

taxpayers in high tax rate areas.. Personal property tax relief

applies to manufacturing equipment, inventories, and livestock. The

HomesteaeTax Credit programgrants property tax relief directly to

22
Since the state pays for some of these taxes through the

___Homestead__Credit program,_the-actualproper-f-y-tax that individuals
pay is lower.
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individuals based-On income and the dollar value-of the property tax

(or rent in the case of renters).

The levy limit is a recent innovation in state finance. It

serves a function for municipalities similar to cost controls in the

school finance reform: it ensures that property tax relief results

_

`from highet-levelaof-state aid bYlimiting the extent -to WhiCh

local expenditures can be increased. From 1973-74, local levies

could rise by no more than 6 percent. Since 1975, the limit has been

the percentage growth in statewide property values. Since the levy

eqilals the product of the tax rate times the tax base, the limit

could be reached as a result of either rising property Values over

which municipalities have little control, or higher tax rates which

they' do control. Population growth and the resulting increases in

7.-Nproperty values and need for public services are not part of. the

formula. Perversely, a tax,rate cut is -dften required in such situ

ations.to keep revenue within the -established limit, . School cost

cdntrols, on'the other'hand, apply to per pupil expenditures, whereas

the levy limit is 'applied to most forms of revenue including the

property tax, federal revenue sharing, user charges, and state shared

taxes. The levy limit is important to school finance through its

impact on noneducational public expenditures or tax rates.

State -Local Finance Trends and Their Implications for School Finance

A program -.by program description of state aid to local

/governments would show many relationships between ,the school aids

formula and the revenue distribution formulas. The scope of this
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evaluation precludes such a thorough examination. However, we have

identified the major -trends in noneducation finance:-

Aid to local governments from the statewide tax base has

been preferred to expanding the local tax .base through \

nonproperty taxes.

More and more aid is being distributed through equalization

formulas.

There has been _a change in emphasis from aiding localities

with high tax rates to equalizing tax bases.

Aid targeted tindividuals rather thanto gavernment units,

such as the homestead credit program andtigeneral property
4,

tax relief, has been expanding rapidly.,

State concern about local accountability has resulted in

cost controls for local government as well as schools.

The implications of these trends for school finance cannot be ignored.

The following five points summarize the major connections 'between non-

.educational and educational finance. (1)-.Each additional dollar. spent

on schools is aided by the Gener 1 Property'Tax Relief Program for

about half the population (thos residing in municipalities faith a

:levy above the state average) a, the rate of' 24 cents to the dollar.

. !
i

(2) Some state noneducational aid programs are equalizing. To the .;

i

extent they are, wealth neutrality" in school finance is enhanced.

(3) The homestead tax credit by effectively dealing with the re-

gressive features of the property tax and limiting its eligibility

to low-income people facilitates the development of an effective,

wealth - neutral.. school finance systeM. (4) Levy limits on
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municipalities and cost controls on schools have prevented low wealth
o

and low income districts from fully responding to legislated changes

in education and noneducaticn finance. (5) Transition features in

school aid and local aid formulas have postponed the responses of

high wealth istricts to. changes. in school aid and local aid.._programs.

V. POLITICS OF WISCONSIN SCHOOL FINANCE'REFORM

In the post-Rodriguez era of educational finance, reform bas.

progress'ed on a state-by-state basis. One result has been a growing

literature on the politics of reform. As economists, we are primarily

concerned with resource allocation, efficiency, and equity. At the

same time we believe it is no less important to describe the political

environment surrounding the Wisconsin reform aiid.thereby contributeto-

an understanding of the Antended policy goals.-
2 3

Such a review re -.

quires us to examine the entire reform paCkage as well as the edu-

cational financing provisions.

We begin with .a brief chronology of the events. The descrip-

tion is then divided into a number of specific topics: the gestation

period of the refOrm, the role of surplus state funds, demands for

property tax relief, legislative compromise, educational interest

groups, and the role. of the court Lases. The final section identifies

the political elements of the Wisconsin reform ag compared to other

states.

23
We rely heavily on a Ph.D. dissertation (EducationalAd-

ministration, University of Wisconsin, by Terry Geske). The main
points are summarized in Terry G. Geske and-Richard A. RosmillE.r,
"The Politics of School Finance Reform in Wisconsin," Journal of
Educational Finance, 1:2 (Spring 1977), pp. 513-532.
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Chronology'
,

The chronology.of the Wisconsintschool finance reform shown

iri Figure 4 demOalstrates that,the gestation period for the final 1973:

,

Hreform began.lcingbefore-the court cases occurred. The Committee'of.

6

25 in 1965, the Tarr Task Force in 196Y-5----att the Kellett. ComMIssion

in 19T0 allsuggested more, equalization aid in one ;form or another.

v. ..,

.
All three groups opera'ted'under -a Republican7gover/ hor and legis-:''

.. -
. .

lature. 'The Kellett proposals were the most far-reaching, and it
. .

/

'

seems fair:t.O...say that had a Republican been elected in 1970 a plan'. .,..
.

for "school finance'reform would have been ready for consideration.

Several key political changes took place. 'A Democratic

governor took, office in -1970.and.the elections two years later

brOught a,huge DemOcratic majority in the Assembly. This,gave the

Democrats'a majority on the jOint financerZommittee despite the

publican hold on:the Senate. As the first 4-yea term governor;
)

..,

.

-Patrick Lucey did-not have to design the 1971 budget with an upcoming
,- -

,,

'election in mind. He did, howev'er, take advantage of a program budget

-

.

.

approadh adopted in the mid-1960s that assumed some policy decisions

would be made an integral- of the budget this route

.some.property tax reforms. were obtained during his first budget

,,.,biennium, and an unsuccessful attempt was .made to improve school

equalizatioh aid by placing employers' c'ontr'ibutions to teacher

:benefits: in the .shared cost category.

,The-Serrano decision added new impetug t.,9 the view that school

finance legislation thouldhelP bring about more equitable property

taxation. This led Lucey to create still another group, a task force
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1965 -- Committee. of 25 reviews the 1949 sChoal-aid ,formula. It concludes that the
present school aid formula is adequate and the emphasis'On'equalizatiqn and

,
school. district reorganization should continue. .

. t.-
. ,

. . ..- .

19697-- Tarr task force celocal government finance finds the ,current school aid
iformula is responsive to-constitutional and statutnry'criteria. Statel,aiOs

for spending above,170mills, which was found to benefit primarily wealthy

.-
pistricts, -should be stopped but-flat grants should be maintained.

.

.
. ...

-1970 -- Kellett'Commission on Education proposes freezing flat grant amounts, in-
cluding income in the,.formula to determine equalization;and raising the

---State share of support for education from:30 to 40 percent.

Deliocrat atritk Lucey elected to Wisconsin's first 4-year governorship
replacing the'retiringRepublican 'governor, Warren Knowles.

.:

1971 -- Complete revisionof the state shared tax formula occurs.
..

..,--Expansion,of the Homestead Credit program to include .all poor as well_as
the aged takes place.

.

. G(..rernor fails in attempt to place teacher retirement benefits in shar00;°%1*0ed cost
category. State continues to pay 100 percent.

4

-- Serrano, ,ehe California school finance case, is decidedm-August.

.in November, GovernorLucey'states intention to'create.a Task Foixe on
Educational4Financing and Property Tax Reform.'

1972 -- FrOwJanuary to December. the task force deliberates.
. :

.

-- In August..the state teachers association becomes vocal and active in the
..

task force. '

.
- - By November and December the magnitude.of the expected budget Surplus is

turning out to be greater than'expected:
.

- --...'In the' NoveMber election, Democrats gain,a 62-37 advantage in the assembly
but RePUblicans maiatAin a 13-15-inajority in the senate. Democrats have
an:876 majority on the Joint Finance Committee. , - .

.

' 1973 "January. Governor's Budget and Finance Policy Proposals are. presented.'

February 1. Task force report is 'published. ..
_ :.

The governor's budget proposal adheres to the'task force,
recommendation. The major change is the,inclusion of teacher
benefits and capital outlay-in the shared cost category.

, .

'March 21. Rodriguez,.the Texas school finance, case, is decided.

May 1: Joint Finance Committee submits the budget bill to 'the'

assembly. ChangeS phase-in period, from 3 to 10 years.
. .

May 10.. . The assembly passes.the bill 55-43.
,

May 17. Thn senatevotes nonconcurrence. The conference committee*
is:established.

June.12-19. he'zovernor andDemocrats on the conference committee initiate
tax and achOol.finance dompr.dinise proposals:
- Manufacturing and equipment property tax exemption
-Increase in the personal property, tax exemption
-Delay negative aid payment! until 1975=77
- Raise primary shared cose.ceilinifomil07Jto 110 percent
Eliminate the requirement that all schobl districts
reorganize into K=1Zdistricts..

. June 29.. Conferees reach tentative aeeement on the budget.
h ..

July 17. Senate rejects the on a to 10 vote. .

. .-

July .22. 'Senate reconsiders but again rejects.the budget report on.
'14-13 vote.

,. .
.

July 24. Senate passes budget report 18 to 15. Five Republicans vote
. ... for the budget, 2 Democrats do. not. ..-

. ...0
,

August 2. Governot.Luceysigns budget-ifitb Jail. ^ :,':
,

- ,. -.. .,



to make recommendations for school finance reform. This time Lucey

fully exploited the program policy budget approach by including

dozens of-policy decisions in-the 1973-75 budget bill. :School finance

reform was prominent, drawing heavily on the work of the task force

whose report appeared early in 1971. Although the Rodriguez decision.
.

came shortly afterwards, it seemed to have had little or no effect

on the budget bill approved by the joint finance committee five

weeks later.

As it. worked out,-few provisions in Lucey 's education reform

package,were sacrificed,,although a longer delay in its implementation

was gained by opponents. Where concessions had to be made, the

governor.and the Democrats preferred to accommodate on tax issues.

Shaping the Reform

Rather than giving a blow7by-blow account o

the school reform law, we want to highlight several

These include: the for increased revenue when

reform, the role of property tax relief, the effett

interest groups, compromise on and packaging of the

the role of .the court cases.

the pasSage of

a

areas of interest.

Implementing

of education

program, and

The Ease of Financing the Reform. How to .raise the sub-

--
stantial amount of state,revenue necessary to provide local tax

relief never. became an issue. In. addition to the propitious appear-

ante of $170 million in federal revenue sharing funds, a dramatic- .

upsurge in the state's economy resulted in a state surplus of-$138

-thillion,in June'1973 and led to an anticipated tax growth of $573
7



million for the upcoming 1973-75 biennium. -This eliminated the need

for new taxes, and the extra revenue made it possible to minimize the

number-of school diStricts that would lose funds despite substantial

increases in-aid tolow wealth districts.- Initially only 28 of 436

school districts were to have paid negative aids of.$23.3 million to

the state treasury over the biennium, but compromise measures further
'

reduced the number of loser)districts. The large influx_of funds also

enabled the goveinor't6 place the teacher Social security and retire-
.

ment benefits, then financed by the state, into the shared cost cate-

gory. These flat grants -cost $60 million a year. The Task Force on

Educational Financing and Property Tax Reform had considered this,

Option but believed the number-of loser districts could be held

down by simply keeping local costs aa minimum.

Since some of the revenue windfall was not fully realized

until well after the-legislative sessions began, additional millions

ofdollars became available for compromise. This helpedMake it

.possible,togive long desired business tax concessions to the

Republican-controlled Senate, not at the expense of-other policies(

but simply as ,a part of the total budget package. This concession-

helped assure passage of the school finance reform.

Property and Other' Forms of Tax Relief. The school 'finance

court cases focused. property tax concern on school finance. The

political system then used the various federal and state court mandates

to highlight the source of the problem, the property tax. By early

1972, taxpayer protests in Wisconsin becade more organized, especially

in the rural areas. Several townships voted to withhold property tax
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revenues to schools by placing the funds in escrow' as a protest

against rising property-taxes..

The publicity of these ,actions undoubtedly influenced the

task force's initial deliberations. One member; the Department of

Administration Secretary, proposed that 95 percent of educational-

.,

costs be financed by a statewide property tax in 1972-73, the saM

'provided should be held constant in future-years, and other state

taxes-:ahould,be used to provide anyadditional:revenues needed. The
--

task force' eventually recommended.that the local portion ofall edu7:

cational expenditures be reduced to the amount ;raised by a 15 mill'

levy. This represented a 5 -mill reduction. Although the governor

refused to make this 15 mill index part of the faw, the increased

funding accompanying reform actually did reduce property tax rates

to, this level during the first year. ThroUghout the life of the

task force and during the legislative session, the governor.and his

advisors insisted on some -form of strict cost controls; first,, a 5

percent limit'to annual cost increases, then stretched.to7 percent

,

the budget bill, and finally set at $55 in the law. Republicans

in the-leg is la tur e -Wer e-f ore ed-to-accept_oOstLOontrOis _but._1.n an

o

effort to ensure, property tax relief theyjought for_direCt property

tax relief' paythents. In fact, $128 of the $521 million identified

.

for property tax relief in the governor budget .over the mekt----,;=N

biennium was targeted for direct property tax relief: $13 .

to the Homestead Credit program, $75 million for. General Property'

Tax Relief, and $20 million for Personal Property Tax Relief. Non-

property taxes were also reduced.. The manufacturing and machinery



exemption totaleck$605 million over the:biennium, individual

income tax

income .tax

reductions equaled $26.4' million, and a new corporate

credit was worth $16 million.

Education Interest Groups. Little consensus or unity existed

among edUcation interest, groups. The state teachers association, the

'Wisconeia Education Association (WEA), was the strongest and most

vocal group, and it vigorously attacked the governor's task force for

concentrating on property tax relief while ignoring the issue of

educational opportunity The Organizations representing school

boards and school district,. administrators weakly opposed most reform

measures'because a few member districts were adversely'affected.

Packaging and Compromise. Because school aids are part of the

general budget bill, it'ls difficult to determine what is "packaged"

7
. ,.

y with school aide_and where compromise took place.- School aids shoUld
.

,

://- definitely be-considered,part of tile property, tax relief package.
.

./

These aids competed for the' same pool of funds as other. tax
_

I
. .."

/ programs. n additiOn to.the tax and revenue-meastares already
. .

l. .thentioned, the-state assumption-of $118 million in-CoUnty:health.
.,..

and.welfare costs can be_considered another element,of.,the package.

The school reformrpaCkage faced pressure to comprothise from

wo.groupsrfrom Democrats' representing distriCts that. would lose

fundsand :from Republidans generally. The.DemoCiatic opposition,

wOrking.through the joint finance committee early.-in the session,

gained an-extended'phase-41n for .negative aids and changes in the

method of fin'ancingtcapital experiditures. iJ



The ten year phase-in represented the biggest change in the

School reformackage. The task force recommended two years and. the

governor asked for three years in the budget bill. In an apparent

effort to mollify Democratic districts that would lose, school aid,

the Democrat-controlled joint finange committee 4nstituted the ten

year transition before the bill' even got- to the Assembly. As a

o consequence, only four districts hadto give .up aid,iand the total

amount was only $1.4 million for the1973.-75 biennium The phase-in

. .

was'.similar to the 10percent per yearhold-harmless clause of the

1971 shared tax change that'has since been incorporated into several

vi other laws. Both the, governor and.the task force wanted 'debt service

. -
and capital outlay included,as shared costs and tied to.provisions

requiring approval by the Department of Public Instruction for school

construction. The joint finance committee' decided, to limit the

-
.aidable debt service costs.to $100 instead, knowing that the state

average was $125-per pupil and likely to rise in subsequent.years.

Presuming.future,building plans were not changed by the formula;- the

$100, limitation saved- $20 million per year.- The'requireMent to have

state approval for new construction was attacked, -as 'a bludgeon tO
t

force school district consolidation. The combined efforts Of the

School board and district adminittrators associations were influential

- .

in blocking the state approval provision.

Compromise with-Republicans'took place primarily in the

conference committee following senate defeat of the budget bill. The

proposed machinery and equipment exemption was linked directly to

school finance and is generally credited with breaking the log jam.



.Businesses in the distiicts that would lose school aid applied con-

. . ,

siaerable pressure. Democrats again preferred delay in implementing
. .

the school, aids Tackage by weakening the negative aid provision; as

a result negative aid payments were postponed until the 1976-77 school

_

year.. The Republicans saw thia as a benefit since they now had -one

chance at the governorship in 1974 .and two chances (1974 and 1976)

to gain assembly control prior to implementation of negative aids.

Republicans succeeded on.loCal control issues by eliminafing the

requirement that all school districts reorganize into K -12 districts,

by 1975 and by increasing the primary shared cost ceiling from 107
0

percent of. the state average to 110 percent.

Similarities and Differences in Reform: Wisconsin and Other States

A conventional wisdom has arisen regarding the politics pf.

school finance reform,: and is characterized by the following.assump

tions. The state generally assumes more, responsibility for bringing

low expenditure districts "up t! to higher expenditure levels.by sub

stituting broad -based state taxes for local property taxes.,'Reform

is intimately tied to property tax relief: New or expanded equali-
.

zatiOn expenditures are' almost always.associated with a rise in

available state revenues. A strong coalition of education interest

groups is needed.

Itis evident from our description of the politics of reform

.

in. Wisconsin that these characterizations are not accurate. Greater

assumption of state responsibility and equalization on a rising tide

of state revenue-aptly fit the Wisconsin.. situation. :Merely redis-

tributing,reVenue would result in too'zmany:loaer districts and too



much opposition, regardless of party lines. Increased aid was linked

to property tax relief rather than improving educational quality by

raising educational expenditUres. Moreover, spending restrictions

circumscribed the'ability of low spending districts to catch up by

ncreasing their spending. Finally,. as in moSt-States experiencing

substantial reform, the sestatiOn period began long before the

Serrano court case.

The packiging of the school aid reforM is similar to other

reform "states. LikeMaine:and Tilinois 7
tax relief was an integral.,

part of the:reform. . Greater, assumption local welfare costs` by

the state, as in KansaS, accompanied the school finance package.i

Support and repeal of tax measures. unrelated to education -took

as in Maine, California, and Kansas..

The Wisconsin experience diverges on other points. Fduca-
,

tional interest groups were remarkably fragmented. The state .teachers

organization first wanted full state lunding but then supported the
,

.

power equalization provisions. Representatives of schpol boards and
.7.-

district administrators oppOsed power eqdalization. The latter two

.groups split on the issue of school district consolidation. The

positive and vocal support for reform from the teacherg organization.

contrasts sharply with the opposition to, reform exhibited by the

teachers Texas------

-Consistent, demanding, and unified-efforts to reformsthool--

'finance came from the governor and Democratic legislators. The

situation is similar to Minnesota where leadership came from. the

State-level political systei rather than educational.interest groups,
.



and it differs dramatically from the foot-dragging legislative initi-

atives in Texas, Massachusetts, Kansas, and California. Instead of a

court' case similar to Serrano II, which challenges the adequacyof

California's response to a4'reform mandate, Wisconsin's Supreile Couit

has circumscribed. the Wisconsin reform foi. some time to come.

VI. .OUTLINE FOR THE EMPIRICAL STUDY OF THE WISCONSIN REFORM

This short section describes the criteria for evaluation,

methodology, and data for the ensuingempirical.analysis. A full

description of the data is reserved for'the Appendix.
.

Criteria. for Evaluation

Our empirical examination follows the goals of the efoiuk.

during'its political evolution and generally' acceptable notions of

what school finance reform ought to involve.

Ensuring across-the7board property tax relief, narrowing the

interdistrict dispeisiOn of educational expenditures, raising. the

:,minimum educational standards, holding

local control overtax and expenditure

down costs, and maintaining

decisions clearly emerge as

the dominant goals. As noted earlier,' however, these goals often

conflict with one another. Equalization canmean restrictionson local:/

taxation and-state control of expenditures, thereby conflicting with

local control; propertytax relief conflicts-with raising eduCational

standards. Moreoveri'the ,instruments used cause 0-roblems. Cost
: .

controls as constructed in Wisconsin ensure property tax relief but

inhibit the narrowing of the interdistrict-expenditure dispersion and

also circumscribe local control. Negative aids also reduce. local
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control while tax relief enhances it. Assessing the extent to which

the tigoals and instruments impinge upon each other is a difficul task.

Considerations of economic efficiency aside, school finance

reform is usually dominated by notions of equity. Pfesumbly, certain

groups of people should'benefit: those living in low tax base dis-
,

tricts, those who face the highest taxes, those with in-

,

comes, and so.on. The ensuing empirical analysis will:show that these

'groups were usually disadvantaged prior to the reform in Wisconsin.'

We must-deterMine how' much their situatidh-improved because if the

reform. This leads to a' series of related que t
/
ions.. What s the

.

u
i ..,

,apIJropriate measure of the effects of the reform and its associated

' / . I '-

,

legislatibn? Is it the increase in eXpenditures,.the increase.in.

, .

/ I

state aid, or the change in the tax rate? Is the increase e t.dt-

/ ..

,

fined as a percentage change orthe.d011ar change? Or sho ld we be,

concerned only with the post reform levels of -'expenditures and state
/

aid?.

/

While the.ultimate benefits of school finance reform should
, 4

/f

be reflected in student achievement,./and over longer Per iods:in the
-

.

.

improved life_chances of/Students, we haVe had to be content with

/
. .-

presuming that larger expenditures,benefit students., W have also .

assumed that a. dollar expenditure. in' urban areas has the same value

as ;an expenditure yin rural areas. The limited scope of this study

as the Unavailability of needed data dictate both these
- _ _

assumptions.
n -

As in. most other studies, we 'rely on averages for individual

school districts. Though we can estimate the effeCts on districts



with different characteristics, such as property wealth or income,

the .data do not allow:us to pinpoint the effects within school

districts on, for example, groups with high property wealth or
,

low family income.

Definition of School Finance_ Reform

The "reforms" examined in this study include not only the

permanent legislative changes embodied in Chapter 121 of the Laws

of Wisconsin- 1973, but also.subsequent amendmentS in 1975: Related

legislation contained in the 1973 and 1975.budgets, reflected in.

Section 550, Chapter 90, Laws.ofiaSconsin-1973 and- Sections 608-610,

Chapter 39, Laws of Wisconsin 1975 dare also examinLd. It is our

hope to capture. the full dimensions, of the "reform" through 1975-76.

Methodology and Presentation of the Data

Our presentation of the empirical data does not try to gloss

over the complex problems encountered when evaluating. legislation

with multiple and often conflicting goals. The statistical concepts

are simple and have been chosen to portray accurately the overall

postreform situation. 4 the same.time, they downplay extreme,'

situations- that so often, dominate the literature.

Several matters of cencernin thedata presentation should

be noted. When possible' the data were collected for the school years

1972 -73, the year preceding the reform, 'and 1975776, the most recent

year.__for___which data were available. Related noneducation data were

obtained for calendar years 1972 and 1975. The three-year span.was

chosen over a one-year pre- and postreform analysis so as o reflect



more 'fully how school district voters'and administrators,reacted to

the changed incentives provided by tke reform. One disadvantage of

this method is that` other variables, not related to the'reforM,-Such

as changing enrollments, rising property values, or noneducation,

finande, also, produce' changes in variables that are of interest.

This serves toundercut somewhat the ceteris paribus analysis we

want to undertake. However,we have controlled for these changes

to some extent.

Other important data on the"characteristics of school

districts were available only from the 1970 census. This does not

create a serious problem in our evaluation because socioeconomic

conditions do not change rapidly and do not usually affect districts

'differently over relatively short periods, such as ,the three year

period we have selected.

All data have been weighted by school district enrollments in

the calculation'of our various measures. This has the effect of making

students rather than school districts the unit of observation. We

found no plausible reason within the goals of this study for giving a

small, school districts the same level of importance as large districts..

This is not to deny that good reasons may exist for using unweighted

data in expenditure functions and behavioral studies of 'school dis-

,

tricts.
24

Section VIII describes the statewide impact of the 1973

reform. The major tables ,follow essentially the same format,. For

each of the'Viriables of-interestwe-present -thelmeans,:and_mdj.ans,

\

24Our results differ from those of others because we used

enrollment weighted school district data.
.
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, as well as several measures of dispersion or variation (standard

deviation, coefficient of variation, etc.)." These measures give an

indication of,the distributions and changes in theM!Over.tiMe. We

show several measures of diapersionsince no single measure of dis-

persion can usually describe accurately all changes that are taking

place, By presenting the data for 1972-73 and 1975-76 together,

changes in their levels and distributions can,i)e readily compared.

.The questiOnof who benefited from the reform is taken up

n SectiOn VIII. k-comparable formatessentially cross tabulations17-

is used.for several major tables., Based on the average characteristics

of their districts, pupils are assigned to one of five equal-ized

groups or quintiles, depending successively on the property wealth,

tax rate, or income of the districts from which the pupils come. For-,

each variable, the table entry gives the 1972-73 mean for pupils in

each quintile, the 1975-76 mean for pupils in each 1972-73 quintile,

difftrences in the-means, and percent increases in the means. This

allows the reader to-determine, for example, how state aid received

by students in the lowest income-quintile changed.over the three

years subseqdent to the reform.

The same approach is extended to examine -the interplay

between-twovariables. For example, students are categorized by

two variables instead of one: their school district's tax rate

quintile'(a measure of effor!.:) and their district's property- tax

base,quintile(in the: absence of state aid, a measure of the ability

to pay). This approach allows the identification of interactions

not evident in one-way classifications.



Section IX is devoteobto an examination of the program effects

of the reform and!its associated legisl;lon.. This includes con-
.

sideration of negative aids and transition feature's, cost controls,

nonshared costs, and the 13 minimum.educational standards. Similar

presentations of the dataare used here.

We. have attempted to demonstrate the effectsof the. reform

in a way that can be readily comprehended by readers. For.this

reason we purposely avoided the use of regression analysis.. Our use

of cross tabulations makes the presentation somewhat longer but we

,.. .

.

hope more informative.
.

In subsequent. work we plan to'use regresSi-on
e

. .
.

analysis to explore in more detail Wisconsin's school finance reform.

The Data

Elementary diStricts and the union high schools whose-

boundaries contained these-districts have been treated as-if they

were single K-12. spool districts, since elementary- districts,belong

to a single union high sdho61 in Wisconsin. This reduces the total .

number of. school districts in the state from 436*to 381. Census data

were absent for five small- school districts totaling only.1,141

students--a little more than one-tenth of 1 percent. of thestate's

entire enrollment. All other data were available, for

districts. By-collecting data for all districts, problems with

sampling-and. statistical_confidence are avoided, resulting in

simplified analysis and. presentation of the data:.

More than 20 variables were collected foi both 1972-73 and

1975-76.: The census data provided 16 more variables.' Transformations

and combinations of variables extended the data base. In addition,.

160 1 6
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noneducation data were collected for alltof Wisconsin's 1,-870 units
. .

of local government--16 variables for 1972-73 and 29 variables for.
a.

.1975-76. Using the prdperty value-weigbting mechanism _that deter-.
'

-1 -

mines a localiy,s4.ahare of-the scyool budget,,we'aggre-'

gated the noneducation data into the respective schooi di'tricts..
While this procedure be misleading in a few instances,.it is

certainly more accurate, especially for rural areas, than choosing -
0

....

,the school district's princ±pal locality and assignin.thpae data

to represent the entire school district.

We are indebted to Wisconainls Department of Publicanstruc-.
,.

-7 -
tian'and-legartme t of Revenue, and to the University of Wiscon'Sin-

,, ., :
. .

i -- ,

Tesdarchsand Deve opment Center for Cognitive Learning for prqviding
,

1.

P ..datw.in:both pliblished and uppublished_forms:._ -- _

A more complete descriptiOns.of the data and their-source-S-1A

In. the =Appendix.
s.: e.

a VII OVERALL EFFECTS

)
. .

6'',.This-sectiOnpresen.ts the findings on . e overall of
.,

,.- ,
-

.;-

the school finance reform legiSlatiofi, and It is followed by another

section that degt.r.ilbes in more' detail how. different kinds of school

districts have been affected. The section begins with a description

of .the general setting'in-which these. overall effects occurred and.

then proceeds to. examine these effects.

°

General:
.

I

The. setting for our examination of the overall effect for'

tge 1972-73 thrtugh 1975-76 period. is characterized by a leveling-

G

.

it
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' .

.

off,,of elementary- secondary enrcilIments,-rapid increases in property

,-,.___L__,--' .... .
.

values associated-With economy-rwide inflation, and a refashioning-of
/ te 1.,- .. .

. _. . ,
sta.te7lopl'Ti 1.relatIOnshipe.by'the state government, as'shown-in

x;

AAP

'Table 3.*

TABLE 3

PROFILE OF NONEPUCATION FACTORS AFFECTING 'SCHOOL FINANCE

Line

Average
Values'

1.-Enrollment (pupils per school district)
1972-73 2,509

1975 -76 '2,399

2. Property values (per.pupil)
1972-73 *

1975-76
>,f_

3. Total-local tax rate (mills)
1972-73 28.43

1975-76 21.69

$ 38,115.
. 53,658

. Noneducation state aid (per capita),
a. Equalizing aid

1972-73. $ 37

1975-76 .:
56

b. Categorfca aid (per capita)
1972-73 - $ 126

1975-76 . 187

5. Total local revenue,(per'c4ita)
1972-73

. 1975 -76

61 Median family income-.
1969
ti

$245
241-'

I

$ 1.0,034
_,

_

Average school enrollments (line 1) dropped slightly, with a

ro

mean enrollment of 2509'in 1972 -73 as contrasted'to 2399 in. 1975-76.

,(The median enrollment was also -stable, from 1310 to 1217. The median

162 1 6":1
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is much lower than the mean because it is unaffected by the rather

few large-enrollment.school districts.) This is a' marked contrast

to steady and sharp enrollment increases characteristic over the -

/-
previous two detades.

/ -

Average property value per student (line 0) jumped by about

40 percenti from $38,115to $53-,658, ,due to a variety of reasons that

25
need not-be-explored.here:,---This increase meant that even with un-

changed local laxrates, .total local revenues as well as school

revenues would have increased rapidly. Actually, the state increased

its aid to localities so that the total local tax rate (line,3) fell'

Increases:- both_

noneducation.state aid and school aid made this decrease possible.

Althqugh both equalizing and categorical aids increased sharply (line

. 4a and 4b), the bulk of the absolute Increase in noneducation aid came
e

from categorical aids. ;These increases--and their reflection in lower

tax rates- permitted a slight decline...zim average (mean) totWlocally-
,

raised revenue per capita (line 5), from $245 to $241.. In short,
0 .

substantial property tax relief provided by Increased noneducati.an

state aid led.to a highly favorable.fiscal climate for local govern-

merit § .

c
Finally, we show median family income. (line 6) for 1969, the

most recent year for which such data were available. This datum pro-

vides another dimension of ability to ,pay. Family income also reflects

in a general way some of the nonschool, nonfinance characteristics of

districts froin which the students come.

25
Included.are inflation-induced rises in property values,

more frequent changes in assessments; and improved assessment pro-
cedares.

, 1 6
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School Costs

The broad dimensions of changes in school costs are revealed

in Table. 4, which, compares costs in 1972-73 with _those _in 1975-76.

TABLE 4

SCHOOL FINANCE gOSTg PER PUPIL, 1972-73 AND 1975-76

Percentage
1972-73 .1975-76 - Change

:Net operating costs
(comparable data for both years). $ 956* $1312 37%

Net operating. scosts ,.

(noncompgrable data) 891 1312 48
,--

NonoperatingcostO 140 149 5

----Total school costs 1096 1461 34

Shared costs** 891 1412': 58

*Includes teacher social security and retirement which ij

Were funded by the .state in a different budget category in
1972-73.

- 1

**Same.ds. net operating costs in 1972-Z3; includes the 1/
7 first $100 of nonoperatint costs. in 1975-76: : 1/

;s
.//

..---

. /

..°
.

*., -
lUi

----_, .
if

Several: changes deserve comment. First,; net operating costs on a

comparable basis rose from $956'p per pupil in 1972-73 to 11312 in

1975-76;trie $956 figure includes teacher social security grid re-
.

tirement costs which were not considered part of net operating costs
I

until 1973-74. Henceforth, the $956 figure' is used as a
1

ibasis for

comparison of net operating costs. TheHincrease of 37 percent*s

somewhat less than the increase in.potential local tax revenue, as

-
reflected 'by the 41 percent rise in property wealth shown
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Table 'Second, rionoperating costsremained constant

during the period, rising from $140 to $149 per pupil, Third,total

school costs Increased from $1096 perp4i1:to $1461 per pupil, foi-

.a 34 percent increase. However, shared costs.rose much more - -by

58 percent.

The way net operating costs were funded, shown in panel A of

Table 5, also shifted drama2R d'ally during this perio, largely as a

result of the school finance-reform. Absolute:increases in federal

support and state categorical aid were negligible. The big increase

came in state equalization aid where the flat aid of 1972-73 was

converted into equalization aid and heavily augmented by the state's

decision to increase its total aid'from 30 to 40 percent of costs.

Local sources provided a smaller increase--$141--equivalent to 40

percent of the overall increase.

Additional perspective on these changes is provided in

panel B of.Table 57 Total school costs, as already noted in Table

4; rose by 34 percent, less than the 37 percent increase in net.

operating. costs. The greater' broadness: :of the definition of net

m
Operating costs by-1975-76 accounts for the larger percentage in-

crease for net operating costs. While, this difference'is not

.

large, it doessuggest the need for caution in evaluating the

various claims made for .school finance reform.

School Finance Changes

Given this backgrOund, we turn now to appraise the effects

of the school finance reform We firSt examine changes in the local

.0"
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TABLE 5

NET OPERATING COSTS AND TOTAL EDUCATIONAL COSTS PER PUPIL,
1972-73 AND 1975-76

A. Net: Operating Costs Per Pupil

1972-73 1975-76
Change

Absolute Percentage

Federal aid

State aid

$ 43

-354

$ 58

554

+15

+20

+35%

+.56,

Flat aid 76 0 -76 __

Equalization aid* 170 489- . +319 +188
Categorical.aid 43 65 +22 r=454

Social security-retirement 65 '0 -65 ...._ ,

Local sources 559.- 700 -1441 +25

Total
.
net operating-costs_ -

956 1312 +356 +37

B. Total Educational Costs Per Pupil
Pd±Centage
.Change In
Total.CostsNet-e1) Other

Total.
Costs Net Op Other

Total
Costs

Federal aid 43 43 58 58 -. 35%-

St4fte did 354* 354' 554. 38*** 592 67

Local source 559 140** 699 700 111****: 811"- 15

Totals. ."956_:- -140 1096 J312 149 1461 : 34

Total edUcational costs 1096 1461 . 34

e

*Includes.$.65 for social security. and teacher retirement from'
. ,

separate nondducation budget for 1972-73.

**Nonoperatlng costs.

. / ***State share of nonoperating costs up to $100 of nonoperating
'costs are considered part of shared costs in1975-76.

****Local.nonoperating'posts over:$100 plus local share .of up to-
/$100 nonoperating costs-7the amount not paid by state funding



achool 'tax. rate. These changes reflct the extent-to which property

tax relief,aprincipal factor motivating-the reform, was provided.

Next, we examine changes in the level. and dispersion of net oper7

sting costs, sources of revenue, total state, aid and its components,

and locally raised school revenue.

," 8
-We present-a variety of measures. to .describe the effects.of.

the-school'reform legislation. For an'indication of the changing

average leliels of different variables, we show mean,and median

values; the-Means and medians are'generally similar except for

ttibutions that are heaVily\skeweth The dispersion-around the -

average pf these different variables is reflected-by several dif- ,

ferent measures which together\ provide more complete information

than is reflected in any singl measure of dispersion. The standard

deviation is a measure of the absolute dispersion\around the mean;

The coefficient of variation is a measure of relative dispersion
\ .

obtained by,dividing the standard deviation by the mean. The inter-

quartile disparity index is found by dividing the value for the 75th

percentile by that for the 25th percentile and may also be considered

a measure of relative dispersion. The upper-lowertail' disparity

index, as we label it, is found by dividing the-value for the 95th

percentile by that -for the 5th percefitile.

Local School Tax Rate

The amount of propetty taR relief provided through school

finance reform is reflected by reductions in the local school tax



TABLE 6*

PROFILE OF SCHOOL FINANCE CHANGES AND THEIR EFFECTS

Standard

Mean Median Deviation

(1) . (2) (3), ,

1. Local school tax rate (mills)

1972-73 20.21 20,00 .2.68

1975-76 15.21 14.75 2.71

2, Net :operating costs (per pupil)

1912 -13 956 ,

1975-76 1312
...,

.

cr,
xt 3. Total state aid (per pupil)

1972-73* 354

1975-76 592

a. Categorical aid (Per pupil)

941 120

1290 167

334 126

628 181

Coefficient

. of 75th /25th 95th /5th

VariatiOn Percentile Percentile -Range

(4) (5) (6): (7)

.132

.180

.126

.127

,

.358

.305 ,

1972-73 43 42 ° 14 .322

1975-76 65 62 '26 .403

,

b. Flat grantiid (per pupil)

1972-73 , . 76 --76"- 1 .013

.c; Total equalization aid (per pupil)

1972-73 170 139 126. .742

.1975-76' 527 533 180 , 342

4; Locally raised,school'revenue (per pupil)**

1972-73 700 703 ,; .. 214' .305

1975-76 811 770 ,', 295 .363

1.22 1,53 5,7-29,0

1.26 1.15 3,7-22.0

1.23 1.42 670-1581

1.22 1.42 930-1970

--

1.77 3.15 '138-867

1.41 3.60 80-1085

1.62 2,85 6-174

1.88 4.04 19-127

1.01 1.02. 33 -80

3,34. -- 0-659

.1;41 --4 4;76 0 -1048
.

1.20' 2.94 100 -1720

1.46 3.44. '233-2147

*This total includes the $65 cost of social security and.teaCher retirement

* *These figures reflect local revenues to support total educational costs, not just net

operating costs;
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I

rate (Table 6, line 1 . The average rate droiSped.5 mills, from .

-
20.21 to 15.21,mills. This compares with a reduction o

1

f almost 7

mills (from 28.43 to 21:69 mills)-it the overall_local tax rate

a decrease resulting from the fall in both school and

tax rates.

nonschodi

The dispersion in local school tax rates oveil this period

remained about the same as reflected by the standard
I

deviation

(col. 3), but it rose as measured by the coefficient of variation

if(col. 4). This reflects_ the sensitivity of the coe of

variation to extreme values, and it contrasts withithe interquartile

range (col. 5) which shows no change._ Onthe other hand, dispari-
I

tiesappear in col. 6.. It appears then that itcrLsed state funding

ce l.

_

for:education reduced schoo' taxrates by an equa absolute amount

r
except at the upper and lower tails of the tax-rate distributions.

The relative dispersion appears to have increased but the evidence,

is by no means clear on this point.

Net Operating Costs

$1312 per pupil in the space of three years

Net operating-costs, as already noted, "rose from $956 to

(li(ne 2). But, rather

than observing a reduction in thedispersion-Hone of the aims' of the

reformLlegislation7-we see that' the absolute_ dispersion rose,.as
i

reflected by the standard deviation'. The -relative dispersion re-
_

mained unchanged, as shown by the.coefficient of variation. This

comes as something of a surprise, given the view that power-equal-

ization, through reducing the impact of wealth differences, would'
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to have had some effect in narrowing expenditure differ-

ences. However, no such effect is observed, as shown by the ratios

of the 75th to 25th percentile and the 95th to. 5th percentile.

Major Sources of Revenue

There are three principal sources for the funding of per

pupil net operating costs: federal aid, state aid, and the local

.share. Federal aid to.local school districts (not:shown-separately

in Table 6) was of relatively minor consequence, accounting for about

5 percent of net operating ,costs in 1972-73 and 4 percent in 1975-76.

It dispersion-changed little over the period, but even if it had

changed significantly there could hardly have been much of any

overall redistributive affect.

Total state aid per pupil (line*3) rose from 37 to 42 per-.

scent of net operating costs. It might have been expected.to be

distributed less equally after the reform, owing to the elimination --

" of flat aids- Countering this tendency was a rise in the guaranteed

valuation which made many more above-average wealth districts eligible

for equalization aid. Although absolute differences as measured by

the standard 'aeviation did rise, the relative dispersion as measured,

by the coefficient of variation and the interquartile range actually

decreased. However, the range and upper-lower tail disparity rose..

To summarize, it appears that districts whose aid was minor in 1972-

73 experienced the largest percentage gains in state aid; and high

aid districts fared even better.

---
Locally raised educatibn_revenue (line 4) to finance net

operating costs rose by only 16 percent with the dispersion



increasing by. the absolute amount of the increase. The measures of
?

relative dispersion also rise, as might be expected, because in-

creased stateaid made-it possible for istricts raising small

amounts of revenue to hold the line on their own increases.

What do we conclude thus far? Though operating costs rose

considerably, the relative dispersion of net operating 'costs showed

no change of any consequence. State aid became more equally dis-
,

ttibuted, while locally raised revenue became in offsetting fashion

more unequally distributed, as might be expected. This calls for a

furtlier exploration of the components of state aid.

Major Components of State Aid

The major components of state aid can be divided into equal-

4ization aid and none alization aid. Consider the latter first,
.

-e"

Categorical state aid (line 3a), including its aid to handicapped

children, :showed an increase in dispersion, but its average increase

from $43 to $65 per pupil .makes it relatively unimpOrtant in explain-

ing changes in total state aid. (Telcher retirement benefits and

employers' contributions to social securaremot shown In Table 6.

They were shifted Into the shared cost category. after 1972-73,

'totaled $99 and each showed less dispersion than categorical aids.)

Flat aids (line 3b) provided in 1972 -.73 but discontinued thereafter

obVIously showed no change in dispersion. This aeaves us with equal-
.

ization aid (line 3c) which, as we observed before, displayed some-

what greater Ipolute dispersion but considerably less relative

dispersion in 1975-76 than in 1972-73. The maximum equalization

grant increased considerably. All of iheseate expectal\changes.
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Conclusion

if
This initial examination of the results of the school

finance reform indicates that it led to a sharp and significant

infusion of state funds into educational finance. This Was
.

accompanied by a 25 percent redaEfitinTinlocaleducation_tax rates.

Although net operating Costs per pupil rose substantially during the

period, the relative. dispersion of these costs remained u4changed.

The absolute dispersion of total statei;aid rose substantially, much

c--- ,1 , .

,more so than the dispersion of local revenue to finance operating

/

tosts.. 'The relative:dispersion of state aid decreased (because low
/

v,
i

r .

aid districts in 1972-71 had the-biggest percentage gains), While

that of local revenues increased./

VIII. DISTRIBUTIONAL'EFFECTS

Our preliminary conclusion that the school finance reform

had little effect, other than lowering property tax rates, must be

reserved until we see who benefited from"the refOrm. A probing,

assessment of its effects requires more than a cursory examination.

Instead, we must determine how different groups of,stUdents and tax-7.

payers were affected.,, Then We can see how the reform changed re

lationships intended to be changed and affected:other relationships'

that were not intended to be changed.

Three dimensions are of special interest. One is the changes

occurring for pupils classified by levels of property wealth where

,propertylwea th is assumed to show ability to pay. Another is the

r.

local school tax rate which reflects willingness to pay. A third

172



involves looking at the effects for students classified by average

family income, another important dimension of ability to pay... Ai}

0

examination. follows of the interaction of property wealth and edu---

cation tax rate.

The distiibutional effects for students are classified, into

quintile grouper for each of the key variables-r-property wealth; school

tax rate, and family income. This is done by afrayin the number of

district pupils by the average valftis from lowest'to h ghest for each
.

.

district. The effect on pupils as coMpared.to'diatricts can'be .

determined in.this way. The'array is_divIdedintofive groups, or

/ g

quintile's. The use of quintiles necessarily obsicures some of the

I

changes taking place-at the extremes, changes which have often re-

ceived undue attention in discussions of school finance reform. ,Wg

,

prefer to focus on
i

the broader effects of the refbrm.
J ,

I. I

How these effects were produced can be understood by exgmin-
,

ing an array of schobl-related 'data and noned cation data and .then

looking tor any 'important linkages amollgthesie interrelated data.

Property Wealth

, i

We have several expettations about the reform,and the changes
A

it-produced on the distribution'of pupils by property Wealth quintile.

.
1

Tirst,. we- expect differences in net
4operating costs across quintiles

.

. i .
.

.

,

to. e narrowed. Second, the inverse telationshig betwee-4 state aid.
. i

i

payments and property wealth levels should be heighien9d. Third, we
-

anticipate greater relative reductions in/school x rates for lower

property wealth quintileS. And finally,,when th other sourcesi.of



) I honeducation state aid available to provide overall tax rate re-

tions

rates..

r

are greater-, we expect smaller reductions in school tax

The basic data for this.sectiodappear.in Table 7 whiCh

presents information on variods aspects of finance for pupils classi-

tied by 1972-73 property wealth quintiles. 'Data on each of the vari-
,

atiles are Shown for both 1972 -73 and 197576 by the 1972 -73 property
,

wealth quintiles.
e

8

.8

'La

This mode .of -presentation helps to reveal not only

the distributioil effects of the school. finance reform butalso an

understanding of these changes and their causes.

By definition, mean property wealth (line AL? differs by

.

-
.

quintile when wealth is, used."as a ranking device, with the mean
. .

rising fromagmtA25,000-;to $53,000. By 1975776 avera-0.propertY
. ..;

. .
// .. .

.wealth had risen by.about 50:percent. The percentage increases in

wealth are inversely related to 1972-73 wealth levels, but the dollar
.

gains are mildly correlated with initial wealth levels. . As a conse-

quence considerable differences

quintiles.in1975-76.

iu.average weaith'reMainamong the
.J 4

Despite differences in "ability to pay" as-

property wealth, average net operating costs. (line

measured-by

A2) by property_

wealth quintil4 were much more equal in 1972-73 than average. ealth.

.Mhereas the ratio of property wealth in the :highest to lowei quin-

tile, exceeds 2; the similar ratio_ for net operating db'St,s,ris 1.14.
- . .

Ybre important, the
\

,absolute increases-1n net operating costs from
- , _

1972-73 to 1975-76erd'fairry, uniform26 .t4 a result, the'range of

26 ! '
The.subdtdntially higher enrollment aeCline in the. fourth

quintile, (line B5.)- Could accosintjor,,the'.1arger'costincrease in,the.
quintile since cost adjustMennrlag behind pnrolIemtn.deciities".



TABLE 7-

" WHO BENEFITED FROM THE REFORM: THE COMPOSITION OF
SCHOOL FINANCE AND PROPERTY WEALTH -

P

1972-73Distribution of Students by Quintiles
of4'Diitrict Property Wealth

1 Lowest Second' . Middle Fourth Highest.

Al. Property Wealth a)+ $24057. $33,050 $38030. $41,285 . $537680.'

(equalized valuation b) 15,982 16;538 19,.633. 15,881 20,678
per pupil) c) 40,939 49,588 57,60- 57,166 73,758

d) 64% 1' 50% .51% 38% 39%

A2. Net Operating Costs
(per pupil)

A3. State Aid
(per pupil)

Categorical Aid
(per pupil)

b. Equalizing Aid
(per pupil)

A4. Federal Aid
'(per pupil)

. .

A5: Localp(Loation Revenue
-'(per pupil)

a)

b)

c)

d)

a)

b)

c)

d)

a)

b)

c)

a)
b)

c)

d)

a)

b)

c)-

d)

a)

It)

.c)

d), -

A6. local School Tax Rate a)

,(mills) b) .

-,.......
f-------)\

F.. d)1/4,$<.,,,,,,

Bl. Total Local Retrenue 0
(bier Capita)/ .b) )

) , \....... "C) I

d).

B2. Noneducation State. Al. p
Eq4alizine ' /b)
(pier,capita) .c)

d)

.B3. Noneducation State,Aid-
,

Categorical**
(per capita)

B4. Total Local Tali
Rate***(mills)

B5. Enrollment

899
1;4356

55.
39%

464
312

776
67%

41
13

921
138

1,259
37%

348
304

652

.

340
1,285

36%

253.

290
543
-114%

36
.19

.55

53%

'40

'22
54 62
32% 55%

347
374

721
67%

44
13-

57
29%

458
99

551
21%

232
357,

589
153%

34
16

50
47%

608
92

700
15%

20.44 20,18
6..09 . 5.62

14.35 14.54,-.
-30%-28%

229
-1' -18

181. '211
. t- -8%

30 32
11 16

41 48

37% 50%

981
404

1;385
41%

231
348_,

'579.

150%

49
36

7-85

73%

142 -107
339 384

481 492
238% .358%

35 ' 62
.4t. 7 25

39 37
1.1% 40%

1,031
339-

1,365

146
252

398
172%

40
25.

65
,62%

,29".
289

319
l.996%

35

11
46

734 748 '956
129 111 133

863 859 1089
17% . 15% 14%-

19.31 21.38. 19.31
4.76 4.37 4.08

14.55 17.01 15.26
25% -20% -21%

275
=28.

247
-10%

28'
24

12
86%

-'263

8

271

36-
38

74 61
105% 11%

281

2924

55

133 ' 109 .152 118 '

45 64 40 . 79

178 173 192 197-
34% .59% -26% 67%.

z6.73/ 27.00 26.03 34.47
8.26 7.03 5.87 7.05

c),\.....4._.,-.,,,,.18,.47 19.98 20.16 27.42
d) -31% -26% -23% -20%

t

127
64

191

26.63
4.56

21.48
-18%

-1.4% - -3.6% , -1.5%_ -11.1% -1.9%

. : ,

+.
a=mean 19K2-73; b=dollar.increase;,-c=mean .1975-76; d=PetcentincreaSe:

'*thisfinCludes the-percentage of lv.riesand general properiytme.relief;
.

. , .

* *Includes all other sEale,aid.except-ai oted.in. ootnote a.

** *This_ is net. of general and personal 1) operty

75.

J

ry

n



net operating costs among the quintiles remained the same at roughly
-1 r

$130.
AA

Total state aid (line A3) in 1972-73 as inversely. related

to average property wealth, reflectingthe equalizing effects embodied
.

.in the prereform school finance legislation. OVer half of net oper-
-

ating 4osts for the lowest wealth quintile were paid,-by state aid, as

contrasted. to less than one-sixth for the highest-441th quintile.

HoweveF, the absolute increases in state aid over the period. were

roughly, constant. This preserved but slightly, reduced the prieexisting

inverse-relationship between averageoroperty wealth'and state aid.

(In a relative sense,. state aid became more.equalifed shown by the

pattern of percentage increases which cleax'ly favored wealthier dis-

tridts. However, it is the absolute differences that count,'and,these'

were not much, different after the reform.)
r.

We are-not certain about the exact causes of thiS pattern but

we will venture three possible explanations. First, per.pupil,property.

valFes grew faster in the low.weaitti quifitiles relative to wealthier

ones, implying some chanps in state aid distribution even in -the

4A4t

10*-

absence of leesldtive change. Second, and perhaps mdreAmportant,
4=1,

.

.

the decision to raise. the guarantee gives more equalization aid to

-,. districts and, aYso increases the nuniber of distriCts receiving equal-
-4

. . . _ , '. '

ization aid: That is, diStridts are poorer relative to the guaranteed

evaluation,-and. more districts are considered relatively poor.
27

After al

27
For example, *assume a prereform and postreforib-guarantee of

$75;000 and $100,000; respectively. A $75;000 per pupil district
would receive no Aidspriot tb:thereforM:and.25percept,ad afterward.

- Li.'50,000 district would haVe increaae-from'33 perCent
.

to 50 _percent. if



I

rf

the reform,. 96 percent of the pupils -were in districts below the

c-3

guarantee which was almost double the statewide average per pupil

property valuation'(see the negative aids section -in- Section IX).

Third., as a matter of definitiOt we did not. consider flat aids to be

equaliZation aid. Nevertheless, many-districts would havereceived-.

equalization aid (in amounts less than the flat aid level) if flat
.

"aid had snot' prior to the reform. Furthermore, by' freeing

up a,id previously alloCated to flat)aids (including teacher r'etire-

ment and social security paMents ipaid,by the state and valued at

$141 in-1972--see Table 5) , the gdarantee ltvel could "be

raised substantially without a new influx of state 'funds. On the .

.

- .

other.hand, districts. which lost flat aid. would°have benefited from
i

,

\

,the - increased guarantee, as noted above.
.

I
\:

We see here that, while state aid may have a larger equall-
,

zdtion compohenU, changes in. the definition of who qualifies for aid

. ,

and for .how much aidcan counteract the expected equtlizing effects
:

0

. s,6
-

of the fortula. A small foundation pi-bgrtm, even if poorly funded;

clgarly gives aid'only to thepoorest districts.. But the state'aid

fOrMula described in,
/

Table 7, which guarantees 96 percent of the-:

districts the same tax base, gives ''equalizlatioe aid to almost

every district.

Thettalance of net ope'rating costs came from-federal cate--
. $1 ...-- -, .

. , . . ..,...--

gor#al,aid (line A4) which was relativelysmall,and locally-raised.

'revenue (line A5); an obviously impdrtant-SoUrde of revenue'. :The
t

. . .
.. .

.

latter , of:CourSe,po.sitively related to property wealth, both

liefore_4pd after .the. The pattern ofncrease is somewhat-



'erratic.but can be characterized. as generally independent of property

wealth levels.

Additional information on local revenues is provided by the

local school tax rate (line A6). These rates were surprisingly uni-

form by property wealth quintile in1972-73. By 1975-76; the school

tax rates fell in each quintile as additional aid was proved by the

state; the largest declines were for the two lowegt wealth quintiles.,

The postreform tax rates were still unifprm--only 1.65 mills separated
- .

the quintiles.

:The larger absolute and, relative tax rate decreases in the

lower wealth quintiles are. difficult-to explain. .The rapid rise iii
, .

roperty wealth 'values compared to net operating costs appears to.

account for most of the change.' The effect of state aid. increases

.
appears to be minor by contrast; the same'is true of equalizing aid

.

,
.

-(line A3): In addition, cost controls undoubtedly had some effect,..

as will be shown in SectionX.

I To complete this discugsion, it is useful to consider the:

'broader fiscal environment. Total:16dal revenue per capita :(line,

B1) displayed almost no change over the period,due largely to the

provision of pdditional state aid (other than schOol Some of

f.

the additional state aid was equalizing-and some of it was not.

Equalizing aid (.1.ine B2) was of relatively sMall magnitude,. and

categorical aid (line B3). tl;ough.larger in magnitude,was distributed

relatively evenly across the quintiles. These outside sources of funds,

in-combinati n ith general:and personal property tax relief, made it

lower total loc tax rates WhichindlUde edUcetion



B4). The greatest percentage and absolute declines occurred in the

low property wealth quintiles. Here again we observe the response

of low wealth areas to the availability of greater state,d--they

are more likely to reduce their local tax effort.

Our tentative conclusion is that'the apParentreductions

of
tax effort--for the schoold and overall - -in the face of gr eater state

aid indicate two- things: (a) local officials recognize and take ad-
:

vantage of the substitution possibilities or (b) school cost controls

and municipal levy limits force local-officials to substitute state

aid for local 'revenues. Evidence.presented in the next section indi-

Cates that cost controls.definitely constrained.. most: districts.

from increasing expenditures.

It is worth noeing that the fourth quintile starts with

well above average local education tax rate and experiences an ex-

ceptionally large decline. We cannot offer any explanation'for this.

It is alsO interesting to note that this quintilead by far the

largest-enro4ment decline- because it includes Milwaukee:. ThiS
_

decline could explain'the somewhat large increase in net operating

:'costs.

Educational. Tax Rate

We now repeatour analysis -and base iton-education tax,rate

quin les. We take this approach since the school aids formula which.

designed to minimize the influence of wealth di-dparities also had_'

effect on the distribution of school tax rates. It seems reason-

able to believe that districts whose 'tax-rates are high because of

an

lesspropertywealth will want to-or be, constrainedl,to relax their



effort as more aid becomes available to them. But how much of a

reduction will take place and the distribution of those reductions.

is snot clear,. The data needed to answer these questions are Pre-

sented in Table 8.

Our first observation is that, the highest taxed quintiles

(line Al)"in 1972 -73 were also taxed most heavily in'1975 -76. Over

_this same period there was a decline in,the overall rate because of

the state's increased funding for education. In fact, 'the mill rate

declines are roughly proportional across quintiles.

Net operating costs (line. A2) were greater in higher tax

areas both before and after,the reform.- Increases in net operating

costs among the quintiles since the reform were roughlyproportional-

to the prereform levels, thereby accentuating the abeolute-dollar

differences in spending.- The difference between the highest and

.lowest spending quintiles wentfrom.$181 to $2/2, but most of this
%

inc ease can beattributed.to the sharp rise, for the top quintile.
...

This' increase in net operating costs for the top quintile may be the

result of its much more substantial enrollment decline (line B5) of

almost-12 Percent which assumes some lag in the ability to adjust to

Such delines. ,Again, Milwaukee, is in this- quintile. State aid ,(line

.10).remained fairly equal acio s,qUintiles, both before and after the

reform. 'the increases in cat gorical and equalization aid (lines A3a

and'A3b) were surprisinglr;uniforM.except for the loaest quintile.

Since.state aid and.net operating expenditures are both relatively
.

,

similar across quintiles,-tile absolute need for 1oCal education

revenues (line across quintiles was_slMilar.both before and

after refOrm..
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TABLE 8

WHO BENEFITED FROM THE REFORM: THE COMPOSITION OF
SCHOOL FINANCE AND LOCAL SCHOOL TAX RATE

1972-73 Education Tax Rate Quintile
Lowest Second Middle Fourth Highest

Al. Local School,TaX a).1.

.4-

16.82 18.83 19.98 21.60 23.20
Rate (mills) b) 3.31. - 4.83 4.75 6.32 5.10

c) 13.01 14.02 . .15.23, 15.28 18.10
d) -23% -26%, . -24% -'-29% -22%.

'..A2. Net Operating Cost a) 880 885 959. 970 1,061
b), 135 136 343 343 426

P) 1,215 1,221 1,302 1,313 1,487.
d) 38% 38% 36% 36% O%

A3. State Aid .a) 259 299 276 326 288
b.) 257 324 308 321 '310
-0 516 623 589 60 ,-. 593
d) 99% '108 %' 111% 98% 108%

a. Categorical Aid a) 38 42. 43 -. 37 47
b) 14 21 , .28 19 . 31
c) .5 63 , 71 . 36 79
d) 37% 50% 65% 51% 66%

b. Equalization Aid a) 145 . 181 156 212 165
b) 312 ,. 381 351 375 344
c) 457

5:10%
507. . 587 509

d) 215% 225%* 176% 208%
,..

A4. Federal Aid a) 37 40 41 .37 57
b) 10 11' 13 10 25

. c) '.47 .,..,...---51 54 ..47 - 32'
d) 27% 27% 32% 27% '44%

.A5. Local Education. Revenuea) 7.29 695641 608 798

.b) 08 75 : 82 . 79 _100

.c).;.4 794 '.. 683 811 774 967'

d) 'f 17% .12% 11% 11 %' 13%

A6. Property Wealth . 0.. 40843 . .35292 40843 34806 38174
-(per 'pupil) b) 19435 15705 15686 '17700 19288

c) 60278' .-50997 56536 '52506 57402
d) 47%, 45% 38% '50% 50% ..

.

Bl. Total Local Revenues a) - 224 207 247 . -- 229 303

(per capita) b) 0 -4 -6 -2 - 10%.

Or-- 224 211 241' 227- 293a,.... -2% 1 -2% - -3%
.

. ":.
.

B2. Noneducation State Aid-a) '30 32 . 28 36 . 55,
Equalizing*. 14 ' 12 13 28 10 24

(per capita) c) 42 ',.....45. 56 52 79'

d) 40% -40% .100% 44% : 44%

433. NoneducatiOn State Aid-a)' 130 123 112' 133 . 134 .

Categorical ** b) 57. Id' 63 49 62

(per Capita) t)' 187 191 175.' .. 182 : 196
d) 44% 15% 56% '37% 46%

Bk. Total Lbcal Tax .a) 25.19 25.61 26.42 27.34 35.74
Rate*** (mills) b) 6.59 6.29 4.68 6.89_ 8.33

c) 18.60 19.32 21.74 20.45" 27.41
d) -26% _725% -18% -25% -23%

B5.. Enrollment'
o a

d) -.0 -1.6% -3.0% -1.3% -11.7%

4-a.7,mean 1972-73ib=dollar increase;`c-mean r1975-76id=percent increase:

*This includes the percentage'of levies and gerigral.pr6perty tax'religf,

**Includes' all other stategid except. as noted in foOtnotera....

***This. is net of general.anclpersonal property tax relief..

A81
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The o.Verall:relationships between education tax rates and

average-property values (line A6) in 1972 -73, 1975 776, and the in-

,

creases over the intervil, are not apparent; if anything, there are

no relationships. This is important becauSe of frequent statements

about the association'bjtweerrhigh tax rates and low property wealth.

1The lack of telationships is similar to our finding in Table 7 where

2
property wealth quintiles were employed.

,

The remainder of\.the local finanCial situation is captured,

in lines B1-13.5.- Total 1Cical revenue as well as equalizing and cate-

gorical state aid .(lines B2 and B3) are rather evenly distributed

both before and after the reform. Except for the top quintile which

includes Milwaukee, local tax rates (line. B4) are surprisingly

r.

similar.- Decreases in local tax rates were roughly Proportional,

and-combined with increases instate aid, local revenue per capita

remained virtually unchanged over the three-year period.

We can.summarizethese results by indicating that little
, -

additional insight is gained'by looking at the data frOin the vantage

W

point of.education tax rates. There is just too much similarity

among tax: rates to enable/us to. distill much from these data. This..

. conclusion reinforces. wh4 we already.discovered'in the last section

-7namely, that education tax rates vary relatively little by-property

wealth.

Family Income

In Table,9 ure presentsimilar data but this time students are

classified by the median family income of the school districts from

which they come. The income data'are for 1969 and hence reflect



TABLE 9

WHO BENEFITED FROM THE REFORM:- THE COMPOSITION OF
SCHOOL FINANCE AND MEDIAN FAMILY. INCOME

Al. Median Family
Income, 1970

A2.'Net Operating Costs 04-
(per pupil) b)...

77.5._ 9L,7//
i' .

846 830/-

. 409 .1 384

Income Quintile.'
Lowest SeCond Middle Fourth Highest.

10107

399

10629

'.' 915

453

12469

951 .

,469
c)
d)

A3. State Aid a)

b)

c).

d)

a. 'Categorical Aid a)

b) .

c)

d)

b. Equalization Aid a)

b)

c)

d)^.

A4. Federal. Aid a)

b)

c)

d)

a,

b)

c)

d)

A6. Local School Tax of
Rate (mills) b)

c)

d)

A5. Local Education-
, Revenue

Bl. NiSeducation State
Aid- Equalizing *
'(tier capita)

B2. Nonesducation State
Aid-Categorical**
(per, capita)

B3. Total Local Revenue
(pe capita)

B4. Total Local Tax
Rate * ** (mills)

B5. Enrollment

a)
b)

c)

d)

a)

b)

c)

d)

a).

I?)

c)

d)

a) .

b),

c)

d)

d)

'1255 1,1214

48% , .46%

397 1291
260 311

1241
47%

225

. 367 /

1368 .

49% :

269

322

1420
49%

245

184
651 ., 602

65%
\ 107%

43 44

592

-163%

41
25

66

591
119% .

46

34.

.80

429
75%

14 15
57 59

.33.7

23

-57
32% 34%

277 172

74%

147

70%

137
417

525
371

518

335 380
612 352
120% 120%

54 39

12 8

66 47

276

413
386% 354% 201%

37 54 .0, 25'

25 9

46 79. ,34

22% 21%

513 ..D37

132 67

6.45 704
26% 10%

19:08 I 18.88 19.11 21.29 21.45
5.73 I 4:$2 4.81 - 4.57 4.99

13.35 14.06 14.30 16.72 16.46

24% 46% 36%

89,2

192

1084
21%

716 724

'31- '102

;747 . :826 .
4% 14%

,

30% I 26% '25% 21%
it

23%

34 32

5 10
39 42
1521 31%.

28

18
46
65%

39
30

69

77%

45
26

71
58%

157 ' 117
40 60

197 -177

105
68

173

113
81

194

137
44

181'
75% 51%

196 208
-8

192 215
4%e 3%

25.71 _24.74
8.45 " 5.53

65%

202
19

221
9%

25 04
3.35

72%

265

-3
262

-1%

33.29
7.70

32%

317
-22

295
-7%

28.85
5.98

17.26 19.21
- -33% -22%

-1.2% -.5%

21.59
-13%

-10.6%

2539
- -23%

-4.1%

'22.87

' =20%

-1-a=mean 1972-73; ',4=doilatindregSe; c=mean 1975-76;.ch=percent increase.
.

-----:7-77-*ThKgjncludeS the percentage oflevies and'general_property tax relief.,. _

-**Includes'allothet state aid except as noted in footnote a.

***ThiS is net of generaland personal prokkty tax relief.
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values likely to be considerably lower than those for 1972-73 or

1975-76. Moreover, the one-time data preclude showing how changes
. ..

in income may have been associated with changes in any of the other

variables.

It is immediately obvious that although net. operating costs

(line A2) rise somewhat as income rises, they rise much'less than

.1
income across quintiles.. We do observe that state aid (line A3) in

1975-76 is inversely related to family income although the increases

in. aid bear little relationship 'to levels Of-income. This.is also

true for categorical aid (line A3a). .Federal.aid-(line A4) does not

appear to be targeted to 'ewer income pupils. The association b
r "

. tween average income and locally raised education revenue (line A5)

7----A,

increased by 1975-76' for all except. the top quintiile. 'Revenue
'

actually felf4here,'notwithstanding its' high. property value per

pupil Finally, the absolute drop in the education tax rate was

quite uniform except:for the bottom quintile which experienced,a

bigger drop.and ended with the lowest-education tax rate.

We conclude from this exercise that across vin, tiles no
- . .

majotzrelationships emerge between the effeets of school finance

. ee"'"'

reform and average family =come. J Certainly 'none are apparent from

I
6

these data,;.,

Property Wealth. and Education Tax Rates

An additional dimension of thereform's effect can perhaps

be gained by viewing net_operating costs and then state aid when

pupils are clasSified. Simultaneously.by.property wealth and Odu-

catienal:tax'rate quintiles. We hope in this way to capture.



whatever inferaction may exist which did not show up in the one-way

.

classifications. At the same time we recognize that this finer

breakdown of the data is likely to increase the dispersion somewhat.

SpeCific but unidentified factors will affect the-, distribution of

districts in the various cells of our tables.

We have constructed a table to bring out the gross relation-.
o

ships. This required classifying pupils from the different school

diStricts by both property wealth and education tax, rate, quintiles

for the prereform'year of 1972-73. The 1972-73 levels are entered on

the first line; the third line contains the levels for these same

pupil'groups but in 1975-76; and.the-absoluteand'percentage changes

are Shown in the .second and fourth lines. Our purpOse is to give

some idea of how the reformalfected groups of students-by following.
.

the changes they experienced.

e observe from Table 10, Panel A, that expenditure levels.

are, as expecfed,associated weakly with tax rate quintiles (read

across the rows) and with property wealth quintiles (read down the

columns) . Once again, increases in expenditure%sinseN the\rA eforth

appear to be roughly equal across the whole wealth-tax rate Matrix:-

This reaffirms our earlier conclusion that the reform induced few

changes in-net operating cost..

While expenditure changes may have been quite unifOria,

does not imply that state aid should necessarily have increased uni-

formly. In fact, as Panel Bishows, :tt;e-absolute increases in State
,

/

aid tended to be 1oWer for pupils'in higher property wealth quintiles:

with,loWer School tax rates.: Similarly, the absoluteincreases
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TABLE 10

WHO BENEFITED FROM THE REFORM: EFFORT VS. ABILITY TO PAY

1972-73 Property
Wealth Quintile

1972-73 SchooiZTax Rate Quintile

Lowest' Second Middle Fourth Highest

A. Change in Net Operating Costs Per Pupil

Lowest

Second

.

Middle

Fourth..

a)*

b)

c)

d)

aa)

b)

.)

d)

a)

b)

. c)

d)

a)

785
407

1192 .

52%

715

,363

1078
57%

765

397
1162

52%

787

775

416
1191

54%

:810:

380
1190

47%

859

392
1251

46%

806.

.

.

.

'''

'-'7824. ,
.. 393
1217

48%

864

"409- ,

1273' /

47%

810
376

1186'
'46%

819

879
: .415
1294

46%

922 .

396
1318 .

-43%
,

938 ,,

325
1363

,46%

...898

932
456

1378
48 7.

979
365

.1444
47%,

1042
431 :,

1473
, . 41%

'990'

b) '1.379 . 423 . 38 "-''' 330a 1166 . _ 1229 (-1.205 1323 1543
'd) 43%, "V% , 47% 48%, -56%

Highest a) 924. 895 1003) .929, ' 1036''
b) 409 400. . li.32 353 ,

"' 404:.

, .

c) 1333 1295' .

?

1282 :1440
d) 44% 4....., 40% 43% 387 ' 39%.

02 -.

B. State rkid Per Pupil

Lowest a) 499 ,' 492 5,155

b) 269 280 . / 193,,

c) 768 772 , 747
d) 54% 457% 36%

Second. a) 356 405 428

537 .i' ..,567

232 ,25(.)

7.69 ': 823..

43%. 35%
..._. .

385 454.

,

b) 243 254 ' 281 195 150

7------ c) 599 659 699 580 606

..f .cl) 68% 63% 63% 7.....51%,-,-,,_.L.1, 33%

Middle a) 312 329 i. 325, .347 26.3

b) 273 235 ' 248 234 131.

-....'",,c) 585 564 ' 598 581 394

ciK 87% 71% 84% 67%. 49%

Fourth
..

a) \52 ; 250, 249 ..280 :1.32

.. b) ,\142 - 365 k 334 .266 293

C). 394\ 615\
I

583 546. 625

-d) 56%\ 146, 134% -. 95% 88%

Highest \ a) 208: \\ 196 \" ,219 237 218 .

`` 6

tOwest

...Second

Middle

Fourth

Highest

b) .. .102 \ .1186\ 17S 386 1 200

c) 310 38,2 .. 392 623 i 418

d) ., 49%
.

-95% ` 78%- 163% 1- 91%
,

I

-6--
1

1

C. Average Family Income

8244' 3097 804 8523 10476

9500 9408' 1
1
480 10181 12A77

fr. 8391. 3621 9 80 -11161 . 11806-

10358. ., 10072 106e5- 10167 10264

9740 , - 9869 113.3 10335' 14197

*a=mean 197273; b=dol.lar iricreadc;. c=mean 1975-76; ;.d=perdent 'increase.:
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seemed to be somewhat lower for high.tax rate-lower property wealth

pupils. ButlFhese are at best general 'tendencies and are only

suggestive of That has happened.

There. is little to be gained fxom displaying additional

panels that cross classify some of the other variables discussed

earlier. The results add little to the conclusions already drawn--

namely, that increases in expenditures were relalively uniform on an

absolute basis. and increases in state' aid per gdpil were also rather

equal on an absolute bagis. There was some tendency for-these in-
,'

creases t6'be smaller for children coming from higher wealth-lower
%

tax rate and lower wealth-higher tax rate districts.

Whether these increases. are related to property wealth and

education tax rates is still not fully clear because, as Panel C

indicates, average family income generally rises from the upper left-

hand corner of the table down to the lower right-hand corner.

It is also evident that differences in per pupil school ex-

penditures are far narrower than those implied by differences in

. property wealth, education tax rates, and average family incomes.

The conventional views about how educational systems should be

organized and operated, the minimum standards imposed by the state,

and'the operation of market forces make for considerable uniformity

in spending patterns. Greater uniformity is unlikely to come except

through increased state intervention and ever more complex formulas.

However, the-fraction of these costs.paid by the state is subject to

further manipulation at least in principle. But the increased

sophistication of legislators and the rapid availability of computer
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simulations. of the effects of proposed changes in school aid formulas-

make it difficult-to achieve agreement to make such changes. Those

who are "hurt" know too quickly they will be hurt and so take counter

action. Perhaps that explains the zeneral failure of the school re-

form to shift the pattern of state aid.

IX. PROGRAM EFFECTS OF THE REFORM.

The 1973 reform and related legislation specified. several

program-Items not directly related to the equalization formula. Here!

we examine the effects of four proVisions: (1) the changed financing.

of nonoperating costs,: (2) cost controls, (3) negative aids and tran-

sition features, and (4) the 13 minimum education standards.

Nonoperating Costs

Nonoperating. costs are the annual expenditures for debt

levies-and capital outlays. Differences in these costs among dis-

tricts approximate differences in the quality of physical facilities

available to students. Since the change in financing of nonoperating

costs was an important part of the 1973 reform, we focus on this

topic in. Tables 11 and -12.

Prior to the reform,.school districts financed all non-

operating costs. Since then, the state shares the first $100 of these

costs according to the general aid formula. This means that the state

now contributes $38 per pupil-to the average school district; an

average of $111 in local revenue is still needed to finance total non-
,

operating costs. Nonoperating costs in 1975-76 were $149, only $9
.

higher than net operating costs in 1972 -73 - -a growth rate of 2 percent

(
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TABLE 11.

PROFILE OF NONOPERATING COSTS

1972-73 1975-76
Local State, Local State

. Mean $ 140 '.$ 111 38
Median 130 - 99

. k

38

Standard deviation 48 - 50 14
Coefficient of- variation --

. .341 - .437 .391.
75th percentile/25th 'percentile 1.43 - 1.75 1.48
95th percentilef5th'percentile

.

Minimum 14 29 G ,

`Maximum 389 363 72.

4

TABLE 12

DISTRIBUTION OF NONOPERATING COSTS

,Quintile Classified by:
1972 73 uintile

Lowest Second Middle Fourth Highest

1. Property"Wealth
(dollars per pupil)

1972-73 $ 128 $ 134 $ 141 $ 126 $ 175
1975-76 136 146' 161 143 171

Local Share 84 103 ,127 110 149
State Share 52 43 34 33 22

2. Education Tax Rate
1972-73 118 124 154 153 150

. 1975-76 I44 138 150 158 163

Local Share 109 96 114 117 132
State Share 35 42 36 41 31

3. Median Family Income
1972-73 119 137 . 135 131 180
1975-76 128 145 147 142 191

'Local Share 83 104 109 107 164
. .State Share 45 41 38 35 27

.9
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per year. New construction apparently stopped (perhaps due to

declining ehrolIments), despite the influx of-new state funding and

the absence of cost controls on the financing of costs in this cate-

gory.

Nonoperating costs are noticeably more dispersed in 1975-76,

in contrast to the unchanged variation in net operating costs noted

earlier. The absolute and relative dispersion of. the local share

increased, even though the average fell from $140 to $114. The.co-

efficient of variation for the state's portion, .391; is greater than

that for the state's portion of all shared ousts, '.34 (see Section

VII).

The distribution of, nonoperating costs shOwn in Table 12_

indicates that high wealth, high tax rate, ancihigh income school-

districts spent the most on facilities.- This comes as no surprise.

Nonoperating costs grew-most in average wealth and low tax rate areas,

and they grew uniformly in each income quintile. State aid was most

plentiful in low wealth, low income districts, but low-tax districts

did not-do much worse than mid and high wealth districts.' In sum,

low wealth, low tax, low income areas have slightly lower nonaperat-

ing costs and they have been decreasing somewhat since 1972-73.

They now receive the most state aid:

Cost Controls

The general. picture emerging from the earlier, analysis is as

follows: (1) the 1973 reform. resulted in large, significant, and

equitably. distributed amounts of. property tax relief, (2) there was

no decrease in, the relative dispersion of.education expenditurea, but



(3) there was a widening in the absolute dispersion. Cost controls

immediately come to mind as a constraint on the ability of school

districts to funnel additional state aid into education and property

. tax relief. We turn now to an examination of these-effects. 28

Annual percentage increases in average expenditures are shown

in Table 13. In viewing this information,'recall that in 1973-74 _

there was a $55 limit, in 1974-75 no limit existed, and in 1975-76

the limit was 9.5 percent of the prior year's expenditures. Also,

some exemptions were allowed in both 1973774 and again in 1975-76.
29

It is clear that the 7.3 perdent average increase of $72 (based on

average net operating costs of $956) more than exceeded the.$55

limit.- How much of this excess can be attributed to exemptions is

unclear. When the controls were lifted in 1974-75, an unprecedented

14.8 percent increase of over $152 took place.

This sharp.increase led to the reimposition of controls set

at 9.5 percent for 1975-76. The percentage." figure made more sense

,..from the standpoint of local school districts-faced-with percentage

increases in their costs. But it was inconsistent with the state

. government's objective Of reducing the absolute dispersion in school

costs, especially since high spending districts could add the most

dollars. . The actual increase for 1975-76 was 12.5 percent, reflecting

once again a, variety of exceptions which by this time had been written.

28
Cost.controls apply to shared costs minus the first $100 of

net operating, costs. Essentially,-- this is the-net operating cost.

29
The-exemptions included transportation costs, 'expenditures_

-needed to utilize new construction and the costs. of implementing new
state- mandated special educition programs.-



TABLE 13

PROFILE OF THE IMPACT OF COST CONTROLS ON NET OPERATING COSTS

% Increase in Net Operating Costs
1973-74 1974-75 1975-76

Mean 7.3 14.8 12.5

Median 7.6. 14:6 13.0

Standard Deviation .422 .447 .351

Coefficient of Variation .579- .301- .280

'75th percentile/25th percentile ,1.86 1.55 1.36

Minimum -16.6 -1.9 -4.T.

Maximum 27.9.. 34.4 33.1

TABLE 14

DISTRIBUTIONAL IMPACT OF COST CONTROLS:ON NET OPERATING COSTS

1972-73 Quintile

Quintile Classified by: Lowest Second Middle Fourth Highest

(percent increase in net operating costs)
1. Property Wealth

1973-74 9.09 6.98 ' 5.93 8.47 5.52

1974-75 15.22 .14.58 15.17 16.21 12.88

1975-76 12.08 12.32 12.46 13.28 12.26

2. Education Tax Rate,
1973-74. D 7.61 7.79 6.59 7.38 7.16

1974-75 .
15.48 15.02 13.74 13.42 16.33

1975-76 12.42 12.11 12.93 12.02 12.89

3. Median Family Income . .

1973-74 , 8.50 6.76 7.65 6.90 6.97

1974-75 15.24 13.78 14.01 16.36 15.81

1975-76 11.65 12.76 12.54 13.14 1.2.15

4. Poverty Statusa
1973-74 6.52 5.92 8:2.5 7.82 8.00

12.93 14.182 14.49 14.81- 16.64

13.06 -11.82 12.17 12 59, 12.82

aPercentl'of population under 17 years of age living in a household

below the federally determined poverty line.
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into law. .Nevertheless, the increase was Significantly lower than

in 1974-75 and in addition the dispersion decreased somewhat.

How did.,these increases vary across pupils classified.by

property wealth, education tax rate, and family income quintiles?

Table 14 shows annual percentages rather than three-year percentage

changes,and does not reveal any...consistent pattern except for the

much more equal percentage increases among quintiles in 1975-76.

Apparently, school districts have been increasing their expenditures

as much as was permitted.

We conclude that cost controls have contained school expendi-

tures by limiting what school districts can provide and what can be

demanded of them. At the same time, the'necessary exceptions required

to accommodate local needs and state.imposed programs pushed school.

Costs beyond the control. levels. This means that the percentage in-

crease in costs allowed by the controls considerably understates

actual increases in costs.

Negative Aids and Transition Features

The Wisconsin reform attracted considerable attention for

its broad-reaching negative aid.feature4 The Wisconsin Supreme

. Court's subsequent prohibition of these pSyments generated even more

attention. It also produced concern about the Ultimate effects of

the reform.

How important would negative aids have been in altering the.

overall/and distributional effects.already described? We can answer

this. question by comparing our results in the absence of negative aids
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with what would have resulted: (1) if negative aids had remained in.

effect but were implemented according to the negative aids transition

4 provisions, and (2) if negative aids had gone into immediate effect

in 1973-74 but had not altered any of the relationships observed in

1975-76 "(expenditures, tax rates, etc.).

Negative aids, by changing the price of education in,very

wealthy districts, would alter behavior but, because the nature and

magnitdde of the responses are difficult to simulate, we present a

first approximation of the effects. This assumes that spending

behavior would not have changed.

The impact of negatiye aids and the impact ct their rejection

by. the court are shown in Table 15. Three situations are portrayed:

(1) a hypothetical situation in which negative aids would have been in

full operation in 1975-76 (no transition provisions would have applied);

(2) the "situation that prevailed during 1975-76 when negative aids were

calculated;.and (3) the-actual financial situation for 1975-76 after

the court's ruling when negative aids no longer applied. It should be

noted that the transition-features_oi_the 1973 legislation did not

require primary negative aid payments until 1976-77. In addition, 70

percent of any aid loss by district compared to 1972-73 wa .. sn1.11 paid

!

by the state in 1975-76. This latter form of aid is labeled transition

aid in Table 15.

The legal ruling (compare lines la and lb. 2a and 2b, etc.)

id not affect average primary aid payments in 1975-76. Without the

/ transition. features (line lc) the impact of negative aids would not

have been large from a statewide perspective, although a few school .

194 ('-
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TAME 15

EFFECT OF NEGATIVE, AIDS, AND TRANSITION tEATURES., 1975-76

Dollars

pet Pupil

Coefficient

Stindatd of.

Deviation Variation

. %'of Pupils In

Districts Paying

Minimum Maximum Negative AmountsMean Midian

I

1. Primary Aid,

a, With negative aids
. 507

b. With-negative aids-transition delay 520

533

533

237

189

,.468 ,

.364

-1906

0

1027

'1048

3,8

.0
c. Without :negative aids; current status 520 533 180 .342 0 1048 0

2. Secondary Aid

a. With negative aids -16 0 17 5.94 -999 223: 27.5
b. With negative aids-transition delay -16. 0 97 5.94 -999 223 27.5
c, Withotit negative aids: current status 3 0 17 5,41 0 223 0

..,, /
1.0 3. Transidon Aid
tn

a. With negative aids -

b. With negative aids-transition delay .16 0

-

78

-

4.90

- ,

-8 848
c. Without negative aids; current status 4 0 20 '5414 0 148

. 4. Total Equalization Aid

a. With negative aids 491 532 309 .629 -2589 1048 4.2
b. With negatiire aids-transitaon delay 522 536 190 '.364 -999 1048 3.6
'c,, Without negative aids:.current status: 527 533 183 .342 0 1048
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districts would have been significantly affected. Primary aid falls

by $13 per pupil on average and reflects the overall size or fisdal

impact of negative.aid.payments. As expected, the dispersion of

state aid would have increased. The wealthiest district-Would have
. ,

paid $1906 per pupil to the state treasuu!A Interestingly, only 3.8

percent of stgdents belonged to school districts that/Would have been

affected primary negative aid.

Positive secondary aid averaged only $3 per pupil in 1975-76.

In the absence of the court decision, the negative secondary aid pro-

vision would have applied to school districts having 27.5 percent of

the state's enrollment and would have required'the payment of an/

average of $16 per pupil for redistribution/by. the state. The $16

per pupil statewide fiscal impact is about/the same as the $13 impact

of primary negative aid ($501-$507). t,t should be recalled that

districts/subject to secondary negative aids had to have property

,valuations exceeding the State average and had to spend in excess

of the-prior year's statewide average expenditure by 10 percent.

Prior to the court's.ruling, transition aid of $4 per pupil

almost. balanced secondary aid, and virtually no pupils would have

been in districts receiving less aid than in 1972-73. While 70 per-
_

cent of the state aid loss according to the formula was still covered

by the state, this transition aid did not amount to much--$4 per

pupil statewide. This is why tIle transition features do not severely

distort our evaluation which' uses 1975-76 data.

Total equalization aid (line 4) shows that most districts

which would have paid negative, secondary aids received larger amounts

196 4Uti
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of positive primary aid. Although only 4.2 percent of students

attend schools that would have had to make payffients to the state,

these payments would have ranged up to $2600 per pupil.

The distribution effects of negative and transition aids are

summarized in Table 16 Which shows how state equalization aid changes

under the three situations just-discussed, i.e., when pupils are

classified by property wealth, education tax rate, and'income quin-

tiles. Thebasic levels-of equalization aid are shown under primary

aid. Changes in,Secondaty aid and then in transition aid would add

or subtract to the equalization aid shoWn under primary aid.

Consider first the distributiOn effects-by prop-etty-wealth

quintiles in Table 16. Equalization aid was Unaffected by the court's

decision on negative aids because the primary negative aids program

had not yet taken effect (compare lines la and lb). Even with im-

mediate implementation of primary negative aids (.line.lc), only the

top quintile would have been affected, with its equalization aid re-

duced from $317 to .$260 per pupil.. This reaffirms the earlier con-

clusion that the impact of.primary_aid would_be confined to high

property wealth districts and would affect only a small proportion

of students in those districts.

Secondary aids which had already gone into effect increased

equalization aid on average in all wealth quintiles (line 2a). Had

the court not reached the decision, it did, the highest wealth quintile

would have lost slightly more in secondary aids (-$71) than in primary

aids ($317-$260). Of course, no diff2rence results from the timing of

the implementation of secondary aids (line 2c).



DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS

TABLE 16

NEGATIVE AIDS AND TRANSITION FEATURES, 1975-76

r

1975-76 Quintile
Lowest Second Middle Fourth

A. Property Wealth
1. Primary Aid \

a. WithmegatiVe aids .

$ 715 $ 587 $ 477 $ 494
'b. With negative aids-transition delay 715 587 477 494 '

c.: Without negative aids: current status 715' 587 477 494

2. Secondary Aid
a. With negative aids . 6 -1 1 -16 -3
b. With negative aids-transition delay 6 -1 -' -16 -3
c. With negative aids: current status 7 3 0 , 0

3. Transition Aid
a. With negative aids
b. With negatie aids-transition delay
c. Without negative aids: current status

B. School Tax Rate
1. Primary Aid

a. With negative aids
b.-With negative aids-transition delay
c. Without negative aids: current status

2. Secondary Aid

0

0
2 20
0 10

$ 408 $ 556, $ 498 $ 587
452 556 510 587
452 556 510 587

a. With negat'.ve aids -30 :0 -34
b. With negative aids-transition delay -30 0 -34
c. With negat've aids: current status 1 3 3

3. Transition Aid
a. With negative aids
b. With negative aids-transition delay 33 5 23
c. Without negative. aids: current status 11 1 0

C. Family Income
1. Primary Aid

a. With negative aids $ 581 $ 539 ' $ 525 $50
b. With negative aids-transition delay 605 541 525 .518
c. Without negative aids: current status 605 541 525 518

- 3

- 3

2. Secondary Aid
a. With negative aids

,

b. With negative aids-transition delay
c. Without negative aids: Current status

3. Transition Aid
a. With negative aids
b. With negative aids-transition delay
c. Without negative aids:'current status

- 9 -0 -12
- 9. 2 -0 -12
4 5 0 1

14
4

9 0 16 .

1 0 5
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Trandition aids are relatively minor but if negative aids

had not been ruled unconstitutional, the middle and highest quintiles

would have gained considerably, 'in order to help them adjust to changes

in primary and secondary aids.

The effects by education tax rate quintiles can be read in

the same. way from the middle panel of Table 16. However, the effects

are more diffused because of less than perfect association betWeen

property Wealth and education tax rates. For example, immediate im-

plementation of negative aids (compare lineL lc and lb) would have

reduced aid the most for pupils in the lowest tax rate quintile, with

much smaller effects on the.middle and highest quintiles, and no

effect on the second and fourth quintiles. Negative secondary aids

were substantially affected-by the court decision for the lowest,

middle, and highest quintiles (lines.2a and 2b). Once again, the

presence, of Some high property wealth districts within these quintiles

produces the observed effects. Finally, the court decision caused

transition aid to drop relative to what it would halie been for all

quintiles, qg4 ince. the purpose of trans,itionaid was to offset the

full effect, of negative secondary "aids.

The .effects by family income quintiles yield the same mixed

pattern, again because each income quintile contains a range of

property wealth values. Primary negative aid would have produced

the greatest absolute reductions in equalization aid for the lowest
/

and highest income quintiles, followed by the next quintiles.. There

would have been no change whatsoever for the middle quintile. The"(i

story is somewhat/different for secondary aids. The court decision
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was most important to the highest income quintile, relieving it of

the need to make large secondary aid payments to the' state. The

lowest and fourth quintiles also gained bdt not asmuch: The effect

of transition aid by income quintile varied, being highest for the

top income quintile. In the absence of the court decision, these

transition aids would have offset the effect of negative primary

and .isecondary. aids.

From this we conclude that the court decision had a major

impact. It caused an Immediate reduction in negative secondary aid

payments in high wealth districts, where tax rates range widely over

the spectrum of tax, rates and where incomes tend to be among the

highest,or the lowest observed. More important, perhaps, is the

obvious fact that negative primary aids were directed at an excep-

tionally small proportion of the state's school districts. Negative

secondary aids would have had as large an effect as negative primary

aids but they would not have been Concentrated on high property

wealth districts.

The 13 Minimum Educational Standards

The importance of the 13 minimum edidcational standards to the

passage of the 1973 reform is unknown. The standards do, however,

help assure some measure Of educational, quality--at least in terms

of the availability of various kinds of instructional services. In

this section we want to determine whether or not the quality of

curriculum and facilities in districts is related to school finance

variables and changes in them over the 1972-73 to 1975-76 period.

v.
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The data used for this exploration come from a sample of 110

school districts enrolling about 1a-,third of.the state's students.

This sample represents the school districts actually audited by the

Department o Public Instruction in 1976-77. For the remaining school

districts andlfor other years, the. only data available are based on

self-reported information. Most of the-DPI sample, stratified by

school size, is random. *Since about 20.percent of the districts were

intentionally audited, the applicability of the following resuIrts-to

the entire population should be treated cautiously.: Another eaveat-

is that many Of the standards contain several subcomponents. If One

subcomponent is not complied with, the whole standard is considered

in noncompliance. If each component were considered a separate

standard, .the results obtained might differ from those 'we pfesent here.

Moreover, the meaning of compliance is difficult to assess because of

the vagueness of some of the standards. For.example, there was fre-

quent disagreement between the district and DPI reviewers as to whether

compliance existed.

The first line of Table 17 shows the distribution of students

in the sample by the number of standards their school districts had

met. MilWaukee.had met seven standards, explaining the large nuMber

of students in that column. Only 8,000.-students--less than 3 percent--
, I,

were in districts complying with all 13 standards. Less than 50 per-

cent of the students were in districts. complying with even nine-Rf.

the 13 standards! .

Generally, net operating costs, and their percentage increases

whether before or after the reform, appear to be unrelated to the
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TABLE 17

SCHOOL FINANCE VARiABLiS AND THE ATTAINMENT OF THE 13 MINIMUM EDUCATIONAL STANDARDS

1 Number of Educational Standards Complied With in 1976-77

6 7 8

or less

Number,of pupils, 197546' 20,623

Cumulative percent of pupils 100.0

Net Operating Cost

197273 804

1975-76 1195

Property 'Value

1972-73 34,265

1975-76 45,346,

,2 Educat=ional Tax (mills)

.1972-73. 18.45

1975-76 13,45'

Total Stat Aid

'1972-73 Y 313

1975-76 693

Minimum Standards Net

Self Evaluation

1973-74

1976-77

120,294.

93.2

28,031

55.5

975 848

1505 1265

j9,757 34;420

55;834 53,817

22.5.4, 19.57

18,98 14,92

273 305

634 632

9 10 11

47,973 28,161 16,329

'46.0 37.5 18.8

12 13

26,082 8,059

.10.5 2.7

848 843 795 875 822'

1231 1226 1191 1276 1197

42,947 35,636 37,567 35,107 37,228

59,21 51,562. 55;481 ' 52,268 54,360

19,66 '19,91 18.41 20.22 20.45

13,40 14.28 14,031 14.18 14.75

210 311,

598 577

11.43 16.81 00.76 ,12428 10.73.

11.84. .1.2.91 11.86. 12.09 '12.11 .

4

271, 311,

548 605

11.07 12.76

12.68 12.08

234

533

12.35

10.26



attainment of the standards. Property values:also bear little or no

relationship to the numbei of standards met. Neither..do levels and

dhange's in the school tax rates. However, it appears that in

1975-76 districts meeting fewer standards got slightly above average

state aid!

Perhaps' the most interesting entry is the comparison between

the 'standards complied with according to the self evaluation and

according to the DPI audit. We would expect districts that actually

met fewer standards' to 'evaluate themselves more favorably than the

audit, with less overstatement by districts actually meeting more

standards.. This is the case but more, surprising is the fact that

low compliance districts rated themselves as high- as-high compliance,

districts in both 1973-74 and 1976 -77. .The results. for 1973-74 are,

not too unexpected since the administrative rules were still being

worked out. By 1976-77 the administrative rules were not only es-

.tablished but every district knew it had a 25 percent chance of being

audited. :Still, this made little difference in the.accuracy of self-
.

evaluation.

X. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary .

Our study of the effects of the .197.3 school finance reform

and,related legislation reveals that-the goals of the reform were
4 ,

,more ambitious than the mechanisms created to assure their attainment.

The Wisconsin legislation sought to institute property tax relief,

narrow disparities in educational expenditures, enhance the quality

of the schoo1S, and yet not weaken local control over schools: The
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principal mechanisms' chosen to attain these not necessarily compatible

objectives involved raising the guaranteed tax base while requiring

the few districts having tax bases larger thanthe guarantee to

pay "negatiiie aids" to the state. Local districts.could still choose

their tax rate. However, expenditure increases for all districts were

_constrained by "cost controls."

It is certainly true that-the reform did afford substantial

tax relief by increasing the state share of funding from 30 to 40 7
percent of total costs. The School tax rate fell by well over 5 mills.

The dispersion in per pupil school expenditures widened absolutely but

remained unchanged telatively--that is, expenditures-grew propor-

tionately among districts but the dollar gap widened. Thus, the goal

narrowing disparities in spending was not achieved.

When `the,distribution effects are analyzed in detail there is

little clear evidence that the low wealth, low income, .high tax burden

districts benefited from the reform to a greater extent than did other

districts. To begin with, the prdieform school finance situation in

Wisconsin was not as bad as. California was portrayed in the Serrano

decision or as the plaintiffs argued in the Rodriguez case. Net

operating costs in the tlowest property wealth quintile were only $130

lower than in the highest quintile. The high'wealth quintile had a

mean school tax rate only 1 mill lower than the poorest wealth quin-

tile. Furthermore, our findings showed that'the high tax districts

generally spend more, not less. And while high income disticts did.

spend more, income- could not be associated with property wealthor

the tax rate in any consistent fashion.
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The distribUtional changes' brought about by the reform seem

to have'Caffected only a few districts. The highest wealth, lowest

tax, and highest income quintiles did receive smaller state_ aid, in-
.

creases. However, the other four quintiles in each of these Cate-
.--

gories benefited about equally, and expenditure changes could not be

predictably related to any_of the variables we studied. Only in the

school tax rate, relationship could we definitely say that the .school

tax reductions increased consistently as wealth declined.

The effects we turned up regarding particular features of

the reform provided some surprises. Cost control's appgar Leo have not

only constrained increases in expenditures but also operated to ensure

uniform' cost increases,.thereby preventing low cost school districts

from narrowing the differenCes in expenditures. The impact of nega-.

tive aids, which were subsequently minified by court action, would -
r.

not have significantly affected-the vast majority of school districts,

and their impact would have been minimal in redirecting state aid to

more "deserving" areas. The imposition of the 13 minimum standards

could not have had much effect because'the standards are yet to be

enforced; this suggest's that the weaker standards under_ehe old law

may also have-been ineffective. Furthermore, none of the school

finance variables including expenditures could be effectively related

to actual compliance with the standards.

In summary, the claims made for the 1973 school finance reform

are not supported by any evidence that the desired effects of the

refOrm have-resultedat least not in, the three year period covered

by our study. The only tangible outcome was general property tax

relief.
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Conclusions

Not having found the effects we expected, what concluding

observations can we offer?

There may have been too much concern with equalizing ex-

penditures rather than with enhancing the effectiveness,of'the

resources allocated to the schools. Equal expenditures are seen as a

,step toward greater equality, on the unstated assumption that equal

expenditures are more likely to produce equal results. But whether

this assumption has validity is not clear. Despite, the weaknesses of

our study of the 13 minimum educational standards, two conclusions-
--

emerge. Compliance-could-not-be-successfully_related'-to expenditures,

or any other variables. And the self evaluation of school districts

could not predict the compliance actually found by the state agency's

audit. Admittedly, the 13 standards relate to educational "access"

rather than student performance, but our findings illustrate the weak

link between equalizing expenditures and equalizing some measure, of

what schools do.

By having concentrated so much attention on equalizing ex-

penditures, less attention has been given to narrowing the differences

in student,performance and accomplishment. On the other hand, the

objective of equalizing expenditures, even with all the shortcomings

' just noted, seems to have not been pursued seriously. Cost controls,

110

while not entirely to blame, have played an important part in pre-

venting low spending districts from "catching up." We recognize the:

stratagem of cost controls but believe that at the very least an

annual dollar limit, such as $100, is preferable to the percentage



limitation. Better yet, low spending districts would have a much

higher cost limitation than high spending districts. In addition, an

incentive to increase expenditures in low spending districts (e.g.,

those with net operating-costs 10 percent below the prior year's

state average) could be built into the formula in much the same way

as secondary aids help constrain high cost districts.

Much of the effort on school'finance-reform appears to _have

involved an effort at "fine. tuning" the mechanisms for allocating

state aid. Whether such fine tuning can work is'not clear. 'In fact,

we found the prereform school finance situation to be considerably

better than we might have expected it to be. Despite the complex of_

precisely written legislation based on indexes,'percentages, averages,

etc.; the prereform relationships have hardly changed. As a conse-

quence, we think thatmore attention should be paid to continuous

monitoring of the actual effects of legislation, recording the re-

sponses of school districts, and relating state initiatives .in

school finance to standards of access and perforMance.

Whatever our conclusion, the nature of the political process

makes it unlikely that the subject of reform will come up again for

a few years. The break gives everyone an opportunity to deliberate

carefully on the directions that future reform proposals, if there

are to be any, should take. We hope that the results of this'

evaluation will contribute to those deliberations.



APPENDIX--Section VI

SOURCES AND DEFINITIONS OF DATA

Variables Year Definitions Sources

Enrollment ---1972, 1975 Pupils Planning f6e.Better
Education in Wiscon-

Property wealth 1972, 1975 Equalized valuation
per pupil

sin, 1972-73 (and 01

subsequent years),
Wisconsin Department

Net operating cost 1972, 1975 Dollars per pupil of Public Instruction

Education Tax Rate

Percent high school
students

1972,

1972,

1975 Mills (tax rate for
current operations only),

1975 H.S. enrollment/total
enrollment

-Nonshared. costs 1972 ..(Total tax rate - current

Pupil density 1975

Percent increase in 197273
net operating costs 1973 -74

1974-75

operations taxitate) X.
(per pupil property
valuation)

Enrollment/square miles
in school district

(Net operating current
year) (Net operating costs,
prior year) / net operating
costs, prior'year

Categorical Aid

Equalization aid

Transportation-aid

Aid for handicapped
children

. 1972, 1975 Total state aid--flat
equalization aid--

1972 Flat and equalization
aid - flat aid

1972, 1975

1972; 1975

.

and Distribution of State
Aid Dollars, 1972-73
(and subsequent years)
Wisconsin5Dept.- of-

Public Instruction
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Variables Year Definitions Sources

Federalaaid

Federal aid

Title I aid

1972

1975

.1972, 1975

Nonshared costs

Nonoperating costs

Secondary costs

Transition aid

Primary Aid

Equalization aid

1975

1975

1975

1975

1975

1975 Primary + secondary +
transition aids

Total state and federal Federal Aids Paid to
aid - total state aid School Districts,

1972-73 (computer
listing by county on
file at DPI). Federal
Aids Paid to School
Districts, 1975-76
,(mimeo), Department of
Public Instruction

Nonshared costs + $100

School district
population

1969 _

School age population 1969'

Median family income 1969

,Poverty status

Reprint of Alternative
Computations of State
Aid in 1975-76 Using
Income as .a Measure of
School District Wealth,
Sept. 22, 1976, Wis-
consin Legislative
Council Staff Memo-
randum, 76-27

Population between the
ages of 5 and 17

1969 Percentage of school age
population living in
families below the
federally defined
poverty level

Educational attainment 1969 -

1970 Census.(ranslated
from census units in
the first count tabu-

'' lations into school

district terms by the
Bureau of the Census
and the National Canter
for Educational Statis-
tics). Loaned by the
Research and Develop-
ment Center'for Cogni-
tive Learning, Univ.
of Wisconsin

1, Average number bf years of .

school completed by school
district residents



Variables Year /

Employers contribution to:

_Teacher retirement 1972, 1975

Social Security 1972, .1975

Percent of students
in private schools

1972, 1975

Compliance with minimum
standards:

Self-evaluation

DPI Audit

Total local revenue 1972, 1975

Total local tax rate 1972, 1975

Noneducation:

Equalization 1972, 1975

Categorical 'aid 1972, 1975

Definitions Sources

Computer tabulation,
1975; tabulation by
hand, 1972artment---

of Public Instruction

Computer tabulation, .

Department of Public
Instruction

Mimeographed material
provided by.Department

1 to 13 depending on the
of Public Instruction

number_of,standards
complied with

Local property tax levies
net of general property
tax relief

Local property tax levies
net of general and
personal property tax
relief / (population X
equalized property value
per capita)

Percentage of levies and
general property tax
relief

Taxes Aids and Shared
Taxes in Wisconsin
Municipalities, 1972
Wisconsin Department
of Revenue, 1974,
Bureau of Local Fiscal
Information and
Analyis

A data tape containing
information similar to
the 1975 version of
this document was used
to get the 1975 data

'Natural resource aid
Transportation aid
Special Utility
Per Capita aid
Miscellaneous aid
Personal property tax relief
Payments to counties
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Variables Year Definitions Sources,

Flat aid 1972 $88 per.,H.S. Pupil

$70 per elementary pupil
Calculations by the
authors

Secondary aid (after
the court decision)

1975 Set all negative amounts
of aid to zero

Tedhsition aid (after
the court decision)

1975 Subtract all negative

secondary aid; cannot be
negative

1
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